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COPYRIGHT
.IPC Magazines Limited, 1982. Copyright in

all drawings, photographs and articles
published in Television is fully protected and
reproduction or imitation in whole or in part
is expressly forbidden. All reasonable
precautions are taken by Television to ensure
that the advice and data given to readers are
reliable. We cannot however guarantee it and
we cannot accept legal responsibility for it.
Prices are those current as we go to press.

CORRESPONDENCE
All correspondence regarding advertisements
should be addressed to the Advertisement
Manager, "Television", King's Reach Tower,
Stamford Street, London SE1 9LS. Editorial
correspondence should be addressed to
"Television", IPC Magazines Ltd., Lavington
House, Lavington Street, London SE1 OP F.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
An annual subscription costs £10 in the
UK, £11 overseas ($24.20 Canada or USA).
Send orders with payment to IPC Services,
Oakfield House, Perrymount Road, Haywards
Heath, Sussex.

BINDERS AND INDEXES
Binders (£4.40) and Indexes (45p) can be
supplied by the Post Sales Department, IPC
Magazines Ltd., Lavington House, 25
Lavington Street, London SE1 OPF. Prices
include postage and VAT. In the case of
overseas orders, add 60p.

BACK NUMBERS
Some back issues are available from the
Post Sales Department, IPC Magazines Ltd.,
Lavington House, 25 Lavington Street,
London SE1 OPF at 85p inclusive of postage
and packing.

QUERIES
We regret that we cannot answer technical
queries over the telephone nor supply service
sheets. We will endeavour to assist readers
who have queries relating to articles
published in Television, but we cannot offer
advice on modifications to our published
designs nor comment on alternative ways of
using them. All correspondents expecting a
reply should enclose a stamped addressed
envelope.
Requests for advice in dealing with servicing
problems should be directed to our Queries
Service. For details see our regular feature
"Service Bureau". Send to the address
given above (see "correspondence").

January
1982

this month

Vol. 32, No. 3
Issue 375

121 Leader
122 Teletopics

News, comment and development.
124 MAVICA by David K. Matthewson, B.Sc., Ph.D.

That's Sony's magnetic video camera, a step towards
integrating the amateur photography hobby with TV.

127 A TV Man's Guide to Video, Part 1 by Harold Peters
Reading a circuit diagram and dealing with a faulty
panel once it's been removed is one thing, dealing
with video in the showroom or the field another. An
introduction for TV men to the practical aspects of
installing video.

129 High -definition Television by Andrew Flockton
A survey of present trends in the field of high -definition
TV systems.

130 Fault Report by Robin D. Smith
Faults of various types, on ITT, GEC and Rank models.

132 Long-distance Television by Roger Bunney
DX reception and conditions, plus news from abroad.
Also a brief look at the new generation of parabolic
aerials for u.h.f./s.h.f. reception.

136 VCR Servicing, Part 5 by Mike Phelan
Enhancing the h.f. component of the luminance signal,
and basic colour signal processing in the VHS system.

138 TV Receiver Design: The Decca 120 Series, Part 3
by Ray Wilkinson

This concluding instalment deals with the switch -mode
power supply, which uses a new i.c. for control
purposes.

140 Servicing Skantic PSU Modules by John Brown
Mainly on the chopper supply used in the
4751/5151/5661 group of models. Also the I.t.
supplies and the electronic trip.

142 A First Production by Eileen Bolton and Malcolm Burrell
Many things can go wrong, and many interesting effects
can be achieved using simple means. The authors
encourage you to have a go at simple programme
production.

144 The Flying Scotsman by Les Lawry -Johns
Jock McStrap's Fidelity colour portable, and an offer
that couldn't be refused.

146 Colour Portable Project, Part 8 by Luke Theodossiou
Setting up and fault finding, with fault tables and
check waveforms.

149 Letters
150 Practical TV Servicing: EHT Triplers by S. Simon

The different types of triplers and the faults to which
they are prone.

151 Readers' PCB Service
152 VCR Clinic

Reports from Steve Beeching, T.Eng. (C.E.I.), and
Mike Sarre. Steve's problems include a machine that
did funny things in the picture quick search mode.

154 Life with a Thorn 2000 by Bob Walker
The world's first all solid-state colour sets can still give
good results and are worth spending time on.

155 Next Month in Television
156 Service Bureau
157 Test Case 229

OUR NEXT ISSUE DATED FEBRUARY WILL
BE PUBLISHED ON JANUARY 20
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MANOR SUPPLIES TELEVISION PROJECTS & SERVICE SPARES

NEW MKV CHEQUERBOARD & PAL COLOUR
TEST GENERATOR FOR TV & VCR.

* 40 different patterns and variations.
* Broadcast transmission accuracy (fully interlaced sync

pulses with correct picture blanking).
* EBU colour bars, BBC colour bars, whole rasters &

split bars (specially useful for VCR service), white, yellow,
cyan, green, magenta, red, blue and black.

* Chequerboard.
* Mono outputs with border castellations, cross hatch,

grey scale, vertical lines, horizontal lines and dots.
UHF modulator output plugs straight into receiver aerial
socket.

* Additional video output for CCTV & VCR.
* Facilities for sound output.
* Easy to build kit. Only 2 adjustments. No special test

equipment required.
* Mains operated with stabilised power supply.
* All kits fully guaranteed with back-up service.

PRICE OF KIT £80.50.
DE LUXE CASE (10"x 61"x 2f") £8.50

Post/Packing £2.00.

ALL ABOVE PRICE INCLUDE VAT 15%.

PAL COLOUR BAR GENERATOR (Mk 4)
4TH SUCCESSFUL YEAR

* Output at UHF, applied to receiver aerial socket.
* In addition to colour bars R -Y, B -Y etc.
* Cross -hatch, grey scale, peak white and black level.
* Push button controls, battery or mains operated.
* Simple design, only five i.c.s. on colour bar P.C.B.
PRICE OF MK4 COLOUR BAR & CROSS HATCH
KIT £40.25 P&P £1.20. DE -LUXE CASE £5.95.
ALUMINIUM CASE £3.30, P&P £1.20, BATT
HOLDERS £1.70 P&P 85p, ALTERNATIVE STAB.
MAINS SUPPLY KIT £5.55 (Combined P&P £1.80).

MK 4 DE LUXE (BATTERY) BUILT & TESTED £66.70 + £1.80 P & P.
MK 4 DE LUXE (MAINS) BUILT & TESTED £80.50 + £1.80 P & P.

VHF MODULATOR (CHI to 4) FOR OVERSEAS £4.60.
EASILY ADAPTED FOR VIDEO OUTPUT & C.C.T.V.

(ALL PRICES INCLUDE 15% VAT)

MANOR. SUPPLIES TELETEXT ADAPTOR KITS

Remote control of stations & teletext.
MK I (Texas XMII) £170.20.
Further details on request P/P £2.80.
Allow between 3 days and 2 weeks delivery depending on method of
payment and type of goods ordered.

"TELEVISION" NEW COLOUR PORTABLE PROJECT (Parts available)
SWITCH MODE POWER SUPPLY KIT £26.00 p.p. £1.60. SIG BOARD
KIT (Incl. ALT. SAW IF) £70.00 p.p f1.60. TIME BASE £44.80 p.p.
£1.60. CRT BASE £2.60 p.p. 60p.

(PHONE, CALL, SEND FOR LIST). FULL TECHNICAL ADVICE &
PANEL TEST SERVICE FOR OUR CUSTOMERS,

"TELEVISION" TV PATTERN GEN. PARTS AVAILABLE.
"TELEVISION" MONITOR PARTS AVAILABLE.
"TELEVISION" MONO PORTABLE RECEIVER PARTS AVAILABLE.
WORKING MODELS & PANEL TEST SERVICE.
"TELEVISION" COLOUR RECEIVER (LARGE SCREEN) PROJECT
ALL PARTS AVAILABLE. SEND OR PHONE FOR LIST. WORKING
MODEL ON SHOW WITH TELETEXT. (PANEL TEST SERVICE)
NEW SAW FILTER IF AMPLIFIER PLUS TUNER COMPLETE AND
TESTED FOR T.V. SOUND & VISION £32.80 p.p. £1.20 (SUITABLE
FOR USE WITH TELEVISION SIGNAL BOARDS).
SPECIAL OFFER TEXAS XMII TELETEXT MODULE NEW &
TESTED, LIMITED QUANTITY AT HALF PRICE £69.00 p.p. £1.60.
TELETEXT 23 BUTTON DE -LUXE HANDSET WITH 5 YDS. CABLE
£7.80 p.p. £1.20. XMII INTERFACE PANEL (THORN) £2.10 p.p. 75p.
CROSS HATCH UNIT KIT, AERIAL INPUT TYPE, INCL. T.V. SYNC
AND UHF MODULATOR. BATTERY OPERATED. ALSO GIVES
PEAK WHITE & BLACK LEVELS. CAN BE USED FOR ANY SET
£12.65 p.p. 60p. (ALUM CASE £2.60 DE LUXE CASE £5.50 p.p. £1.00.)
ADDITIONAL GREY SCALE KIT £3.35 p.p. 45p.
UHF SIGNAL STRENGTH METER KIT £20.00 (VHF VERSION
£21.60). ALUM CASE £2.00 DE LUXE CASE £5.95 p.p. £1.80.
CRT TESTER & REACTIVATOR PROJECT KIT FOR COLOUR &
MONO £28.00 p.p. £2.00.
BUSH Z718 BC6I00 SERIES IF PANEL £5.75 p.p. 90p.
BUSH A816 IF PANEL (SURPLUS) £1.90 p.p. 90p.
BUSH 161 TIMEBASE PANEL A634 £3.25 p.p. £1.40.
DECCA "Bradford" IF T.B. POWER ex rental £5.75 each p.p. f 1.40.
DECCA 80, SERIES. IF FRAME TB £7.90 each p.p. £1.40.
GEC SERIES I MONO PANELS £2.10 p.p. £1.30.
GEC 2110 Decoder, RGB panels (ex rental) £5.75 each p.p. f 1.00.
GEC 2010 SERIES TIMEBASE PANEL £1.15 p.p. £1.00.
GEC 2040 (TYPE) CDA PANEL £2.88 p.p. f1.25.
PYE 713/715 Convergence £5.75 each p.p. f 1.40.
THORN 3000 VID, IF, DEC, Ex Rental £5.75 each o.n. f1.30.
THORN 8500 Series channel selector & front control unit £4.37 p.p. £1.80.
THORN 806078500 IF/DECODER PANELS salvaged £5.52 p.p. £1.60.
THORN 8000/8500 FRAME T.B. PANELS salvaged £5.52 p.p. f 1.40.
THORN 9000 LINE T.B. (incl. Lopt etc.), Salv., spares £8.62 p.p. £1.60.
THORN 9000 SERIES TOUCH TUNE REMOTE CONTROL UNIT
PLUS ULTRASONIC TRANSMITTER HANDSET £19.32 p.p. f1.84.
THORN 9000 IF/DECODER PANELS Salvaged £8.90 p.p. £1.60.
PHILIPS 210 300 Series Frame T.B. Panels £1.15 p.p. 80p.
PHILIPS G8/G9 IF/DECODER Panels for small spares £4.80 p.p. L1.30.
G8 IF Panels for small spares £1.75 p.p. 95p.
G8 Decoder panels salvaged £4.25. Decoder panels for spares £2.00 p.p. £1.35.
VARICAP, U321, U322, ELC 1043/06 £7.82, ELC 1043/05 £6.35 p.p.
60p: G.I. type (equiv. 1043/05) £4.00 p.p. 60p. Control units, 3PSN £1.40,
4PSN E1.75, 5PSN £2.00, 6PSN £2.88 p.p. 60p.
BUSH "Touch Tune" and Varicap Control Unit £4.40 p.p. 95p.
VARICAP UHF -VHF ELC 2000S £9.80. BUSH TYPE £8.60 p.p. 85p.
VARICAP VHF MULLARD ELC 1042 £7.95 p.p. 60p.
UHF/625 Tuners, many different types in stock. UHF tuners transisted.
incl. s m drive. Mullard 4 position push button £4.80 p.p. £1.30.
TRANSISTORISED 625 IF for T.V., sound, tested. £7.82 p.p. 95p.
MULLARD EP9000 Audio Unit incl. LP1162 Module £4.38 p.p. 85p.
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. New guar. p.p. £1.25.

BUSH 145 to 186SS series £9.20
BUSH, MURPHY A8I6 series £9.80
DECCA 20:24. 1700, 2000. 2401 £8.80
FERG., HMV, MARCONI, ULTRA

850 to 1580 £6.80
THORN 1690. 1691 £11.30
GEC 2000 to 2038 series £7.80
GEC series I & 2 £9.20
INDESIT 20/24EGB £8.80
ITT/KB VC1 200. 300 £8.80
MURPHY 1910 to 2417 series £8.80
PHILIPS I 9TG 170. 210. 300 £8.80
PYE, INVICTA, EKCO, FERR.

368. 169. 569. 769 series £8.80

SPECIAL OFFER

GEC 2114.1/FINELINE 15.50

COLOUR LOPTS p.p. £ L30
(BOBBINS 80p)

R.B.M. A823 £5.60
R.B.M. Z 179 £6.70
R.B.M. T20, T22 Bobbin £6.44
DECCA Bradford
(state Model No.) £10.15
DECCA 80, 100 £9.50
GEC 2028 £7.82
GEC 2040 £11.30
GEC 2110 Series £12.20
ITT CVC 5 to 9 £10.15
ITT CVC 30 Series £10.15
PYE 691-697 £14.80
PYE 713-715 £7.85
PYE 731 to 741 £7.85
PHILIPS G8. G9 £10.15
PHILIPS 570 £7.85

PYE 40.67 £3.25 THORN 3000/3500 SCAN, EHT £7.85
THORN 1590/1591 £3.30 THORN 8000/8500 £14.80
KB VC ELEVEN (003) £3.25 THORN 9000 £10.15
OTHERS AVAILABLE, PRICES ON REQUEST. ALSO F.OPTS.
TRANSDUCTORS Suitable for G8, A823, Bradford etc. £1.72 p.p. 60p.
THORN 950 3 Stick Tray £1.15 p.p. 55p. Most others available.
THORN 3000/3500, 8000, 8500, MAINS TRANSF. £10.15 p.p. £1.80
6.3V CRT Boost Transformers £5.80, Auto Type £3.20, p.p. £1.20.
CALLERS WELCOME AT SHOP PREMISES Telephone 01-794 8751/7346
THOUSANDS OF ADDITIONAL ITEMS AVAILABLE, ENQUIRIES INVITED

LARGE SELECTION TESTED COLOUR PANELS POPULAR MODELS

MANOR SUPPLIES
172 WEST END LANE, LONDON, N.W.6.

NEAR: W. Hampstead Tube Stn. (Jubilee) Buses 28. 159, C11 pass door
W. Hampstead British Rail Stns. (Richmond, Broad St.) (St. Pancras, Bedford)

W. Hampstead (Brit. Rail) access from all over Greater London.

Mail Order: 64 GOLDERS MANOR DRIVE, LONDON N.W.11.
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 15%
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THE VERY LATEST SC110 LOW POWER,
FULLY PORTABLE OSCILLOSCOPE.

The new Thandar SC110 represents a break -through in oscilloscope
development. The SC110 is LESS THAN TWO INCHES thick and
weighs under two pounds, yet retains the standard features and
controls of a bench oscilloscope.

1980 GOLD MEDAL winner of the B.R.N.O. EXHIBITION, the largest Trade
Fair held in Eastern Europe.

Full Sized Performance
10 MHz bandwidth. 10 mV per division sensitivity.
Full trigger facilities are provided including TV frame, or TV filtering.

 Runs on 4.to 10V DC via disposable batteries, re -chargeable cells, or AC
adaptor.

 Size 255mm x 148mm a 50mm.
'Scope £139.00 + f20.85 V.A.T.
Carry case £7.70 + £1.16 V.A.T.

x 1 Probe £8.50 - £1.28 V.A.T.
x 10 Probe £10.00 - £1.50 V.A.T.

(AC Adaptor £4.95 + £0.74 V.A.T.)
(Overseas purchasers please sta e voltage.)
Re -chargeable cells £7.50 r f 1.13 V.A.T

BRITISH
MADE

FULLY
GUARANTEED

PRICE
£18

- £2.70
VAT

LEADER HIGH VOLTAGE
METER EHT PROBE

Measures up to
40 K.V. D.C. with

SAFETY
BUILT

IN
METER

Also available:
Digital Multimeters
Oscilloscopes
Signal Generators
Digital Frequency Meters
Pattern Generators
CRT Tester/Rejuvenator
T.V. Field Strength
Meter

U.K. Post Paid. Export orders welcome, please deduct V.A.T. and include an
additional £5.00 for Overseas carriage. Mail Order only. Callers by appoint-
ment. Barclaycard/Access orders welcome, or Cheque, Bank Draft etc.. with
order please. Large S.A.E. for technical leaflets of complete range.

Delivery normally within 7 days.

B. K. ELECTRONICS, Dept. 'T',
37 Whitehouse Meadows, Eastwood,

Leigh -on -Sea, Essex SS9 5TY.
Tel: (0702) 527572.

WITWORTH TRANSFORMERS

TV LINE OUTPUT
TRANSFORMERS

BUY DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURERS

OF THE LARGEST RANGE

OF LOPT's IN THE COUNTRY:

150 DIFFERENT TYPES IN STOCK
TOP QUALITY. COMPETITIVE PRICES

All items new and guaranteed.

Contact your nearest depot for service by return.
Callers welcome. Please phone before calling.

PHONE, OR S.A.E. WITH YOUR REQUIREMENTS.

Tidman Mail Order Ltd.,

236 Sandycombe Road,

Richmond, Surrey.
Approx 1 mile from Kew Bridge.

Phone: 01-948 3702

Man -Fri am to 12.30 pm.
1.30 to 4.30 pm.

Sat 10 am to 12 pm.

Fit17. RFTIIRAI flF

Hamond Components

(Midland) Ltd.,

416, Moseley Road,

Birmingham B12 9AX.

Phone: 021-440 6144.
Mon2

pm
t9 amo 73

toO plm7
PrICT cravirF

Technical
Training in
Radio,
Television and
Electronics
Start training TODAY and make sure you are
qualified to take advantage of the many
opportunities open to trained people. ICS can
further your technical knowledge and
provide the specialist training so essential to
success.
ICS, the world's most experienced home
study college has helped thousands of people
to move up into higher paid jobs - and they
can do the same for you.

Fill in the coupon below and hnd out how!

There is a wide range of courses to
choose from, including:
City and Guilds Certificates: -
Telecommunications Technicians,
Radio, TV and Electronics Technicians,
Electrical Installation Work,
Technical Communications,
Radio Amateur,
MPT General Radio Communications
Certificate.
Diploma Courses: -
Electronic Engineering,
Electrical Engineering,
Computer Engineering,
Radio. TV, Audio Engineering, Servicing and
Maintenance. (inc. Colour TV)
New Self -Build Radio Courses with Free Kits.
Colour TV Servicing
Technicians trained in TV Servicing are in
constant demand. Learn all the techniques
you need to service Colour and Mono TV
sets through new home study courses which
are approved by a leading manufacturer.
The ICS Guarantee
If you are studying for an examination, ICS
will guarantee coaching until you are
successful - at no extra cost.

POST OR PHONE TODAY FOR FREE BOOKLET.
am
am
t.

I am interested in

 Namem
as
2 Address
mgsm
am Phone No:ii
mu International Correspondence Schools,
im
ma ICS Dept. 285Q Intertext House,
me

LONDON SW8 4UJ. Tel. 622 9911in
so (all hours)

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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P. V. TUBES Telephone: Accrington (0254) 36521

WHOLESALE SUPPLIERS
38A WATER STREET, ACCRINGTON, LANCS BB5 6PX. OF TELEVISION COMPONENTS

TRADE COUNTER OPEN MON-FRI 9 a.m.-4.30 p.m. SAT MORN. 9.30 a.m.-12 noon.
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 59761105 89 147173P 1.45 10412008 1.30

SN761155 227 747176P 75 1541204 1.00
HA115I 3.89 51920 4.12 56761319 1.30 747193P 5.67 784395 2.20
151303N 243 51922 3.29 0576226)0)6 1.55 747609P 4.39 164396 0

MCI307 1.00 641.926 2.18 S9762279 118 141350A 60 18444139 784144/
MC1327 1 00 M1928 2.18 55765326 1.50 741300 58 2. 5

MCI 330P 90 MR6475 2.50 S5765339 1.38 144310 283 180440 2. 0

MC1349 1 20 MRF477 10.00 S5760335 1.53 141320 59 7E16480 1. 0
MCI350 96 SAS560S 1.80 59765449 1.35 144550 28 T1344800 1. 0
MC1351 I.00 SAS570S 1.80 SN76650N 89 144570 1.80 784500P 1.58
MC1352 1.00 SA55805 290 59766605 60 TU630 2.50 TBA510 3. 0

MC1358P0 1 50 0455900 2.90 S9766669 70 1446300 2.50 7845200 1. 0
M014951 1 00 019018 4.45 SWI 53 2.74 144621 3.00 7845300 I. 8

MC14011BCP 42 5.91713 615 747050P 95 TAA840 SI 1.96 184530 1. 0

MC14049UB 43 SL1310 1.80 14705IP 95 1417008 1.70 184540 1.49
ML2318317718601 8 2.20 SL13270 1.20 147074P 1.00 141700 1.70 184550 1. 8

ML232 6716016 5116544 2.00 747108P 3.43 1416616 110 1845500 1. 8

CA3065 2.20 S5760036 1.75 747120P 243 7501200 70 1845600 1. 9

51236 5.35 S5760139 1.50 747141P 95 1841200 70 184570 1. 0

51237 1.95 S57601390 1.50 747193P 567 TBAK12OSA 70 TBA690 1. 0

51238 4.20 55760235 1.45 747171P 1 80 TBAI 20AS 70 784673 1. 0

51239 2.50 S57602390 95 147172P 180 18412083 1 30 184700 2.12

SEMICONDUCTORS

40107 35 BC107

AC126 22 801074
ACI 77 22 BC107B
ACI28 20 BC108
ACI28K 32 EI01084
40141K 34 BC108B
AC142K 30 BC108C
AC176 25 BC109
40176K 32 BC1098
AC186 41 801090
A0187 26 BC114
AC187K 28 BC1164
AC188 25 BC117
40188K 37 BC119
40143 82 BC140
40149 79 80141
40161 42 BCI42
40161'2 1.15 80743
40162 42 610147

48106 49 BCI48
48114 40 BC149

AF118 62 BC157

46121 56 80158
AFI24 34 BC159
AF125 35 80160
4F126 34 BC161
41127 32 801708
46139 42 80171
A6178 154 801714
41239 45 B017I5
46279 97 610172

41102 2,00 B01728
44106 2.50 1301720
11107 2.00 BCI 73C
44110 2.00 861744 B
AU113 140 BC177

20

20
20
20

20

20

20
20

20

20
12

12

20

24

32

26

21

24

10

11

10

10

25
28

15

9

10

10

9

10

10

12

10

27

1472054P
2001909
250495
LC7130

45240

3.72

1.41

1.10

5.93

3.84

WE NOW HAVE THESE SPECIAL CO INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

MSN5807
AN7150
147222

47310P

7.87 PLL0246
3.97 MC135IP
4.07 AN 140
2.78 LA 031P

9.69 LC7120

1.00 1472041
3.91 147130P

3.21 UPC1156H

587
377 Please

1.93 enquire for
4.28 others

BCI78 2

60182
6016215 I

8018318 1

60184 LBC I

BC204 1

BC208 1

130209 1

80212
802121
BC2I3
802138 1

802131
50214
1302141 1

802378 1

13023863 0
BC25IA 1

802524 1

13025213 1

130261A 1

802678 1

802624 1

802628 1

BC300 3

130301 2

BC303 2

80301 1

BC308A'8 1

80327 1

BC328

80331
BC33

80461
BC54

BC54

8054
80550
8055
8055
BCX34

BCY7

/3011

1301164

80124P
80131
80132
B0133
BD135
BDI3
80137
6013
00139
8014
8014
8015
80160
BDI66
13017

80182

11

9

30

10

10

a
7

9

27

13

32

65

60
33

35

40
28
27

26
23

28

31

1.20

65

1.30
52

52

72

80183
80201
80202
80203
80204
80222
80223
60225
BD232

B0233
80234
80235
80236
80231
B0238
B0410
60434
130437

80438
80507
80508
80509
80510

75
85

80

80
84
46

56

47
45

35
37

33

40

33

35

55

55

86

94

52

55
56

60
80517 60
80520 75
806960 1.49

BFI 17 36

BFI25 26
81127 26
136154 12

86158
86160
BFI67
BFI73
86177
86178
06179

BFI 80
BFI B1

BFI82
BFI83
86184
86185

BFI 94

BFI 95

BFI96

86197
136198

81199

86200
BF224

136241

13625610

01256
86257

BF258

86259
BF262

B6263

41277

18

27
24
22

35
26

28

36
38

30

29

30

30

11

11

10

11

18

15

30
18

15

28
28

28

25
24

64

50

24

BF273

86274

0F310
BF3I 1

BF336

B6337

BF338

BF355

06362

BF363

86371

86457
BF458

BF459

BF639

85139

BFR90

BFT42

86143

1365/10

81629
86684

BFX85

86486
BFX88

BFY50

BFY5I

81152

86890
88100

12 0
24

30

30

36

30

34

37

37

33

30

35

28
35

28

27

1.74

28

28

60

27

28

30

25

20

22

20

15

17

BR101 30
BRC4443 80
BRX46 40
BRY39 30

BRY56 57

87106 1.00

87108 1.24
81116 1.21

81119 3.66
81120 3.66
81120800R

1.20

00104 2.00
80105 1.25
B4108 1.80
64124 1.30

841 26 1.49

84204 1.50

81205 1.34

67206 1.80
BU208
80208A 1.85
0.1208 02 2.10
843264 1.42

130407 125
80500 1.95

E1222 28

MJE340 40
MJE520 44
MJ3000 2.36

1847204
1847200
TBA750
784800
184810AS
184820
TBA890
181920
1649200
TBA950(2X1

TB4970
784990
7541441
706160
TC4760
TC.42705(1

TCA800
ICA940
104440
70111002

704100 A
10410044

1.95

2.12

2.05
99

1.35

1.70

3.94
1.80
1.80

240
4.09
149
2.95
120
2.30

1.25

1.99

ISO
220
1.95

5.50
2.95

1042540
1041170
7041190
TO41200
1041270
1041327
10413528
1091412
1042002
1042140
1042190
1042020
1042030
7042521
1042522
1042523
1042530
1042532
1042524
1042540
7042541
1042560

3.15
1.99

160
2.95
333
1.00

110
120
2.50
515
4.70
4.66
2.80
4.17
2.40
210
1.95

2.45
2.25
184
2.55
1.90

1042581 2.25
1042590 325
1042591 235
7042593 250
7042600 3.25
70426114 1.95

1042640 2.25
1042680 3.15
1042690 1.00
1043560 2.95
1043950 2.36
7043960 2.95
1049400 2.95
UPC566H 2.95
UPC575C2 3.40
UPC10259 2.95
UPC1025HI 4.50
UPCI182H 2.95
UPC1350C 4.15

SOCKETS IC
8 pin 24 16 pin 20
14 pin 18 14 On 01/0u1128

0071 27

007 20
1920 8E1 1.80
820 08 1.80

R22 5 1.40

R23 2 58
R2323 57

824 1 1.50

R2540 2.80
RCA16334 90

60416335 80
TIP29C 43
TIP304 47
11P300 43
TIP31C 41
TIP32C 42
T1P335 75
TIP41C 46
TIP42C 47
TIP47 70
T1P2955 90
T1P3055 83
11591 21

14106 02 1.55

2N696
252904
252905
253054
2N3055
253702

253703
253705
253706
253708
262904
2N5294
255296
295298

21

51

28

50

50
11

10

10

10

17

30

48
48

69

255496 53

256107 75

296109 81

254715 1.98

200495 1.10

250496 1.31

2SC643A 1.60

2SCI 096 1.72

2SC1172Y 220
20011739 1.69
2001306 2.73
2001307 3.00
2001449 117
2001520 68
2001678 2.67
2SCI 909 2.90
2SCI 953 1.44

2002028 1.82

2SC2029 2.60
2002078 230
2SC2091 1.34
2002166 2.73
01112 1.91

07121 1.91

SW150 3.90
SW1534 2.74
41105 02 1.58

THERMISTORS
'.A1104 75

W98650 55

V41039 35

GE0 Dual

P.310! 1.50
GEC Dual

2040 1.50

30FL2

06802
0186:7
ECC81

ECC82

ECC83

ECC84

ECC85

ECC88

ECF80

ECF82

ECF86

ECH8I

ECH84

ECHO

ECL82

60186

ECF86

8680

EF85

EF86

EF89

EFI 83

EF184

EH90

EL34

EL131

EL84

EL90

1L509

EY86 7

695004

1.41

72

66

60

68

60

80

98

1.35

80

88
1.50

104
1.13

84

77

84
78

68

68

1.19

143
68

68

1,02
1.63

205
68

82

400
58

1.50

CRYSTALS
4 3Mht 1.30

Skilly 1.30

CERAMIC
FILTERS

661ht 74

95M7: 14

NEW VALVES

EZ80 1

GY501

GZ34

KT66

K188

PC86

PC88

PC92

PC97

PC900

PC084

PCC85

P0088
PCC89

100189
PCC805

PCF80

PC186

PCF200

PCF800

PC1801

PCF802

PCF805

PC6806

PC6808

PCH200

PCL82

PCL83

56

1.45

1.56

7.00

8.00
81

81

80
1.14

80
70

85
52

79

1.02

1.40

75

1.13

115
1.36

1.13
86

1.80

1.30
1.63

1.45
78

2.00
PCL84 III
PCL85'805 90
PCL86 81

P0500 2.93

AO eeler pr. new

P81200

P136

P581

PL82

P183

P184

PL95

PL504

PL508

PL509

1.1509

PL519

PL802

PY33

PY88

PY5004

P18001
UCF80

UCH8I

UC182

UCL83

4184

U26

0191

6823
UY85

P18021
4006
21148

I7DW4A
34726

1.35

115
94

46

143
84

1.00

1.32

1.50

2.60
2.95
115
245

61

81

1 40

69

61

1.43

84

94

1.02

1.30

95

85
80

2.50
4.50
300
ISO
2.25

booed - guaranteed.

Please add 15'; VAT to ALL items.

DIODES

44119 9 BY223 90

BA102 17 BY227 28
04115 13 BY298 22

64145 17 69299 22

04148 17 61910 20

84154 6 131%36/10 30

BA155 14 139936.600 35

84156 15 E19855 600 30

64317 26p 139171.600 90

BAX16 8 0447 9

881058 30 0490 5

8E11050 30 0491 6

BY126 12 0495 6

BY127 11 06202 11

BYI 33 15 1N914 4

81164 45 164001 4

BY176 85 154002 4

81179 63 194003 4

81182 87 154004 5

BYI84 55 1N4005 5

BYI99 28 1N4006 5

51206 14 154007 6

88210/600 28 154148 2

89210800 33 194448 10

155401 12

155402 14

165403 12

195404 12

165405 13

165406 18

195407 16

1N5408 16

17144 4

172002 11

Y969 130V Thorn

35001 89

ZENER DIODES

BZ)(61/1127015C11.3W/ 6ZY813-1400MW/

647-745-842-91.11 2V7 3V -3V3 -3V6

109 -11V -12V-134-154 349.443 447-541

16V -18V -20V -22V -24V- 546'612'698-705

27V -308.33V-368 852-941-104-114

399 479 56V -68V 129.139-151-184

75V 240-279

Price 20p each Price 10p each

RECTIFIER TRAYS

THORN 950 5511
THORN 1400 3 Stic
THORN 1500 3 01101
THORN 1500 5 Sod.
THORN 1600

THORN 3000'3500
THORN 8000

THORN 85001800
THORN 9000

DECCA C1V 19'25

OECCA 1730 1830

06008 1910 2213 Bradford
OECCA 30

OECCA 80

01004 100
UNIVERSAL ITT
GEC 2100

GEC 220012060,
GEC 2040'2028
GEC 2110 Pre Jan 77
GEC 2110 Post Jan 77
PHILIPS 08 Short Focus Lead

PHILIPS 08 Long Focus 550
PHILIPS G9

PYE 691/3

PYE 713 4 Lead

PYE 731/25

R BM 4823 'plug inl AV
R BM A823
KORTING Isimilar to Siemens TVKl)
ITT KB C905/9

ITT KB 04020/25/30 IMullard Typel
RRI T20

4.25
425
4.55
4.85
3.90
7.36

4.25
6.10
7.93

5.75

448
5.92

626
5.40

6.14

6.00

7.40

6.50
5.79

7.00

7.00

6.35

615
6.33

5.83

7.00

6.75

545
6.45

6.65

5.95
5.95

6.80

TRANSFORMERS L.O.P.T.

RBM 4774 5'...-
RBM 2179
RBM 271822"
R BM.T204
PHILIPS 210:300 Mono
PHILIPS 58

PHILIPS 09

PHILIPS Gil
PYE 691 3

PYE 691 Wonted)
PYE 713

PYE 731

PYE 725 90.
P1E 169

OFCCA 80

OECCA 100

OECCA 1700

OECCA 1730

DMA 2230
GEC 2110

GEC 2040

GEC 2200

ITT CVC 1-9

ITT CVC 25 30 32
ITT CVC 20

THORN 3000 EHT

THORN 3000 SCAN

THORN 8000

THORN 8500

THORN 9000

THORN 30001500 Mains Trans
THORN 1591

THORN 1691

THORN 9800

11.74
15.00
19.50

13.95
10.00

8.75
7.75

13.50
17:75

14.50
1010
1000
10.50

10.00

8.58
8.58

9.00

8.58
8.58

945
9.50

5.65
9.60

8.00

7.75

6.90
6.90

11.33
11.33
10.65
10.00

8.68

9.68
1800

NEW MONO TUBES

MULLARD 431/510 110. 12"
MULLARD 434 510 110. 14"
VEGA 450 120WR 20"
VEGA A61 120WR 24"
VEGA 12" 90' (Japanese Types)

17.00
18.50

63.50
15.08

1500

REBUILT COLOUR TUBES

17".18".19"-20"-22 E30.00
26,25" £34.00
26" 110' 035.00

Glass for Glass exchange

2 year warranty

ACCESS ACCEPTED

TVI 1

TV18

TV20

TVI 3

RECTIFIER STICKS

74

81

95

75

PANELS

I F Gain Module

IPye. Philips)

CD.A. PANEL

(Pye. Ecko.Invicta.Dynatroni
CONVERGENCE PANEL

Philips 08

9.00

20.00

20.00

MULLARD COLOUREX TUBES
OR THORN NEW LIFE TUBES

18" 447 3421-447 343X 59.00
19" A49,120% 52.00
20" 451120% 52.00
22" 456:120% 42.00
25" 4611208 54.00
26" AN7200 53.00
26" 467,1200 53.00

Glass for Glass exchange

I year warranty or 4 year option.

CARRIAGE ON MONO 14800 05 50 inc. VAT (except)
12" 14" 04.00.

if 1 extra for N Ireland)

"COLOUR TUBES COLLECTION FROM TRADE
COUNTER ONLY."

As nur regular customers know orders
telephoned in before 4 p.m. will be dis-
patched the same day. Give us a ring -

we'll give you service.
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81(Vdc.-12KV dc
39 pF

140pF

150pF

P. V. TUBES
Telephone: Accrington (0254) 36521

REPLACEMENT ELECTROLYTICS

DECCA 30 1400/400/35041

DECCA 80140015051
DECCA 1001800/25051

DECCA 17001200/200/400/3505/
PHILIPS GB 1600/30001
PHILIPS G9 1600/30041

PHILIPS GI 11470/2504)
PYE 691/7 1200/300/3504/
PIE 731 1600/30041
RBM 4823 12500!2500/3001
RBM A823 1600/300V1
RBM 21461300500/3504/
RR] T204 1200/40051
ITT C505/9 1200/200/75/25
ITT CVC 20 1220/40001
GEC 21101600/25041
GEC 204011000/2000/35V)
GEC 20401300/300/150/100/501
THORN 3500 140014001

2.96

3.15
3.15

4.83
2.21

2.21

2.90
2.39

2.31

1.26

230
3.15

2.00
2.47

2.00
1.94

1.19

4.10
30

THORN 950 1100/300/100/16/2755) 1.83

THORN 1400 1150/100/100/100/150/32051 2.79

THORN 1500 1150/150/100/00V) 2.01

THORN 1500112/30041 31

THORN 35001175/100/1001400//35051 2.46

THORN 350011000/6351 65

THORN 3500 11000/7041 ea

THORN 13000/850012500/2500/6341 1.54

THORN 8000/85001100/25001 2.31

THORN 8000/85001400/35041 2.58
THORN 9000 1400/40001 3.05

WIREWOUND RESISTORS

PREFERRED VALUES

4W/5W
1R -1K5

2K2.3K3
4K7.6K8
10K

7W

11W

17W

1R -4K7

5K6 -12K

15K -22K

1R-668
10K -15K

22K

price each

20
20
20

25

21

21

21

24
24
24

1510K0 28

I 5K -22K 28

DATA BOOKS (No VAT(

Transistor Equivalent

TVT 80 A -Z only 75

TVT 80 2N/25 series only 400
TVT 80180 A -Z and 2N.25 together 7 50
LIN IC Books LIN 1 5.95

LIN 2 595

ELECTRONIC TUNERS AND ASSEMBLIES

Mullard ELC1043 05 7.60

Mullard ELC1043/06 7.60

4 PI DECCA/GEC/ITT 5.80
6 Pi8 DECCA/GEC/111 7.00
4 P/8 PYE 500
6 P.8 PYE 18.00

PHILIPS 08 Tuner 10.50

PHILIPS 08 Ass (Square/Early) 1350
PHILIPS 08 Ass. ISlopingilate/ 13.90

PHILIPS 09 Tuner 10.50
PHILIPS GI I Tuner 9.00
ITTPYEZEC 7 Button PIO 13.95

GEC 2110 6 way PIE1 7.75
U321 UHF Tuner 7.50
THORN 8800 SELECTOR (HMV Modal 27255 way round button)

7.50
THORN 9000 SELECTOR 11.40
U322 7.20

HITACHI 4 way Chan Selector 8.00

RR1 T200 6 way Chan. Selector 9.75

RESISTORS

A range of the following at Preferred Values
Prise pm 10 pock

025W 20p

0.5W 3R3 to 13M2 20p

1W 1013 to 10M 36p

2W 1 OR to 10M 62p

SUNDRY TUNER ACCESSORIES

RANK Tuner Push Button 11"k " ma

RANK Tuner Push Button 2" long die

RANK Tuner Push Button 2" long >< f" die
GEC Tuner Neons 2110 chassis.

Drive Cams

30p

30p

30p

14p

eech 10p

MIXED DIELECTRIC CAPACITORS

Vohs DC
250V 091 MFIPluitpsi
4005 0.022 MF
600V 0 I mFd

1000V 0.01 mFd

0 047 mFd
0 1 mFd

022 mFd
047 mFd

1250V 01 mFd
15000 0.0022 mFd

SO 0047 mFd

0 022 mFd
0 033 mFd

84

15

38

20

29

32

48

75

45
19

20

24

59

SKELETON PRESET POTENTIOMETER
HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL

MINIATURE price each 14

IGOR 220R 470R-1K0.2K2 4K7.10K.22K-47K.1000
220K.470K-IMO

STANDARD price each 14

100R-2208-470R.1K0.2K2.4K7.10K.22K.47K
100K.220K.470K 1M0 -2M2 -4M7

SWITCHES

4A Double Pole OrrOft Switch General

Purpose Push,'push

Philips G8 Push On/Off Switch

4A Double Pole Rotary On/off
Al Beam Switch (THORN 35001
Al Controls 5m (THORN 35001

GEC 2110 Al Control IMS (Red. Blue. Green)
GEC 2040 Galt! Switch
On.011 Switch GI 1 412

On DR Switch GEC 2040.TCE TX9.10

62
1.38

62

50

89
each 56p

each 88p

1.66
1.06

SUNDRIES

ANTIFERENCE Super Set Top 6.80

ANTIFERENCE Car antenna 7.80
ANTIFERENCE Xtra Boost UHF Amp 15.40
ANTIFERENCE Triangular Splitter 1.20

Surface Mounting Splitter 1.70

Delay Lines OLEO 2.20
Delay Lines OL700 2.20
08 Knobs smalflarge 50

Surface Mounting Aerial Outlets 80

Cable Clips per 100 1.16

Transductor 90° 2.08
EHT Final Anode Cap 53

Delay Line CTAV 82,131.50'50L141 210
EHT Cable 3050 25p per mt.
Coax Plugs pack of 10 1.80

Focus control GEC THORN 1.83

PVC Tape 35
FM Plugs 25

PL259 Plugs 40

DECCA 30 Series width control 50

DECCA 3 9R Modulohm 30

DECCA Height Control 2M2 25

THORN 1500 Frame Hold 390K 32

THORN 1500 Line Hold 470K 32

THORN 1500 Contrast 1K5 32

Line Connectors 35

6.3V CRT boost trans 4.35
ANTIFERENCE XG8 High Gain Aerial

(State Channell 17.00

Reducers for PL259 16

13A Plug Tops box of 12 4.00
TV Filter 50db rejection 27MHZ 2.10
Ouick Set Adhesive 78

Attenuators fidh. 12db. 18db each 1.00
Moulded Plastic Has 6mm Trim Tools 10

Trim Tools Moulded Double Ended 4mm 6mm 20

Thorn 1591 Loudspeakers 41 21. 3.45
Thorn 1591 Loudspeakers 5i 2i 3.95

Focus Rod 1.25

Holder

Cassette Drive Belts 46mm

58mm
66mm
77mm

89mm

2.00

1,65

1.88

1.71

1.80

1.90

NB We have a lull range of aerials and accessories

available from the trade counter

Volt MF

10 22

47

100
220
470

CAPACITORS

AXIAL TYPE

price

7

7

a

11

18

16 1000 20

25

40

10

22 7

47 9

100 10

220 17

470 22

1000 36

2200 46
4700 80

22 9

50 500 38

63 1 7

21 7

4.7 7

Volt

63

100

MF

10

22

47

100

220
470

1000

2200

10

22

47

100

220

300 12

450

500V

1

47
10

22

33

Price

11

16

19

30
36

53
65

12

14

19

29

35

30

23

28

28

56

62

30

'MIDGET CONTROLS

Insulated spindle length 44mm.

LESS SWITCH

Log or Lin

5K -10X -25K -50K -100K -250K -5001(-1M

WITH D.P.S.T. SWITCH
Lop: 51( -10K -25K -50K -100K

2500. 500K. 1M. 2M

39p

81p

THERMAL CUT OUT

THORN 3000 2A Metal
THORN 8500 2.5 Plastic

GEC 2040 Metal

1.80

1.60

2,50

SLIDER POTENTIOMETERS

Lin or Log

4 -.0 55p

55p /11

55p 4,

55p

56p

55p

MULTITURN POTENTIOMETERS

1001(

GEC TCE

PHILIPS GB

DECCA RANK

55p

55p

55p

PYE LABGEAR

CM60401/d UHF Masthead 1ch21-681 18.06
CM7025 UHF High Gam M M.A. 24V

Ispecify group A. I3 or CDI 14,91

CM7061 Power Unit 11251 10.84

CM7065 W8 VHF:UHF M.HArnp1121/1 12.80

CM7073 VW UHF Dist Amp 18.11 37.00
CM7053 'Behind the set UHF Amp. Imains1 10,73

CM7043 'Behind the set 2nd Set Amp. (UHF -2 outputs) 10.06
CM6006 UHF 6 way Passive Splitter 10.72

CM7042 TV Games Combiner

CM9003 Flush Mount Single Outlet Isolated
CM9009 Flush TV -FM Diplea Duller Isolated
CM7069 To Star Amplified Set Top Aerial Ich21-681 UHF 17.50
CM6038 VHF/UHF 625 TV Patt Generator 97.50
CM6052 UHF. VHF Pal Colour Bar Generator 215.00
1056 TELETEXT ADAPTOR (Converts any set to rematel 206.00
AMPLIFIED CARAVAN AERIAL 1411 Channels) 18.50

3.31

1.75
3.00

SOLDERING EQUIPMENT

WELLER Iron Kit 15W
WELLER Iron Kit 25W Om tips
WELLER Iron 25W

WELLER 3 16" Single Flat Tips
MIN Soldering Iron

WELLER Heat Gun Kit

(Pao) Tips for Gun

WELLER Cordless Iron

ANTEX Soldering Iron 25W

Solder Remover Sucker

Saida Mop

500G Reel Solder
DIY Type Solder

250G Solder

3.80

4.89
3.60

51

500
14.00

36

2419
4.89

6.50

70

7.00
43

3,50

THICK FILM RESISTOR NETWORKS

THORN 3500 15 pin connection, 1.98

PYE 731 16 pin connection) 2.20
THORN 9000 (Circuit Ref. R704 7, 1.98

DISC CERAMIC CAPACITORS

High Voltage

30 I 80pF

30 2130p1

30 220pF

30 250pF

30

30

30

30

CONVERGENCE PRE-SET POTS

3 Watt complete with knob
5R0-6PB-10R-15R-20R
50R-100R .200R-5008

each

35

METRIC CONVERGENCE POTS
Philips 08
5R IOR 20R 50R 35

FUSES

IL" QUICK BLOW
100ma

250ma.500ma.750ma1 A
1 5A -2A-2 54-34-50

1 L" ANTISURGE
250ma. 500ma 600ma. 630ma. 750ma. 850ma. 1A. 1.25A

1 5A. 2A 1.60

2 5A. 3A 5A 249

201u ANTISURGE

BOma

100ma

160ma. 200ma
315 ma. 500ma. 630 ma. 800ma. 10. 1.254 I.64. 2A
2 5A. 3 154

20ewe QUICK BLOW
100ma. 250ma. 500rna. 630ma. 800ma, 81

14, 1 254, 1 6A, 2A 2 5A. 3 15A. 54 40

I" MAINS
2A. 3A, 5A. 104 134

Peak

of 10
73

54
45

343
2.30
2.09
1.18
1.59

91

SERVICE AIDS

SERVISOL Freeze.it

SUPER SERVISOL

SERVISOL Foam Cleanser

SERVISOL Plastic Seal

SERVISOL Silicone Cruse

SERVISOL Tubes Silicone Grease

SERVISOL Auto Klene

SERVISOL Aero Duster

SERVISOL Facet Polish

Penetrating fluid
Fire Extinguisher 6406

Heat Sink Compound 25G
Silicone Rubber Tube 1106
Solda Mop standard reel

92 plus VAT

84

82

85

98

1.56

72

90

74

70

2.60
1.05

2.96
72

ELECTROLUBE PRODUCTS

Electro.Mech lubricant
Elect cleaning solvent
Freezer

Foam cleanser

Heat transfer compound

Silicone compound

Special contact fluid ISnorkeli
Permagard

Elan meth lubricant pen

1.39

1.50

1.39

1.00

1.07

1.81

2.07

1 43

69

TEST EQUIPMENT

Portable Oscilloscope

Probes 10

TF200 Frequency Metre

CRT Testerrflenivenator

LABGEAR Colour Bar1Cross Hatch

LABGEAR Pattern Generator (Pocket Sicel

Deposing Coil (suck type)

KHP 305 Measuring Probe 130KV/ EHT

150.00

f 10.90

155.00

172.00

215.00

97.50

15.50

29.95

EAGLE PRODUCTS

Please send lame S A E for full EAGLE Catalogue

6E500 Headphones

SE540 Headphones with Volume Control

5E600 Lightweight Headphones

Multimeters
KEW 7N 2.000 op
EM5 5.000 opv

EM10 10,000 op
EM50 50.000 opv
EMC321 Carrying Case for above

Digital Meter TS1000

MM20 20.000 0 PV
MM50 50.000 0 P V
mmioo 100.000 0 P.V
Case for MMIDO
T1206 2 Station Intercom

3.75

5,50

795

5.25

9,95

11.50
19.95

225
44,50
21 95
25 95
38 50
15.95

8.95

MAINS DROPPERS

DECCA 20 220
DECCA 2R5 50

DECCA 27047R 75

DECCA 561115R8 76
RBM 4823 BB

RBM 161 62

GEC 2000.12018 70
GEC27840 64

PIE 713 15 3R5/15/45R 1.70
PIE 725:31 3R018R/27R 1.19
PIE 725 56R -27R 1.94

PHILIPS 210 5050 30Ri125R/k85 1.76

PHILIPS 210;5051 41180/1485 93
PHILIPS 685081 47R Section 60
PHILIPS 685083 2R2/88R 115

THORN 1400 1.15

THORN 1500 1.32

THORN 1600 1.60
THORN 3500 64
THORN B000 96
THORN 8500 66

HOW TO ORDER

Add 15% VAT to all Prices.
Add 75p per order P&P -Tim Criss Mail
is used whenever posuble

Goods are despatched on the day we receive your wows. If
for any reason beyond our control. we are out of stock we
will inform you.

For orders ol wry small odd items s, Trans diodes
Customers need send only 30p

For Aerosol's pleise add 30p per can

IThese are very heavy11

Orders over f 25 before VAT are Post Free except when the order

contains AEROSOLS

ALL ENQUIRIES SAE PLEASE

VAT invoice on request

We do regret any postal increases but we try our best m give a
speedy, and efficient service. at a fair price.

Same day dispatch
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POST-A -PART-ELECTRONICS
SEMICONDUCTORS

AC128 24p
BC107 25p
BC108 25p
BC109 25p
BC 153 12p
BC154 12p
BC171 7P
BC 172 7P
BC208 7p
BC237 10P
BC238 7P
BC251A 7p
BC307 10p
BC308 7p
BC347 7p
BC455 7p
BC456 7p
BC546 7p
BC549 7p
BC556 7p
BC559
BC595

7p
7p

BCX34 10p
BDI31 25p
BD183 £1.00
8E137 20p
BF197 20p
BF240 Sp
8E255 L8,1)
BF256C "P
BF256LC sOP
8E257 30p
BF259 40p
BF274 10p
BF337 20p
BF394 8p
BF459 80pBFR8710
BUI05

30p0.

BU108
,., on-

BU207 L`j.'00-

BU208 £1.00
BU126 fill°ME0404 7o-ME0412 7o

-ME6002 7p33MF
NKT24I (ACY21) 7p
NKT276 (AC 128) 24p
PN107 (BC107) 7p
R2010B £1.00
R2443
R2540 £12.00"

R2781 £1.30
RCA 16446 30p
TIC126 7p
TIS91 20p
2N2I93 7p
2N3703 20p
2SA473 7p
2SC734 (BC107) 7p
2SC388 7p

DIODES
AA 112 8p
AA 119 8P

143 8P
BAII5 Sp
BA131 8P
BA 154 oP
BA 157 8P
BB103 8p
BY127 12p
BY133 10p
BZUI5Cl2R 14p
BY204 8P
BYX22/400 8p
BZY79C 20V !I,
DA002 °P
SCR957 30p
IM102255
IN60

89
89.

IN5349 .°P
IN2070
IN5254B

oP
8p

IN4742A 89.
IS025 Bp
15451 8p
IS1554 8P
1S1658 8P.

117638 CV9 °P
ZX 8p
ZX6I5.20 8p

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
BAV40 5SS
BRC/M/200 ..
BRC/M/300 LL""
DM74 I23N 50p

SN15846N 40p
SN 74123N
SN74154N LtIS
SN76110N 40p
SN6622N
TA7109AP £1.004
TA71I7P E1.40
TAA570 ELI*
TBA480 £1.00
TBA 1440C E1.00
TDA2680 op
TDA2690A 40p

E.H.T.TRAYS
PYE 731 £4.00
THORN 3000 £5.00
THORN 8500 £5.00
THORN 9000
THORN 4000

£5.00
£5.00

EHT STICK FOR THORN
950/1400/1500
TRIFLERS E.C.T. TYPE

5p

TRANSFORMERS/LOPT
MAINS TX 3000/3500 £10.00
MAINS TX 8000/8500 E10.00
S.O.P.T. 8000/8500 £3.50

3000/3500 SCAN TX £6.00
3000/3500 EHT TX
8000 LOPT

£6.00
£9.35

8500 LOPT £10.65
9000 LOPT £10.15

DROPPERSPYE-78+1611K40p
PYE 147+260 40p
THORN 6+1+100 3K 50p
THORN 56+ I K +47+12 11.00
THORN 350+20+128+1K
5+317 E1.00
THORN 50+40+1K5 50p
RBM 250+14+58TV161 50p
185+185 28W 40p
190+190 28W 40p
140+140 28W 40p

MIXED PACKS
300 MIXED RESISTORS

£1.50
300 MIXED CAPACITORS

£1.50
150 MIXED ELECTROLYTICS

£2.00
100 W/W RESISTORS £1.00
20 MIXED CONY POTS

£1.00
40 MIXED POTENTIOMETERS

£1.50
20 MIXED SLIDERS f1.00
40 MIXED PRESETS
20 MIXED VDR & THERM6I?-
TOR ELM
20 MIXED FERRITE CORES

50P20 MIXED VALVE BASES
LIAM

10 SPARK GAPS £1.00
10-16 PIN QUIL. IC SOCKET

20 ASSORTED TV KNOT
£1.00

10-16 PIN QUIL. TO DIL IC
SOCKET 1100 MIXED DIODES £1.

FUSES 20mm
50ma 10 for 70p
315ma 10 for 50p
500ma 10 for 40p
1.25ma 10 for 40p
2.5ma 10 for 40p
3.ISma for 40p

2500+2500/63V Thorn E1.20
200+100+100+50/350V 40p
32+32+16/350V 40p
200+100+50/300V 40p
100+150+50/350V 50p
32+32/350V 309
400+400+/350V £1.30
175+100+100/350 Thorn 3K

£2.00
I50+150+100/Thorn 1500 £1.90

CAN TYPES
2MF 250V SOP...22MF 375V SOP

SOME 350V 509400MF 350V Thorn 8K 90p
800MF 2V PRINT TYPE 80p
800MF 250V

7,
"v

1250MF 50V 50p
1500MF 70V Thorn 3K f1.00

50.2000MF 30V '''
2500MF 35V 5

2500MF 40V
AP

3000MF 40V SOP"-."

ELECTROLYTICS
IMF 63V 20for£1.00

4MF 350V 10 for E1.00
IOMF 160V 10 for £1.20
15MF 16V 20 for f1.00
15MF 63V 20 for /1.00
22MF 40V 20 for 11.00
22MF 63V 20 for £1.00
22MF 160V 10 for £1.00
22MF 400V 10 for E1.00

40V 20 for £1.00
33MF 50V 20 for £1.00
47MF 250V 10 for £1.00
SOME 25V 20 for £1.00
IOOMF 150V 10 for £1.00
100MF 160V 10 for £1.00
IOOMF 350\' 10 for £1.00
125MF 16V 10 for £1.00
150MF 25V 20 for £1.00
160MF 25V 20 for £1.00
160MF 40V 10 for £1.00
220MF 40V 10 for LIM
330MF 10V 20 for £1.00
330MF 35V 10 for £1.00
330MF 63V 10 for £1.00
470MF 10V 10 for £1.00
470MF 25V 10 for £1.00
680MF 16V 20 for £1.00
680MF 40V 10 for £1.00
I000MF 10V 10 for £1.00
I000MF 70V (Thorn) 80p
1500MF I6V 10 for £1.00
2200MF 25V 6 for f1.00
2200MF 40V 6 for £1.00

W1REWOUND
I R54W
3R 11W
7R 11W
8R2 7W
OR 4W
OR 7W
2R 11W
5R 4W
5R 7W
5R 11W
.5R 17W
8R I

20R 5W
22R 11W
27R 7W
27R 7W
27R 7W
36R 17W
56R 11W
82R 4W

'"'"107R
220R
270R
270R
330R
330R
37OR
82OR
95OR
1K2
2K2
2K2
2K2
2K2
2K3
2K7
3K6
4K7
SKI
6K8
8K2
8K2
10K
10K
12K
39K

16R IW
22R -1-W
62R 1W
56R
68R
68R
82R
100R
120R
15OR
220R
270R
301R
330R
330R
390R
470R
560R
680R
820R
1K -1-W
1K5
2K7
4K7
I1K
18K
33K
47K
68K
100KW
110K
500K
IM +
2M2
2M7
10M

RESISTORS
THORN 3K 30p
THORN 9K 30p

189
18p
15p
15p
20p
16p
I6p

THORN 3K 30p
23p

IW 23p
15p
16p
16p

PC TYPE 17p
FUSEBLE 25p

23p
16p
15p

4W FUSEBLE
I IW

25p
16p

7W FUSEBLE 25p
11W 16p
17W 23p
4W FUSEBLE 25p
IIW FUSEBLE 25p
I7W 23p
4W 15p
IIW 20p

I IW 16p
4W FUSEBLE 25p
7W 20p
7W FUSEBLE 25p
I IW 23p
4W 15p
I IW 23p
I IW 16p
7W 15p

7W 15p
I IW 16p
7W 15p
I IW THORN 8K 23p
7W 15p
IIW 16p
11W THORN 3K 23p
4W 15p

RESISTORS

W
W
W
W
-W
-W any 10 for 25p
1WAA

+11V

*W
i-W
+W
1W
W
W
W
W
W

IW
IW

W
W
W
W
W

any 10 for 25p

WW

WW

W

Thorn 3000 metal 2A cut out
£1.25

Thorn 8500 plastic 2.5A cut out
£1.25

SLIDERS
47OR

R
2K5 any 6 £2.80
4K7
10K
47K

3000. 8500, 9000, Thorn focus
pots £1.25

IC INSERTERS
16 pin 50p

UHF AERIAL SOCKET &
LEAD 25p
PYE. ITT. THORN

Large IC Extractor 50p

Crystals +433619 MHZ 50p
UHF AERIAL SOCKET &
LEAD GEC 25p Degause Thermistor PT37P ITV

GEC 25p
+ Fits some PYE/Bush etc.

THORN 8000 EHT DOUBLER
£3.12UHF AERIAL SOCKET &

LONG LEAD GEC 35p
Degause VDR Type E299D/H
P230. 3000/8000 25p

IOR 20W SPECIAL RESISTOR
FOR 3500 CONVERGENCE
BOARD (R751) sop

MAINS ON/OFF SWITCH
ROTARY 20p

EX -EQUIPMENT UNTESTED
3000'3500 PANELS ANY
SPECIFIED PANEL £3.75

PRICE INCLUDES P&P

MAINS ON/OFF SWITCH
PUSH 20p

PANEL MOUNTING FUSE
HOLDER 20MM 2Sp

Al SWITCH THORN
3000/3500 50p

MOST VALUES OF PRESETS
AVAILABLE HORIZONTAL
OR VERTICAL MINIATURE
OR STANDARD 10 OF ANY
VALUE £1.00

8500 IF/DECODER PANEL
EX -EQUIPMENT UNTESTED

£4.75
P&P INCLUDED

A l POT 5M 3000/3500 70p

100K 40 TURN POTS FOR
V/CAP TUNERS 25p LEATHER BOUND VIDEO

CASSETTE CASES AVAIL-
ABLE IN FOUR COLOURS
RED. BLUE. BROWN. GREEN

10 for £25.00

3500 6 PUSH BUTTON UNIT
PLUS KNOBS. THORN
V/CAP £1.00UHF TV AERIAL FOR

PORTABLE 50p
625 AERIALS +FITTINGS
AVAILABLE. PRICE LIST

ON REQUEST
MAINS NEON ON TAG
STRIP WITH SERIES
RESISTORS + LEADS THORN

25p

COAX PLUGS 12p

R2265 £1.35 EHT LEAD FOR SPLIT
DIODES LOPT £1.00

DOUBLE FUSE HOLDER ON
SMALL PAX. BOARD 10p

MULTI SECTION
CAPACITORS350V

50200+32+300+100/ p
200+200+100/350V 70p

EHT FINAL ANODE CAP
47pLITESOLD 20 WATT 240V'

ODERING IRONS65pL
each or 4 for £2.00

ELEMENT
ITT BRIDGE REC FXS 244/2A

15p

6MHz CERAMIC FILTER 30p

!MED 250V MAINS FILTER
CAPACITOR ITT ETC. 25p

RECLAIMED 8000/8500 FOUR
PUSH BUTTON MECH/
TUNERS £3.75 each

Plus P&P £1.00

BELLING & LEE SWITCHED
FLUSH FITTING AERIAL
OUTLET (WHITE) £1.20 each SP8385 25p

39 HIGH ROAD, NORTH STIFFORD, GRAYS, ESSEX, RMI6 IUF.
(Mail Order Address Only) Delivery within 28 days.

PLEASE ADD 50p P&P, PRICE INCLUSIVE OF VAT, ADD POSTAGE FOR OVERSEAS ORDERS
THOUSANDS OF ADDITIONAL ITEMS AVAILABLE, ENQUIRIES INVITED
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9000
S.S.COLOUR TVs
PHILIPS  PYE  G EC BUSH

THORN ETC.

ALL

ONE

PRICE I
EACH

(+VAT)

OTV House 144 Lea Bridge Road London E5 9RB Telephone 01-985 8687
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TRANSISTORS, ETC.

Type Price If) Type Price l f l Type Price (fl Type Price ff) Type Price I fl

AC107 0.48 AU 103 2.40 8C192 0.56BC377 0.29 9D234 0.68

AC117 0.38 AU107 2.75 BC204' 0.39 BC394 0.39 130235 0.63

AC126 0.36 AU110 2.40 BC205. 0.39 8C440 0.52 BD236 0.63

AC127 0.54 AU113 2.60 BC206' 0.37 BC441 0.59 BD237 0.68

AC128 0.46 BC107. 0.16 13C207. 0.39 BC461 0.78 BD238 0.68

AC128K 0.55 9C108. 0.15 9C208' 0.37 BC477 0.30 BD253 1.58

AC141 0.65 5C109. 0.16 5C209' 0.39 5C478 0.25 504 10 1.65

AC141K 0.70 BC113 0.22 BC211 0.36 BC479 0.65 80433 0.65

AC142 0.60 BC114 0.22 5C212. 0.17 BC547. 0.13 BD435 0.70

ACI 42K 0.65 BC115 0.24 8C212L. 0.17 BC548' 0.13 8D436 0.71

AC151 0.31 BCI 16' 0.26 BC213' 0.16 BC549' 0.15 BD437 0.74

AC152 0.36 80117 0.30 BC213L 0.16 BC550 0.24 BD438 0.75

AC153 0.42 BC118 0.24 BC214. 0.18 BC556 0.23 8D519 0.88

AC153K 0.52 8C119 0.34 BC214L. 0.18 8C557' 0.16 BD520 0.88

AC154 0.41 5C125* 0.30 BC225 0.42 8C558' 0.16 BD599 0.87

AC176 0.45 8C126 0.30 8C237. 0.16 8C559. 0.17 80600 1.23

AC178 0.51 BC132 0.20 BC238. 0.15 BCY10 0.30 9066389 0.86

AC179 0.55 BC134 0.22 BC239. 0.22 BCY304 1.06 8DX18 1.55

AC187 0.56 BC135 0.21 BC251. 0.25 BCY324 1.19 80X32 2.95

AC187K 0.65 BC136 0.22 BC252* 0.26 BCY344 1.02 BDY I 64 0.63

AC188 0.52 BC137 0.30 BC253' 0.38 BCY72 0.27 BDY18 1.55

ACI 88K 0.61 BC138 0.35 8C261A. 0.28 8D115 1.35 BDY20 2.29

ACI 93K 0.70 BC140 0.36 BC262A. 0.28 BDI23 1.50 BDY38 1.38

AC194K 0.74 BC141 0.44 8C263' 0.26 BD124 1.85 8F115 0.48

ACY17 1.20 BC142 0.35 BC267. 0.20 8D130Y 1.56 BF117 0.45

ACY19 0.95 BC143 0.38 5C268' 0.28 80131 0.58 BF 120 0.55

ACY28 0.98 BC147' 0.12 8C286 0.40 80132 0.68 BF121 0.85

ACY39 2.02 BC148' 0.12 BC287 0.49 BDI 33 0.70 BF 123 0.48

ADI 40 1.79 BC149' 0.13 BC291 0.27 80135 0.37 BF125 0.55

AD142 1.90 BC152 0.42 BC294 0.37 80136 0.38 BF127 0.51

AD143 1.78 BC153 0.38 BC297 0.36 80137 0.40 BF 1 37F 0.78

ADI 49 1.42 BC154 0.41 BC300 0.62 BDI 38 0.42 BFI52 0.19

AD I 61 0.66 BC157' 0.13 BC301 0.38 130139 0.46 BF 1 58 0.25

AD161/162 1.22 5C158. 0.12 BC302 0.86 BD140 0.50 BF159 0.27

ADI 62 0.71 8C159. 0.14 BC303 0.64 BD144 2.24 BF160 0.20

AF114 1.32 BC160 0.52 BC304 0.44 BD145 0.75 BF161 0.84

AF115 1.26 8C161 0.58 BC307. 0.17 BD I 50A. 0.51 BF 1 63 0.65

AF116 1.28 8C167B 0.15 BC308' 0.14 BD155 0.90 BF164 0.95

AF117 1.32 8C1688 0.14 BC309* 0.18 130157 0.51 BF166 0.50

AF118 0.98 BC169C 0.15 BC317. 0.15 80158 0.75 13F167 0.38

AF121 0.68 BC170' 0.15 BC318' 0.15 80159 0.68 BF173 0.35

AF124 0.38 5C171. 0.15 BC319. 0.19 80160 2.69 BF177 0.36

AF125 0.38 8C172. 0.14 BC320 0.17 8D163 0.67 BF178 0.46

AF126 0.36 8C173. 0.22 8C3214&B 0.18 80165 0.66 BF 1 79 0.58

AF127 0.86 5C1744 & 8 BC322 0.28 BDI 66 0.88 8F180 0.53

AF139 0.58 0.26 8C323 1.15 BD175 0.90 BF181 0.53

AF147 0.52 BC176 0.22 BC327 0.16 BD177 0.58 BF 1 82 0.44

AF149 0.45 BC177' 0.20 80328 0.18 BD178 0.92 BF183 0.52

AF178 1.35 BCI 78' 0.22 BC337 0.17 50181 1.94 8F184 0.44

AF179 1.36 BC179. 0.28 8C338 0.17 813182 2.10 BF185 0.42

AF180 1.35 5C182. 0.15 BC340 0.19 80183 1.34 BF186 0.42

AF181 1.33 5C1821. 0.15 BC347' 0.17 8 0184 2.30 BF194' 0.14

AF186 1.48 BCI 83. 0.14 BC3484 & 8 BD187 1.20 13F195. 0.13

AF202 0.27 BC1831." 0.14 0.17 8D188 1.25 8F196 0.14

AF239 0.73 BC184. 0.15 BC3498 0.17 BD189 0.71 8F197 0.15

AF240 1.40 8C1841.. 0.15 BC350' 0.24 8D222 0.91 8F198 0.29

AF279S 0.91 BC185 0.36 BC351 0.22 80225 0.91 BF199 0.29

AL100 1.30 BC186 0.25 BC352A 0.24 BD232 0.91 8F200 0.25

AL103 1.58 BC187 0.27 BC360 0.59 8D233 0.62 13E218 0.42

Alternative gain versions available on items marked

LINEAR IC's Type Price rE/ Type Price /fl DIODES Type Price fl

Type Price(£I
8RC1330 0.93
CA8100M 2.44
CA3005 1.85
CA3012 1.45

SN76003N 3.32
S5760135 2.52
S5760235 3.02
6576023ND 2.52
S5760335 3.32

TBA2404 3.98
784281 2.07
TBA395. 2.58
TBA396 2.40
TBA400 2.20

Type Price (
44113 0.17
44119 0.21
44129 0.28
44143 0.18

BY114 0.60
BY118 1.10
BY126 0.20
BYI 27 0.21
BY133 0.35

CA3014 2.23 SN76023ND 1.40 T844800 1.84 AAY30 0.28 BY140 1.40

CA3018 0.71 SN760335 2.20 TEI4500' 2.21 AA.Z13 0.42 BY164 0.75

CA3020 1.89 SN76110N 1.20 TBA510. 2.21 44215 0.35 BY176 2.80

CA3028A 0.80 S5761155 1.62 TBA520. 2.98 44217 0.28 BY179 0.83

CA3028B 1.09 S5761165 1.78 TBA530P 2.24 AY102 3.85 BYI82 1.14

CA3045 3.75 S5761315 2.10 TBA540. 2.88 84100 0.24 BY184 0.44

CA3046 0.70 SN76226N 2.60 TBA550' 3.13 BA102 0.36 BY189 5.30

CA3065 1.74 S5702275 1.61 TEI4560C 3.18 6A104 0.19 BY190 4.90

0.93068 1.90 SN762285 1.80 TBA570. 1.29 84110 0.80 BY206 0.26

CA3130S 1.57 S5765025 1.92 784611B 2.68 BA111 0.70 BY238 0.25

FCH161 2.40 SN76530P 0.97 784641 4.55 BA115 0.17 BYX10 0.30

FCJ101 3.32 S5765335 1.38 784641412 4.55 84116 0.56 BYX38/600 0.70

LM309K 1.98 SN76544N 1.85 TBA641BX1 4.60 84121 0.85 BYX70'500 0.53
LM3805-14 1.65 SN76546N 1.85 TBA651 2.42 84129 0.45 ITT44 0.08

LM1303N 1.03 S5765705 1.81 TBA673 2.31 BA145 0.19 I1T210 0.63

MC1307P 1.82 SN76620AN TB4700. 2.50 84148 0.19 1TT827 0.80

MC1310P 1.84 0.99 TBA7204C) 2.38 84154 0.08 MCR101 0.48

MC1312P 2.34 S5766505 1.48 TBA7200 2.38 84155 0.17 MR854 1.10

MC1327P. 1.86 S5766605 0.64 TBA750. 2.18 BA 1 56 0.12 045 0.88

MC1330P 0.83 S5766665 0.96 TBA800 2.05 BA157 0.25 0410 0.58

MC1350P 1.22 TA7073P 3.51 784810AS 2.00 BA158 0.28 0447 0.20

MC135IP 1.42 TAA263 2.20 TBA920. 2.80 BA159 0.40 0481 0.19

MC1352P 1.42 TAA300 3.85 184940 3.52 BA164 0.14 0490 0.13

MC1357P 2.92 TAA320 1.10 TBA950 2.08 84182 0.27 0491 0.15

MC1358P 2.30 TA43504 2.48 TBA990. 2.90 BA201 0.13 0495 0.20

MC1458G 1.43 7AA3709 3.18 TC42704' 3.55 BA202 0.14 04200 0.13

MC1496L 1.15 TAA435 1.70 TC42804 1.4.3 54203 0.14 04202 0.13

MC3051P 0.58 TAA450 3.39 TC42904 3.46 BA216 0.08 04210 0.89

MFC400B 0.85 TAA521 1.10 TC44204 2.10 BA219 0.11 TIL209 0.14

MFC40604 0.98 TAA522 2.09 TC4440 1.67 84243 0.45 TIL211 0.18
MFC6040 1.11 TAA550 0.36 TC4640 4.26 84317 0.06 TV20 2.25

MIC1P 1.10 TAA560 1.93 TCA650 4.26 84318 0.07 N914 0.06

ML231 3.57 TAA570 2.20 TCA660 4.26 BAVI 0 0.10 N916 0.06

ML232 3.57 TAA611A 1.67 TC4730 4.10 BAV2 I 0.18 N4001 0.06

NE555 0.72 TAA61113 1.89 TC4740 4.04 BAW62 0.06 N4002 0.07

NE556 1.34 TAA6214X1 4.75 TC4750 2.53 BAXI 3 0.07 N4003 0.08

NE566 1.95 TAA6300 3.91 TC4760 1.52 BAXI6 0.10 N4004 0.08
SAA1024 5.70
SAA1025 10.35

7446305 4.18
TAA6614 2.39

TC4820 3.29
TDA440 4.16 BAX17 0.19

BAY72 0.16
N4005 0.09
N4006 0.10

SAS56OA 2.01 TAA6615 1.75 TDA1003 1.68 B81048 0.52 N4007 0.12

SAS570 2.01
SC9503P 1.40

TAA700. 2.80
TAA840 3.38

TDA1004 3.85
TDA1005 3.04

881058 0.33
B8105G 0.30

N5400 0.15
N5401 0.17

SC9504P 1.38
SL414A 1.91

TAA8614 0.96
TAA9304 1.43

T1741022 6.89
TDA1024 0.97

69100 0.40
BY100 0.35

N5402 0.20
S920 0.09

SL432A 2.52
SL450 5.10

TAA9306 1.43
TAA960 3.20

T041034 2.98
TD42610 286 BY103 0.35 5921 0.11

2ENER DIODESSL901B 4.75 TAA970 2.81 TDA2640 2.86
SL917B 6.60 TAD100 2.66 25414 1.45 400mW plastic 3.0-75V 14p each
SL918A 5.95 1/1.3W plastic 3.3-200V 18p each

S5724405 2.21 TBA1204 0.90 1.5W flange 4.7-75V £1.26 each
SN76001N 1.67 TBA120S 0.99  Indicates Q 2.5W plastic 7.5-75V 67p each

SN76003N 2.20 TBAI 2054 1.02 version is also 20W stud 7.5-75V £1.31 each
TBA231 available. 75W stud 7,5-75V £7.95 each

Type Price (
8F222 0.51
8F224 & J 0.22
BF240 0.32
8F241 0.31
EIF244. 0.51
BF245' 0.43
BF254 0.48
BF255 0.58
ElF2561_ 0.49
8F257 0.44
BF258 0.52
BF259 0.54
8F262 0.73
BF263 0.88
BF270
I3F271
8F2724
BF273
BF274
BF336
8F337
BF338
BF355
5F362
BF363
8F367
BF451
BF457
BF458
8F459
8F594
BF596
8F597
BFR39
BFR40
BFR41
BFR50
BFR52
9FR61
BFR62
BFR79
BFR80
BFR81
BFR88
B FT4 I
BF743
BFVV11
BFW30
B FVV59
BFW60
BFVV90
B FX29
BFX84
B FY50
BFY51
B FY52
B FY53
B FY90
BPX25

0.47
0.42
0.80
0.33
0.34
0.63
0.65
0.68
0.72
0.49
0.49
0.29
0.43
0.46
0.49
0.52
0.16
0.17
0.27
0.30
0.29
0.30
0.29
0.33
0.29
0.28
0.30
0.29
0.30
0.42
0.48
0.55
1.02
2.58
0.19
0.20
.65
0.38
0.42
0.38
0.37
0.36
0.36
1.98
1.62

Type Price (El
BPX29 1.62
139101 0.53
BR 1 03 0.64
BR303 1.06
BRC4443 1.76
BRY39 0.60
BRY56 0.44
85527 0.92
BT106 1.50
87109 1.99
87116 1.45
BT119 5.18
BU102 3.35
85105 1.80
131J105,02 1.95
BU108 2.98
BU126 2.91
BU204 2.50
BU205 2.58
BU206 2.59
BU208 2.75
55407 1.38
BUY77 2.50
C106D 0.80
C106F 0.43
C111E 0.46
D4051 0.64
E300 0.42
51222 0.47
E5024 0.19
GET872 0.46
ME0402 0.18
MF0404'02 0.18
ME6001 0.18
ME6002 0.18
MJ2955 1.30
MJ3000 1.58
MJE340 0.68
MJE341 0.72
MJE370 0.74
MJE371 0.79
MJE520 0.85
MJE52I 0.95
MJE2955 1.20
MJE3000 1.95
MJE3055 1.22
MPF102 0.40
MPS3702 0.33
MPS3705 0.30
MPS6521 0.36
MP56523 0.36
MPS6566 0.44
MPS405 0.30
MPS406 0.32
MPS/165 0.43
MPSA56 0.45
MPSA93 0.56
MPSLO1 0.33
MPSUOI 0.61

Type Price (£l
MPSUO5 0.66
MPSUO6 0.76
MPSU55 1.26
MPSU56 1.32
MPSU60 0.82
MPU131 0.59
0C26 1.90
0C28 1.49
0C29 1.60
0C35 1.25
0C36 1.25
0C42 0.90
0C44 0.68
0C45 0.63
0070 0.65
0071 0.73
0072 0.73
0031 0.83
0C8ID 0.95
0C139 1.30
0C140 1.35
0C170 0.80
0C171 0.82
0C200 3.90
0C201 3.95
0C202 2.40
0C205 3.96
OCP71 1.98
052364 0.94
R20088 2.72
920108 2.79
R2322 0.75
R2323 0.85
ST2110 0.49
ST6120 0.48
TIC44 0.25
TIC46 0.35
TIC47 0.45
TIP294 0.47
T11304 0.50
TIP314 0.51
TIP31C 0.67
TIP324 0.56
TIP32C 0.72
TIP334 0.77
TIP344 0.84
TIP414 0.72
TIP424 0.80
TIP2955 0.77
TIP3055 0.58
TIS43 0.44
TIS73 1.36
TIS90 0.23
TIS91 0.28
ZTX108 0.14
ZTX109 0.16
ZTX213 0.23
ZTX300 0.16
ZTX304 0.26

For matched pairs add 20p per pair.

Type Price (El
ZTX500 0.18
ZTX502 0.22
ZTX504 0.28
2N404 1.30
2N696 0.46
2N697 0.46
2N7064 0.33
25708 0.29
2N914 0.32
25916 0.46
2N918 0.54
2N930 0.29
2N1164 10.29
2N1304 1.40
251305 1.29
251306 1.49
2N1307 1.32
251308 1.53
251711 0.47
2N1893 0.52
2N2102 0.71
2N2217 0.55
252218 0.38
2N2219 0.42
2522214 0.26
2N2222A 0.41
2N2369A 0.40
2N2401 0.80
252484 0.35
2N2570 0.74
252646 0.82
2N2784 1.15
2N2869 2.08
2N2894 0.45
252904' 0.40
252905. 0.39
252906. 0.36
252926G 0.15
2N29260 0.14
252926Y 0.14
2N2955 1.12
2N3053 0.48
2N3054 0.66
2N3055 0.72
2N3250 0.52
2N3254 0.58
2533914 0.38
2N3633 0.60
253703 0.17
2N3704 0.19
253705 0.17
253706 0.16
253707 0.18
253708 0.17
253715 1.70
253771 2.09
253772 2.08
2N3773 2.90
253794 0.40

Type Price ff)
2N3819 0.47
2N3820 0.72
253866 1.08
2N3904 0.20
2N3905 0.20
2N3906 0.20
2N4036 0.94
2N4123 0.17
254124 0.17
2N4126 0.17
2N4236 2.20
2N4289 0.32
254292 0.32
254416 0.85
254444 1.90
254921 0.80
2N5042 1.65
255060 0.28
255061 0.30
2 N5064 0.63
2N5086 0.49
2N5087 0.50
2N5206 0.59
2N5294 0.66
2N5296 0.68
2N5298 0.71
2N5322 1.16
2N5449 0.18
2N5457 0.46
2N5458 0.40
2N5459 0.58
2N5494 0.85
2N5496 1.05
2N6027 0.55
256107 0.71
256122 0.60
256178 1.07
256180 1.39
2N6211 2.74
2583378P 4.28
2SC458C 0.78
2SC643A 2.25
2SC930D 1.50
2SCI 061 1.45
2SC1172Y 3.55
2SD234 1.48
3N128 1.60
40250 0.98
40251 1.14
40327 0.67
40361 0.48
40362 0.50
40410 0.94
40429 0.88
40530 0.79
40595 1.39
40603 1.13
40636 1.25
40654 0.89

VDR's, etc. VALVES
Type Price I fl Type Price (El
E295ZZ DY86/87 0.75

/01 0.28 DY802 0.75
0.28 ECC81 0.78

E298CD ECC82 0.95
/A258 0.25 ECC83 0.78

E298ED ECH81 0.83
/A258 0.22 ECL80 0.82
/4260 0.22 EF80 0.60
'.9262 0.22 EF183 0.75
/4265 0.22 EF184 0.75
/8288 0.22 EH90 0.94

E298ZZ EL34 3.08
/05 0.25 EY51 1.20

0.22 EY86 87 0.67
E299DD/P116- PCC84 0.61

P354 all 0.23 PCC85 0.79
E2990H PCC89 0.74

'P230 0.72 PCC189 0.94
R53 1.75 PCF80 1.20
VA1015 0.92 PCF86 0.87
VAI 026 0.79 PCF200 2.32
VA1033/34/38/ PCF801 0.74

39/40/53 PCF802 1.20
all 0.20 PCF805 3.37

VA1055s/56s/ PCF808 3.80
66s/67s PCL82 0.93

all 0.23 PCL83 5.25
VA1074 0.20 PCL84 0.65
VAI 077 0.31 °CL86 1.27
VA1091 0.29 PCL805/85 1.00
VA1096 97 98 PD500 3.75

all 0.20 PFL200 1.40
VA1103 0.32 PL36 1.20
VA1104 0.86 PL8I 0.94
VA1108/09/10/ PL84 0.79

11/12 0110.24 PL504 1.50
VA8650 1.20 PL508 1.85
2322 554 PL509 4.75

02221 0.59 PL519 4.75
2322 662 PL802 5.60

98003 0.88 PY81:P810 0.60

RESISTORS Mixes of  min(rnum of
Carbon Film (6%) 10 of one I Opcs of sny.lue:

Ea value 50pc 100pc 500pc
9W 5.60-330k016121 30 25p 95P 01.49 06.40

9W 100.10W:11E241 3p 25p 966 C1.49 C5.40
1W 100.10M0 if 121 Sc 45p C1.95 C3.40 015.25

2W 100.10MOIC61 9p SOp [3.60 C6.40 C24.90

Wirewound16%)
29W 0.2213-2700 18p
4W 1.00-10k0 220
7W0.680-2210 24p

11W 1,00-22k0 28p
17W 1.00-22k0 33p
Vertical mounting pillars 3p

Presets Ill
0 1W (Vertical and Horizontal)
100, 220, 4700, 1, 2 2. 4 7.10, 22,
47, 100, 220, 47040.1. 2 5, 5M0

all 14p each
0 2W (Vertical and Horizontal)
'relues as 0 1W all 14p with

FUSES (all packs of 101
20mm Time Delay (BEAB1
40m4 £3.68
50, 63mA £2.55
100m4 £1.86
160, 200. 250m4 £1.44
315, 500, 800mA, 1. 1.25,
1.6. 2, 2.5. 3.15. 5A

all £1.19

20mm quick -blow (BEA 81
100mA 68p
200, 250. 315. 500, 630.
800mA, 1, 1.25, 1.6, 2, 2.5,
3.15, 54 ell 66p
2A circuit breakers

metal E1.62
plastic £1.48

LABGEAR (Details of full range on request)

TELETEXT ADAPTOR 7056. An amazing boo which
can beused with any UHF Receiver. £213 E2.25 P&P
- VAT. - ask us for a fully descriptive brochure.

VIEWDATA ADAPTOR 7050. Prices and details on
request.

BRIDGES
Rating Price (£l Rating Price
1-i,A 50V 0.27 2A 100V 0.38

100V 0.28 200V 0.40
200V 0.32 400V 0.47
400V 0.40 600V 0.53
600V 0.50 800V 0.60
800V 0.58 1000V 0 87

3A 100V 0.52 6A 100V 0.66
200V 0.55 200V 0.68
400v 0.61 400V 0,74
600v 0.67 600V 0.80
800V 0.80 800V 0.86

1000V 1.20 1000V 0.95
10A and 25A ranges also stocked

CAPACITORS
Metallised Paper
2n2F 1500V DC 60p
2n2F 600V AC 24p
3n6F 1700V DC 60p
4n7F 1500V DC 60p
lOnF 1000V DC 22p

IOnF 500V AC 80p
15nF 300V AC 30p
22nF 300V AC 32p

100nF 1000V DC 46p
470nF 1000V DC 60p

H.V. Disc Ceramic It;
1kV 1.5nF 18p
3kV 1.5nF 20p
8kV 10, 22, 47,

82, 100, 120,
150. 180.
200, 220pF 30p
270. 300pF 39p

I0kV 1nF 67p

2 pin European battery
eliminators input 240V.
output 6V. 200mA, £1
each. Quantity prices
upon request.

CONVERGENCE
POTENTIOMETERS
5, 7 10 15, 20. 50, 100.
200. 5000 '38p each

VHF to UHF CONVERTER CM6022/RA.  Televerta" for DX-ing or uhf receiver use on relay systems, Eire etc. *E28.37

COLOUR BAR GENERATOR
CM6052 /DB. VHF/UHF gives standard 8 band colour bars
- variable tuning - front panel omoff switch - sync trigger

output - blank raster - red raster  crosshatch greyscale
stepwedge - colour bar - centre cross - dot ;pattern
centre dot. £223.37

MULTIMETER SPECIAL
Russian type U4324
DC Voltage: 0.6. 1.2. 3. 12. 30, 60, 120,
600,1200.
AC Voltage: 3. 6, 15, 60, 150. 300, 600
900.
DC Intensity M/A: 0.06, 0.6, 6. 60. 600
3000.
AC Intensity M/4:0.3,3,30.300.3000.
DC Resistance:0.2.5.50.500,5000K.
ge level dB: 10 to 12.

Special Price £12. including p/p and VAT.
P. & P. UK, E0.20 per order Overseas: At cost.
Please add VAT at 15%.
Delivery by return of mail on all stock items.
It is only possible to show part of our range here. Our
catalogue 130p refundable) shows Service Aids. 7400
series, CMOS, op amps, SCRs etc., hardware.
capacitors, special TV items and many more transistors,
diodes, i.c.'s and valves.

A. c facilities available

EAST CORNWALL
COMPONENTS

WEM, SHROPSHIRE SY4 5RJ.
TEL 094 872-510

OFFICE OPEN: 9.00 AM -5,00 PM MON-FRI.
NEW PROPRIETORS: CAPTIME LTD.
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PRICE INCREASE
The price of Television will be 80p from
our next, February issue. We regret the
need for this increase, but the costs of
all those involved in bringing you the
magazine - retailers, wholesalers, printers
and publishers alike - continue to rise.

HELD OVER
Due to production difficulties with this
issue, Part 2 of the microcomputer
clock -timer project has had to be held
over till next month.

COVER PHOTO
Our cover photograph this month
shows automatic component insertion
equipment in use on the Thorn TX9
chassis assembly line. 75% of the
components in the TX9 chassis are
automatically inserted - in the TX10
chassis the figure is 70%. The equipment
inserts interconnecting wire links, axial
and radial components and panel link
pins. Our thanks to Thorn Consumer
Electronics Ltd. who provided the
photograph.

Mixed Results
The year 1981 will surely go down in the annals as one of the strangest in the history of the
UK's domestic TV industry. Just over a year ago, Rank decided to end their joint TV
setmaking venture with Toshiba, while Philips decided to close down their Lowestoft TV
plant - the old Pye factory. A question mark was also hanging over Decca's future, following
the take-over of the company by Racal who didn't want to become involved in consumer
electronics. The situation looked grim indeed, the only optimistic gesture coming from
Fidelity with their surprise decision to enter the TV manufacturing area, first with
monochrome portables and then with a I4in. colour transportable.

A year later, the situation is very different. Toshiba are successfully turning out sets at the
old Rank plant in Plymouth, Decca Radio and Television have found a new parent company
in Tatung and have introduced a smart new range of sets featuring the new 120/130 series
chassis, the Murphy brand has resurfaced, with sets using chassis produced in the UK by
Rediffusion, while perhaps the greatest surprise is the fact that Sanyo have just bought
the Lowestoft TV plant - to produce TV sets and later VCRs. As for Fidelity, it
seems that their plunge into TV manufacture came at the right time. According to chairman
Jack Dickman. the 14in. colour set is at present the company's main source of profit: a 20in.
model is to be introduced shortly, and there are plans to distribute and, within the next couple
of years, manufacture VCRs.

It's certainly been a remarkable transformation, and leads one to ask how and why? If
anyone wonders why we were going on in this column about the excessive exchange value of
the pound in late 1980, the link with everyday production must by now be clear. A year ago,
foreign produced goods were cheap and UK produced ones non-competitive. Let's hope the
lesson has been learnt. But that brief period of a grossly over -valued pound was only part of
the answer. It came unfortunately after several years of generally poor performance in UK
industry, with inadequate profitability (in some cases mounting losses) and lack of
investment: so many a borderline concern finally closed.

Now that the transformation scene has taken place in the TV industry, we find that a
considerable change has occurred in its ownership. When Sanyo's plans come to fruition, all the
major Japanese setmakers will be active in the UK - Panasonic, Sony, Toshiba, Mitsubishi
and Sanyo with their own plants. Hitachi in conjunction with GEC, while Sharp have an
agreement with Rediffusion. And of course Tatung are now successfully operating from
Bridgnorth. Just what is it about these oriental manufacturers that enables them to succeed
where others have failed? All sorts of answers have been put forward, such as attention to
quality control and continuous production without stoppages due to disputes or to
production bottlenecks. These things help of course, but there are other factors. Japanese
manufacturers for example have the benefit of government backed loans at low rates of
interest. We all know about the massive investments made by Japanese manufacturers
compared to others: it helps when you operate profitably and have ready access to funds
under favourable conditions! The point about all this would seem to be that profitable TV
assembly plants can be run in the UK when the research and development and other
overhead costs are taken care of under different circumstances elsewhere. There's nothing
nefarious about this: where inflation is low, interest rates will be low. It's just one aspect of the
insidious effect inflation has on our economy.

On the retail side, the picture has been much more rosy. Demand for new TV sets has kept
up, while the demand for VCRs has soared (up by 322% in the second quarter of the year
compared to the same period in the previous year - figures for later quarters have been
delayed by last year's civil service strike). For how long this will last is another matter.
There's a lot of evidence to suggest that redundancy payments have helped to sustain the
TV/VCR market over the last year. Hopefully, this will be a factor of decreasing significance.
Unfortunately the continued recession and increases in living costs mean that earnings are
being squeezed. The outlook for the next few months is of a difficult though still buoyant
retail scene, since large numbers of old, hybrid colour sets are still being replaced and the
video boom shows no sign of slackening off.

Since the demand for VCRs is so great and the Japanese don't seem to be able to make
enough of them, why don't we make the things ourselves? There are signs that we will be
doing so before long. But the answer to this one has already been touched on in connection
with TV sets. What we'll be doing is assembling machines designed and developed elsewhere.
The costs of developing a machine along with the production technology required to make it
into a competitive, reliable mass-produced item are huge. Very few companies have the
financial resources for this sort of thing.

Farther ahead there lies satellite TV. Mackintosh Consultants in a report entitled "Satellite
Broadcasting" suggest that sales of receiving equipment in North America and Western
Europe will approach $2 billion annually by 1990, whilst the cumulative investment in the
satellites is likely by then to have reached $1.5 billion. As far as the receivers go, I think we
can already guess who will have made the necessary R and D investment.
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Teletopics
SANYO TO MANUFACTURE IN UK
Negotiations between Sanyo and Philips for the purchase
by Sanyo of the Philips/Pye Lowestoft TV factory have
now been successfully completed. Philips announced the
closure of the plant a year ago, with the aim of concentrat-
ing production at Croydon. The plant has not been
completely run down however, and Sanyo will acquire
manufacturing facilities in addition to most of the 25 -acre
site. The aim is to start with a colour TV production line
and to follow up with VCR production if the venture
achieves target levels.

VCR BOOM CONTINUES
Every VCR sales/rental figure one sees is higher than the
last - the latest estimate for 1981 is for 800,000 UK
sales/rentals. It's interesting to compare the VCR take off
with CTV sales and rentals a decade ago. Approximate
figures are as follows:

Year CTV disposals Year VCR disposals
1968 50,000 1978 75,000
1969 140,000 1979 180,000
1970 600,000 1980 400,000
1971 800,000 1981 800,000

A remarkable similarity - and 1972-3-4 were the boom
years for colour TV. We won't get a Barber boom this time,
but the video market should continue to grow. This
naturally leads to indications that the time may be right to
start VCR production in the UK - the market is there, and
Japanese consumer electronics manufacturers have a
tradition of setting up satellite plants in foreign markets.
Grundig have been seeking a partner in the UK to produce
V2000 standard machines, and Fidelity Radio are planning
to produce VHS machines. Tatung will shortly be
introducing a JVC manufactured machine, the Deccavideo
VRH8300, and are understood to be evaluating the V2000
system. Production of VCRs in Japan last September for
the first time exceeded CTV production.

NEW PROJECT/ON TV SYSTEM
Super -Screen Video, 17a Old Road, Leighton Buzzard,
Beds, have introduced a single -tube projection TV system
based on the Thorn TX9 chassis. The basic set used is the
14in. remote controlled model, with a three -element optical
glass lens added to project the output from the tube on to a
60 or 72in screen. There are free-standing and ceiling -
mounted versions, the sound being fed to twin speakers via
a 35W amplifier. Prices range from £1,150-£1,550 plus
VAT.

PYE APPRENTICE OF THE YEAR
The 1981 Pye Apprentice of the Year is Paul Wigmore, a
video engineer with Radio Rentals. Paul joined the
company in 1977 and is currently an Advanced Technician
(Video) at a Brighton branch. Runners up were Kevin
Darnell of R. S. Hill Ltd. and Robert Barnell of J. R. Ward
Computers Ltd. The aim of the award is to encourage high
standards of education and training amongst those engaged

in TV servicing - the scheme has been in operation for ten
years. Whilst the demand for servicing staff has dropped
during the period, the more sophisticated sets of today,
coupled with video equipment, call for higher standards
than ever.

TRANSMITTER OPENINGS
The following relay transmitters are now in operation:
Bishop's Stortford TV4 (future) ch. 49, BBC -1 ch. 55,
Thames/London Weekend Television ch. 59, BBC -2 ch. 62.
Dollar TV4 (future) ch. 54, BBC -1 ch. 58, Scottish
Television ch. 61, BBC -2 ch. 64.
Llanrhaeadr-ym-Mochnant BBC -Wales ch. 39, Sianel 4
Cymru (future) ch. 42, BBC -2 ch. 45, HTV Wales ch. 49.
Trefin BBC -Wales ch. 22, HTV Wales ch. 25, BBC -2 ch.
28, Sianel 4 Cymru (future) ch. 32.

The above transmissions are all vertically polarised.

VIDEO DISC LATEST
There's still no indication of the UK launch date for the
Philips Laser Vision disc system. It seems that disc output at
the Blackburn plant has yet to reach satisfactory levels.
Meanwhile Philips have been carrying out an extensive
training programme for engineers from potential
distributors. To simplify player servicing, Philips have used
the modular approach employed in their current VCRs and
TV chassis. Philips have also announced the development of
a solid-state laser suitable for video disc use - the
aluminium -gallium -arsenide device is said to be easy to
produce and capable of stable, low -noise operation.

There are indications that the RCA SelectaVision disc
system has not been selling as well as expected since its
launch in the USA last March: there have been layoffs at
the Bloomington, Indiana factory, and dealers have been
making special offers to encourage sales. RCA seem to be
prepared to wait for the disc to catch on however - after all
it took some ten years for colour TV, which RCA pioneered
in the States, to become a success there. One cause of
consumer resistance to disc systems seems to be the fact
that there are at present far more titles available in
videocassette form than on disc.

For those interested in the technicalities of the RCA disc
system. Fig. 1 shows the basic replay technique. The video
and audio information are stored in the disc in the form of
capacitance variations along the track, the varying stylus -
disc capacitance as the disc rotates forming part of a
resonant circuit whose centre frequency is 910MHz. Also
coupled to the circuit is the output from a stable 915MHz
oscillator. The result of mixing these two signals is an
amplitude -modulated output which is peak detected to
produce an f.m. signal corresponding to the signal recorded
on the disc. This signal is then fed to separate video and
audio f.m. demodulators. In the NTSC version, a 1.53MHz

Disc -stylus
capacitance

915 MHz
osc.

Centre frequency
910 MHz

Peak
detector

redVideo Video
FM

demod

b. Filtering

1_11 AudioFM
demod

Fig. 1: Principle of the SelectaVision disc replay system.
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DM1
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subcarrier is used for the chroma signal, the luminance and
chrominance components of the signal being separated by
means of a comb filter. The video bandwidth is 3MHz.

THORN EXTEND TUBE GUARANTEE
Thorn have extended to two years the basic guarantee
period for their Newlife range of regunned replacement
tubes, with an option to extend the warranty to four years.
The range now includes replacements for the more popular
types of in -line gun tubes.

LOPT TESTER
J. Baker and Co., 1 Old Shoreham Road, Southwick,
Sussex have introduced at £16.50 inclusive (c.w.o.) a new
tester for checking line output transformers for shorted
turns. Since the usual technique is to test transformers by
substitution, the new instrument could save much time and
effort. We hope to publish a review of the instrument in a
later issue.

TELETEXT SUCCESS
Thorn report that teletext has been a growing success in the
rental sector of the TV market since the government's
decision to relax rental down payments. Deliveries of TCE's
TX teletext sets were "exceptional" in July, were sustained
through August and increased in September (at the lead up
to National Teletext month). Prior to October, rental
companies that responded to the changed statutary controls
saw teletext sets take over 20% of new rental business.
Deliveries of teletext sets are expected to have reached
150,000 in 1981, the industry target for 1982 being
500,000.

Mullard have announced the production of their four
millionth teletext chip: output from their Southampton plant
has risen from 6,000 in 1978 when production began to the
present figure of over four million a year. An investment of
millions of pounds and many years of intensive design and
development work has been made by Mullard in teletext
chip technology. There have been several redesigns over the
years, leading to the present four -chip decoder set.

MA V/CA LAUNCH
Sony plan to launch their video still -picture camera in the
US market from mid -1983, at a price of around $1,000. An
article on the camera appears overpage.

NEWS FROM NEWARK
The next of Steve Beeching's VCR Training Courses will be
held on January 30 -31st - for details of this two-day
weekend course apply to the Newark Video Centre, 108 London
Road, Balderton, Newark, Notts. Steve tells us that he can
now supply receiver/monitor versions of the latest Grundig
TV range - Models 3105, 6100, 7100 and 8400. Another
interesting item (see Fig. 2) is a camera switcher unit for use
with the JVC GX33 and GX88 video cameras - the unit
has been designed to provide switching with minimal picture
break up and servo disturbance when replaying via a VCR.
Each camera is powered by the switcher unit, the audio and
video outputs required being selected by solid-state
switching, logic controlled, when the appropriate
illuminated push-button is operated. The sync detector
circuit illuminates an I.e.d. indicator when the field sync
pulses from the two cameras are within 3msec of each
other: if the indicator does not light, the user switches the

Cam I

Cam 2

PSU
Sync

detector

Signal
switching

QSync lock
1\ indicator

output

Fig. 2: The Newark Video camera switcher.

052391

power on and off until synchronous running of the two
cameras is achieved. It's recommended that VCRs with a
rapid servo response. such as the JVC HR7700 and
HR2200, are used with the unit. The switcher is produced
to order only. at a price of £210 plus VAT.

BBC SATELLITE TERMINAL
A mobile satellite link terminal has been completed by the
BBC Engineering Research Department and put into use
for television outside broadcasts. The complete transmitter
is housed on a relatively light -weight trailer which can be
coupled to any standard radio link van. The terminal
includes a 3m dish aerial, two 600W 14GHz transmitters,
check receivers, f.m. modem and other associated
equipment. Work on the project commenced only some 18
months ago, completion having been achieved in good time
to meet scheduled programme requirements.

FLASHOVER PROTECTION
Many and varied have been the techniques used to provide
c.r.t. flashover protection in colour receivers, starting with
careful earthing arrangements and spark gaps linked to
vulnerable electrodes and culminating, so we thought, in the
soft -flash system. Yet another technique has been adopted
in the latest RCA tubes, in which thin conductive areas are
placed on the glass rods that support the gun assembly.
Tubes using this arrangement are being fitted in the latest
range of RCA colour receivers.

MORE VCRs
New VCRs seem to be appearing at an ever increasing rate.
Five new machines have been announced this month, as
follows:
JVC HR7300EK. Described as a medium priced recorder
with a comprehensive time -shift capability. There's a 14-
day/8-programme timer and a Dolby noise reduction
system for improved sound quality.
Panasonic NV7200. A successor to the NV7000, with
infra -red remote control.
Hitachi VT8700 and VT6500. Successors to the VT8500
and VT7000 respectively. The VT8700 is a top -of -the -range
machine and the VT6500 a portable.
Saba VR6010. Features include a 10-day/8-channel timer
and optional wired remote control.

PUBLICATIONS
The latest volume in the IBA Technical Review series is
entitled "Microelectronics in Broadcast Engineering". The
52 -page book has seven sections describing the use of
microelectronics in a wide range of broadcast applications:
TV subjects include the IBA electronic test pattern
generator and enhanced graphics for teletext. Enquiries to
the IBA Engineering Information Service, Crawley Court,
Winchester, Hants.

Link House have published the "Home Video Yearbook
- 1982", which is intended to complement their "Video
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Yearbook". It's aimed at the growing home video market,
dealing with both the software and hardware available and
including an index section that provides addresses.

MTV EXPAND
Midland TV Trade Services have moved to a new
automated and computerised warehouse complex at

Franchise St., Kidderminster, where they now have the
largest stockpile of used colour sets in the UK. To cope with
an increasing flow of orders, particularly from overseas, the
staff has been doubled. The present team of 24 full-time
engineers is to be further increased to 40 within the next six
months. Another new venture by MTV is marketing and
distributing manufacturers' seconds, end -of -line runs and
catalogue returns.

MA VICA
David K. Matthewson, B.Sc., Ph.D.

A RECENT Teletopics item referred to Sony's development
of a video still picture camera system - Mavica (magnetic
video camera). The idea is to integrate photography with
domestic TV. The Mavica system is aimed squarely at the
top end of the amateur photography market, the camera
itself recording high -quality colour pictures on a small
magnetic disc called a Mavipak instead of on a silver- or a
dye -based film.

It's fair to say that this is the first major development
in still photography since the advent of Polaroid film. Since
the image is stored in the form of electromagnetic
information, it cannot be viewed directly but has to be
displayed on a TV screen using a Mavipak viewer. Mavica
has been shown only in prototype form so far, in Tokyo,
and no firm launch date has been suggested. It's a World
"first" however, and as other manufacturers are understood
to be working along similar lines it's worth summarizing
the details so far released.

Fig. 1 shows the basic layout within the camera, the
accompanying photograph showing the camera along with
its interchangeable lenses and four Mavipaks. The camera
is not exactly pocket size, being 130 x 89 x 53mm and
weighing around 800g. It resembles an SLR camera based
around a 126 film pack rather than the more familiar 35mm
cartridge. Apart from its physical appearance however the
Mavica has little in common with a conventional camera.

The light entering via the lens is split two ways by means
of a light -splitting mirror, being deflected to an optical reflex
viewfinder and passing directly to a CCD image sensor.
The CCD sensor converts the optical image into a charge
pattern and then, by shift -register action, into a sequential
video signal - it's the same sort of device as used in the
Sony Cam -Corder (also still under development) and other
solid-state cameras. The circuitry on the two PCBs controls
the camera action and processes the video signal to produce

Mavipak drive motor

Mavipak

Batteries

CCD image sensor mounted on camera circuit PCB

Light -splitting mirror

Lens system

Camera circuit PCB

Video circuit PCB

Fig. 1: Layout of Sony's Mavica video stills camera.

CA-ate,.

Mavica camera with lenses and Mavipaks.

the magnetic pulses recorded on the disc. The Mavipak disc
is small and light - 60 x 54 x 3mm and weighing just 8g.

Up to 50 stills can be recorded on the Mavipak, the
motor drive giving an exposure rate of up to ten pictures a
second - in fact Mavica can be used as a normal video
camera to produce moving pictures which can be recorded
on a VCR. Since the disc is not sensitive to light, it can be
removed at any point. If a partially used disc is loaded into
a camera the disc is automatically run through to the
first free frame to avoid over -recording. The disc can also
be erased in its entirety and reused.

To view the pictures the disc is inserted in a Mavica
viewer whose output is fed directly to the aerial socket of a
standard TV set. The prototype viewer provides a
composite video signal and also separate RGB signals - to
the NTSC colour standard. If printed copies of the pictures
are required, these can be obtained using a printer unit
which is at present under development. The Mavipaks can
also be duplicated on a copier, and there will also be a
Mavipak transmitter to enable the pictures to be sent to
remote locations via a telephone line.

The picture quality is not at present as good as a 35mm
slide, being more comparable to a 110 photograph, but it's
impressive nonetheless. Sony claim that the resolution is
350 lines, with a signal-to-noise ratio of 45dB - this
compares favourably with the best current domestic VCRs.
Unlike current VCR systems, both the luminance and the
colour -difference signals are frequency modulated prior to
being recorded. The CCD itself is quoted as having a light-
sensitive array consisting of 570 x 490 picture elements.
The Mavipak disc's rotational speed is 36 r.p.m., the
effective camera shutter speed being settable between
1/60th and 1/1,000th of a second, while the effective film
speed is 200 ASA. A self -timer is incorporated.

Further development is expected to take between
eighteen months and two years, during which time Sony
may well license the technology to other manufacturers in
the video and photographic fields. It's certainly an
interesting marriage of video and photographic
techniques.
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/000 coker Tine
aiwafiS In stock
 THORN  GRUNDIG
 TELEFUNKEN  SABA
 DECCA  BUSH

REASONABLE OFFERS ACCEPTED
FOR BULK PURCHASE!!

PANELS
THORN 3000/3500 BST ICJC)N1TES1g

Power £5 L T B £5
Converg-3 500 £5
All others £4.50

ALL +VAT/Post & Packing 1.50 per panel
Allow 21 days for delivery

[ Export enquiries welcome  Call any
branch  All sets guaranteed complete

REPRODUCTION

CABINETS

AVAILABLE

WARNERS MILL, SOUTH ST., 110 SHACKLETON ROAD,
BRAINTREE, ESSEX. 0376 43685 LONDON N16. 01-249 9265
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Interested in Television Servicing?
Try a ZED Pack. Effect Repairs at Minimum Cost.

Z 1 300 mixed and watt and minia-
ture resistors £1.95

Z2 150 mixed 1 and 2 watt resistors £1.95
Z3 300 mixed capacitors, most types

amazing value £3.95
Z4 100 mixed electrolvtics f2.20
Z5 100 mixed Polystyrene Capacitors £2.20
Z6 300 mixed Printed Circuit

Components £1.95
Z7 300 mixed Printed Circuit

resistors £1.45
Z8 100 mixed High Wattage Resistors.

wirewounds etc. £2.95
Z9 100 mixed Miniature Ceramic and

Plate caps £1.50
Zl0 25 Assorted Potentiometers £1.50
Z11 25 Assorted Presets, Skeleton etc. £1.00
Z 12 20 Assorted VDR's and

Thermistors £1.20
Z13 I lb Mixed Hardware. Nuts. Bolts.

Selftappers. "P" clips etc. £1.20
Z14 100 mixed New and marked

transistors, all full spec. includes:
PBC108, BC 148. BF154, BF274,
BC121L, BC238. BC184L and/or
Lots of similar types ONLY £4.95

(Z I4A) 200 Transistors as above but
including power types like BD13 1.
2N3055, AC 128, BFY50 etc. £9.95

Z15 100 Mixed Diodes including:
Zener. Power. Bridge, Signal.
Germanium. Silicon etc. All full
spec.

Z16 20 IN4148 Gen Purpose -Diodes
Z17 20 1N4003/10D2
ZI8 20 Assorted Zeners.

1 watt and 400 mw
ELECTROLYTIC

1µf63% 20 for £1.00
18f 350v 10 for £1.00
2.2µ(63v 20 for £1.00
4.78(63v 20 for £1.00
41.if 350v* 10 for £1.00
1081400v 8 for £1.00
22µf 16v 20 for £1.00
1008f 25v 20 for £1.20
160pf 25v 20 for £1.50
330025v 10 for £1.00
4008140v 8 for £1.00
4708f 25v 10 for £1.00
4708135v 8 for £1.00
1000016v 10 for £1.00
10008f 25v 8 for £1.00
10008f 35v 6 for £1.00
"Axial. All others are Radial.

CAN TYPES
100+200350% £1.00
2000µf100% £1.00
1000µf 100v 60p
2.2008140v 60p
2.2008163v 70p
3.5008f 35v 50p
22081400v ITT/RBM £1.00
10,0008f 35% 24"x 1r with
fixing stud and nut. £1.006 for £5.00

THYRISTOR
SS106 (BT106) 65p each
3 for £1.50, 10 for £4.50

33v REGULATOR
Equivalent to TAA550, SN76550,
ZTK33 etc. 8 for £1.00

EHT STICKS
TV18 KV 50p each, 3 for f 1.00
Replacement Tripler Sticks
(Thorn) 10 for £1.00

EHT DIODES
Very small. 20k1' 2.5ma. 30ma peak

50p ea. 3 for £1.00

£4.95
£1.00
£1.00

Z40
Z41
Z42

£1.50 Z43

TANTALUM

Z20 10 Assorted switches including:
Pushbutton. Slide. Multipole,
Miniature etc. Fantastic Value

Z21 100 Assorted Silver Mica caps
Z22 10 Mixed TV convergence Pots
Z23 20 Assorted TV Knobs including:

Push Button. Aluminium and
Control types

Z24 10 Assorted Valve bases
B9A. EHT, etc.

Z25 10 Spark Gaps
Z26 20 Assorted Sync Diode Blocks
Z27 12 Assorted IC Sockets
Z28 20 General Purpose Germanium

Diodes £1.00
Z29 20 Assorted Miniature Tantalum

Capacitors. Superb Buy at £1.20
Z30 40 Miniature Terry clips,

ideal for small Tools etc. £1.00
Z31 5 CTV Tube Bases £1.00
Z32 10 EY87/DY87 EHT bases £1.00
Z33 20 x PP3 Battery Connectors £1.00
Z34 6 x Miniature "Press to Make"

Switches. Red Knob £1.00
Z35 12 Sub Min S.P.C.O. Slide

Switches £1.00
Z36 12 Min D.P.C.O. Slide Switches £1.00
Z37 8 Standard 2 Pole 3 Pos Switches £1.00
Z38 4 x HP11 Batt Holders

(2 x 2 Flat type) 4 for £1.00
Z39 3.5mm Jack Sockets, switched.

enclosed Type 8 for £1.00
100 Miniature Reed Switches £2.30
100 Subminiature Reed Switches £4.20

20 Miniature Reed Switches £1.00
12 Subminiature Reed Switches £1.00

0.158f 40v 12 for £1.00
0.228f 10v 12 for £1.00
0.338f 40v 12 for £1.00
0.478f 40v 12 for £1.00
0.68pf 40v 12 for £1.00
2.28f 40v 12 for £1.00
3.3pf I6v 12 for f1.00
12 of each value £6.00
Pack of 20 Assorted.
our selection £1.20

SPECIAL OFFERS
100 Assorted Polyester Capacitors.
Mallard C296's and others
160v -400v only £2.00
100 Assorted Mullard C280's
Cosmetic imperfects etc. £2.00
200 Mullard Miniature
Electrolytics Cosmetic imperfects
etc. £2.00
PACK OF EACH £5.00

TRANSISTORS
BCI54. BC 149. BC157. 8E195.
6E495. PBC 108. BF393S
12 of one type £1.00
12 of each £6.00
2N3055H 60p each
BDI81 50p each
BD131 4 for £1.00
BD132 4 for f 1.00

CONVERGENCE POTS
50. 1052. 2055. 300. 5052. 1000.
20052. 1K. 8 of one type £1.00. 8 of
each type £6.00.

£1.20
£2.20
£1.00

£1.20

£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00

ZENER DIODES
Ov7, 2v7. 4v3. 4v7, 5v6. 6v2. 6v4.
7v5. 27v. 30v. ALL 400mw.
10 of one value 80p
10 of each £6.60
1.3watt. 12v. 13v. 18%-
10 of one value £1.00
10 of each £2.50

DIODES
25 a IN4002 £1.00
10 x SKE 4F2'06
(600v 2a fast switching) £1.00
12 x BYI27 £1.00
10 > BA 158 (600v 400ma) £1.00
IN5402 3a 200v 8 for £1.00
BY142 3a 1.750v 5 for £1.00
6A. 100y. Bridge Recifier.
Very small. 80p ea. 3 for £2.00

I.C.'s
CA270AE £1.00 6 for £5.00
MC1327P £1.00 6 for £5.00
TBA810P £1.00 6 for £5.00
555 Timer 30p 4 for £1.00

LEDS
3mm Crystal Clear. very pretty.
Red. Green. Yellow.
10 of one colour £1.00
10 of each £2.30
T1L209 3mm Red 12 for £1.00

5mm Red 10 for £1.00
Red Triangle 8 for £1.00
Green Rectangle 8 for £1.00
Infra Red. LED Transmitter. Til 38.
Hi -Power. 50p each. 3 for f 1.00

THORN SPARES
"3500- Transductor
"3500" Focus Assembly with Volt
"8500" Focus Assembly. Rotary type
"8500".0022 2000v Line Capacitor
"1590/91" Portable metal boost Diode (W111
"1500" Bias Caps 160pf 25v
"1500" Jellypot. L.O.P.T. Pinkspot
"900/950" 3 stick [rioters
"1600" Dropper 18 - 320 70 + 3911

"150" Can. 100 -+ 300 + 100 - 16pf

f 1.20, 3 for f3.00
f 1.50

f 1.50. 3 for f4.00
10 for f1.00
5 for f 1.00

20 for f 1.50
f3.50

£1.00. 3 for f2.50
3 for f 1.50

f 1.00

Z44 TO3 Mounting kits (BU208) 8 for 60p
Z45 TO220 Mounting kits (TIP33) 10 for 60p
Z46 TO126 Mounting kits (BD131)

12 for 60p
Z47 Pack of each Mounting kit. All

include insulators and washers £1.50
Z48 3a 1000v Diodes (IN5408 type)

8 for £1.00
Z49 Brushed Aluminium Push Button

Knobs, 15mm long x Ilmm Diam.
Fit standard 3.i -mm square shafts

10 for £1.00
Z50 Chrome finish 10mm x 10mm Diam

as above 10 for £1.00
Z51 Aluminium Finish. Standard Fitting

Slider Knobs. (Decca) 10 for £1.00
Z52 Decca "Bradford" Control Knobs

Black and Chrome. 1" Shaft 8 for £1.00
Z53 Tuner 13/13 Knobs, Black and Chrome.

Fit most small Diam Shafts,
ITT. THORN, GEC etc. 8 for £1.00

Z54 Spun Aluminium Control Knobs (ITT)
if" Shaft, suitable for most sets
with recessed spindles 8 for £1.00

Z55 14 Pin, DIL I.C. Sockets 12 for £1.00
Z56 16 Pin Quil I.C. Sockets 12 for £1.00
Z57 16 Pin DIL TO QUIL I.C.

Sockets 10 for £1.00
Z58 22 Pin DIL I.C. Sockets 10 for £1.00
Z59 B9A Valve Bases P.C. Type 20 for £1.00
Z60 0.470 + Watt Emitter Resistors

40 for £1.00
Z61 Chassis Coax. Socket 6 for £1.00
Z62 Chassis 5 Pin Din Socket. 8 for £1.00
Z63 Chassis Din Speaker Socket 8 for £1.00
Z64 ;"Jack Socket enclosed. SPNC Switch

Contact 6 for £1.00
Z65 50239 C.B. Chassis Socket 2 for £1.00

5 for £2.00
Z66 3.5mm Metal Jack Plug 6 for £1.00

MISCELLANEOUS
Line output transformer for RBM 823A E4.25 each. 3 for £10.00
ITT VC200 4P 'B Transistor Tuner. Suitable for some Pye
and Philips sets. 3 hole fixing £2.75 each
Decca Bradford Tuners. 5 button type £3.00 each. 5 for f 12.50
Decca Bradford Triplers £3.00 each
UHF Modulator UHF out Video in. Ch. 36.
21" s 2", 4" complete with 9 foot coaxial lead and plug.
With connection data £3.00 each. 2 for £5.00
Video Game Boards. All new but incomplete. Hundreds of
useful components. C.M.O.S. IC's. transistors, diodes, sockets.
switches etc. Pack of five assorted boards (2.50
GEC Hybrid 2040 series Focus Assembly with lead and
VDR rod (2.00 each. 3 for £5.00
Convergence Panel for above. Brand new leads and plug. £3.00 each
GEC 2010 Transistor Rotary Tuner with AE. SKT. and
leads f 1.95 each. 3 for £5.00
Bush CTV 25 Quadrupler type Q25B equivalent to ITT
TU25 3QK £3.00 each. 2 for £5.00
P't'E 697 Line and power Panel. damaged with some
components missing but ideal for spares £2.20 each, 3 for £6.00
Grundig UHF 'VHF Varicap Tuner for 1500 GB. 3010 GB

£12.50 each, 3 for f 30.00
EHT Lead with Anode cap (CTV) suitable for split Diodes
sets 1m long 60p each. 3 for f 1.50
EHT Cable 30p per metre. 10 metres £2.50
Anti Corona Caps 3 for f 1.00
4.433 Mhz CTV Crystals 1.00 each, 3 for (2.50
Cassette Mains Leads. 70 with fig 8 plug 60p each, 3 for f 1.50
6 MHZ sound filters. ceramic 3 pin "TAIYO" type 50p each. 3 for f1.00
10.7 MHz Ceramic Filters "Vernitron" F5t4 50p each, 3 for £1.00
PYE CT200 Control Knobs 8 for f 1.00
High quality Metal Coax Plug. Grub screv.
fixing 5 for f 1.00. 100 for f 12.50
Cassette, Cale Leads. 2m long. figure 8 skt. to flat pin.
American plug 60p each, 3 for f 1.50
3.5mm Jack Plug on 2m of screened lead 5 for f 1.00
T.V. Game Remote Controls. Contains 22k thumbwheel pot
on 2m of screened lead with 3.5mm plug 2 for f 1.00
Mains Neons 10 for £1.00
Mini Grundig Motors. Regulated. variable.
9 '16" 11" I -6V 60p each. 3 for f 1.50
2k2 Screenfeed Resistors.
White ceramic, 9 watt. with fusible link.
Phillips 08 Transductor.
Mullard LP1173. 10 watt.
Amplifier module with circuit diagram.
E.H.T. Discharge probe, with heavily insulated
handle. with lead and chassis connector.

8 for £1.00
f 1.20 each. 3 for £3.00

£3.50 each. 2 for E6.00

60p each. 3 for £1.50

GEMINI ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
Dept. TV, The Warehouse, Speedwell Street, London S.E.8.

Please quote ZED code where shown. Send cheque* or Postal Order. Add 60p P&P and 15% VAT.
*Schools etc. SEND OFFICIAL ORDER. Allow up to 28 days for delivery.

ZED PACKS now available for CALLERS at 50 Deptford Broadway, London, S.E.8.
Send Large SAE. for list of Quantity, Prices and Clearance Lines etc.
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A TV Man's Guide to Video
Part 1

OTHER contributors, including Steve Beeching, Derek
Snelling and Mike Phelan, have in recent times given
guidance to the rest of us on delving inside VCRs to carry
out repairs. There must however be many TV engineers
who have been far too busy with infra -red control systems,
switch -mode power supplies and what have you to have
paid much attention to video till now. So what happens
when they are faced with say having to install a VCR for
the first time?

They may find themselves in front of a customer and
unable for the life of them even to see where the thing's
turned on. Or say they've been called to a faulty TV set and
are asked about some VCR trouble. Being an ever
resourceful breed, an engineer in the latter situation would
get the user to demonstrate the complaint (this is known to
the writer as the Wilkinson Ploy), vowing to look up how to
operate the machine later on. Reading VCR operating
instructions for the first time can take up to 90 minutes per
model however. The purpose of the present article is to help
you improve on this considerably - and because the
information is very basic and starts at the beginning, I
suggest you skip the bits you already know to get to the part
you need.

Two misconceptions must be laid at the outset. First, you
never turn the VCR off: use it like the lounge clock, kept
going 24 hours a day. Secondly the aerial no longer goes to
the TV set directly but is looped through the recorder
instead. See Fig. 1.

Three programmes go into the machine (four when TV4
gets going), and four/five come out. This means that the
signal from the aerial is split, so that the TV set and the
VCR can use any of the available signals independently and
simultaneously. Splitting always involves losses, so an
amplifier in the VCR raises the incoming signals to the
initial level, adding the fourth (from the VCR) signal at the
same time.

This process can easily make the signal noisy, especially
if it starts out at some 800µV - the usual level at which a
30dB signal-to-noise ratio is first attainable. The splitting
divides the signal three ways: one third to the TV set, one
third to the recorder and one third absorbed in the divider
network. In theory the 800µV level should be raised to
2.4mV to compensate, but in practice just over a millivolt is
adequate.

The VCR's aerial input socket is of the same type as the
TV set's, and so is the lead that connects the recorder and
the receiver. Some machines have the convention reversed,
i.e. a male end on the recorder chassis and a female end on
the coaxial lead. If the special lead normally supplied is
broken or missing, a line connector will reverse the sense
and permit the use of a conventional coaxial jumper lead.

The TV set itself should be capable of accepting the
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signal provided by the machine on playback - all sets
produced over the last few years have their last tuning
button arranged to work with a switch that shortens the
time -constant of the flywheel sync circuit. This makes the
line lock faster acting, to take care of variations such as
tape flutter without producing watery verticals. The
standard channel for video use is ch. 36, but all VCRs can
be offset by plus or minus 20MHz to avoid co -channel,
adjacent channel or image channel (N + 10) interference
from the local off -air signals. Retuning is done by means of
a grubscrewdriver through a hole without any need for
dismantling.

The Three Systems
Before getting too involved in the installation drill, a few

words on the three systems now available - VHS, Beta and
V2000. There's no compatibility at all between these three,
but tapes made on any recorder should replay well on any
other machine using the same system. We'll ignore the
Philips N1500/N1700 systems which have now been
superseded by the 2000 system. The cassettes used are all
larger versions of the well-known audio compact cassette,
using half inch wide (approximately) tape and feeding from
the left-hand spool to the right-hand one. A flap covers the
tape when the cassette is withdrawn from the machine, so
that it can't be handled. The heads scan the full tape
width in the VHS and Beta systems: in the 2000 system
the heads scan across half the tape width, so that the
cassette can be turned over to get twice the playing time.

The three systems use the same recording principles: the
picture is recorded on the tape diagonally, the rotating
heads scanning the tape helically, with one field per helical
scan and with the sound recorded conventionally on one
edge of the tape, a second lateral track being used for the
control pulses that synchronise the machine's tracking. The
tape speeds are: 18.73mm/sec Beta; 23.4mm/sec VHS;
24.4mm/sec 2000. By comparison, an audio tape is

operated at about twice the speed (approximately
47mm/sec). Perhaps surprisingly, the impairment of the
sound is less than that of the picture when you hear it
played back through a TV set. The typical audio response is
flat to 8kHz on all systems, with many machines using
Dolby to keep the noise level down.

The video response is often expressed in terms of lines of
vertical resolution: a figure of 300 lines, corresponding to a
bandwidth of roughly 3MHz, is the best that any system
can attain.

The maximum standard playing time is four hours for
VHS, slightly less for Beta and eight hours for the 2000
system (four hours then turn the cassette over).

These figures don't tell you too much about practical
performance. All three systems are able to give sound and

Fig. 1 (left): Elements of a
simple video installation.

Fig. 2 (right): Pulse -and -bar
type test signal.
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pictures of good entertainment value: an engineer with some
years' experience would be critical if he watched the results
on a 26in. receiver, but the average viewer watching a 20 or
22in. set would be hard put to know whether the signal was
off -tape or off -air. There's greater variation between models
and brands than between the systems themselves, and it's
too early to be able to say which systems or models
withstand the ravages of time and use best.

Initial Setting Up
On then to the initial setting up. Recorders fall into two

types: basic models which are fairly straightforward to
install and use, and sophisticated models with
microprocessor control - these are fairly unstraightforward.
Cowards ever, we'll deal with basic models first.

The drill is in four parts: connecting up (simple - we've
already dealt with this); tuning the TV set to the VCR;
tuning the recorder to the local TV stations; and finally
setting/checking the clock/timer. If you are going to come
unstuck at all, it will be with the two tuning processes. As
the snags are common to all models, we'll go through the

drill very slowly.
First of all tune the TV set's VCR or AV button to

receive the recorder's output. It's a help to be able to play
back a known good recording. All recorders produce a
pulse -and -bar type test signal which can be brought in by
means of a switch however, or by pressing eject to raise the
lid (you tune for a sharply defined bar - see Fig. 2). The TV
set's a.f.c. must be disconnected whilst tuning in ch. 36 -
this is usually automatic when the tuner drawer is opened,
though many Japanese sets have a switch that must be
moved over.

Now comes the hard bit. The VCR's output is double -

Lower channel vision, carrier Sound, carrier
sound carrier
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Fig. 3: Tuning. The secret of success is to get the TV set's
VCR/AV button tuned to the correct sideband of the
recorder's output. (a) Vestigial-sideband broadcast
transmission. (b) Double-sideband VCR output on ch. 36. (c)
Receiver's if. response (mirrored). (d) Broadcast transmission
tuned in by the receiver - there is only one tuning possibility.
(e) VCR signal correctly tuned in by the receiver - no
perceptible difference to (d). (f) VCR signal tuned in by the
receiver to the wrong sideband - ringing and patterning will
be seen and the a.f.c. action will reverse.

sideband in the playback mode (see Fig. 3). This means
that there are two tuning possibilities, only the higher
frequency one being right. If you get it wrong the
when reconnected, will detune the set rather than pull the
tuning in. The prerecorded tape is useful here since although
there will be two tuning points where good colour is
obtained only one of them will be clean and free from
ringing. At this point go back to the broadcast channels and
check that they are free from patterning. If not, the VCR's
output must be retuned until the patterning is removed from
all the other channels. Be careful not to move the patterning
on to BBC -2 whilst it's off air, as this will involve another
service call.

If all is now well it's time to tune the VCR to your local
stations, using the TV set, still switched to VCR/AV, as a
monitor. First reconnect the set's a.f.c. by closing the
drawer or whatever. Then disconnect the recorder's a.f.c. by
opening its drawer. Next put the VCR into its monitor (E -E)

mode - different models employ different methods. A
typical method is to press record without at the same time
pressing play. If the tuning bar is still showing, turn it off.
The TV set should now be displaying snow, as though it's
off tune.

Select button one of the VCR's tuner and tune in say
BBC -1 for a good colour picture with sound. Go to button
two, three and four and tune in BBC -2, ITV and any other
channel you might want. Close the tuner drawer to bring the
VCR's a.f.c. back into action, check back on the recorder
buttons you've just tuned in, then check the station buttons
on the TV set to make sure that no patterns etc. have crept
in.

Then select the TV set's VCR/AV button again. This is
the acid test. You should still have good reproduction of the
picture you last selected on the recorder - if not you were
tuned to the wrong sideband first time. Happily this time
you've got a vestigial sideband signal coming out of the
VCR, because in the monitor mode it is still the vestigial
sideband broadcast signal. You can now use this to fine tune
the. TV set's VCR/AV channel instead of using the tuning
bar: this time there will be only one tuning point, the right
one. Remember to do this with the TV set's a.f.c. off
(drawer open etc.) and the VCR's a.f.c. on (drawer closed).

Setting the Clock and Timer
On a basic model, setting the time is no more difficult

than with a digital wrist watch. Each of the push -buttons
usually has a triple function: set clock time; set recording
time start; set end of recording time (or length of recording).
Seconds are seldom displayed, and time is always shown
following the 24 hour convention. Clocks show either the
day of the week or count the days from when you set the
timer, the day at that time being day zero. Clocks are
synchronised to the mains supply, and can be accurately set
by holding the set button until the minute changes in real
time ("at the third stroke") then letting go. When setting the
timer for something like the Midnight Movie, remember that
you go through a date change, so you should set the timer
to start at Saturday (day zero) 22.50 and end on Sunday
(day one) at 0045.

A power cut will cause the clock to flash, read rubbish or
show EEEEE (for error). This means that you'll not only
need to reset the clock but also any recording programme
you've put into the timer.

When the timer has completed the recording programme
you've given it, the machine will either stop, rewind, eject or
repeat the programme next day, depending on the VCR. As
an installation engineer you would normally demonstrate
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the machine's ability to select a minute's worth of material
as part of your setting -up drill.

Brief Recap
Finally this month a brief recap on the main installation

points we've covered so far. (1) The TV aerial is routed
through the VCR to the receiver. (2) The recorder is left on
at all times. (3) First tune the TV set to the recorder, then
use it as a monitor to tune the recorder to the local
transmissions. Don't forget that the recorder's off -tape
output is double sideband, but a monitored broadcast is not.
Don't attempt to tune in with both a.f.c. systems in
operation: the set and the VCR will then "play tennis", one
trying to correct the other's error.

Having covered the installation drill for basic VCRs we

can go on to the more complex machines, look at the knobs
on the front and the plugs round the back, and discuss
accessories like cameras and remote control. Before this,
some observations. As a dealer or engineer you'll lead a
happier life if you:
(1) Rent out both the VCR and the TV set (combinations
sometimes give trouble).
(2) Select brands known for good back-up service (Japan is
a long way to send for a belt).
(3) Persuade people with TV games to play them using a
second set (the VCR's aerial pluggery usually defeats them).
(4) Have nothing to do with machines brought in from other
countries that use different TV systems. We hear tell of a
man who spent ages getting a Secam recorder to pick up
PAL. Unfortunately the machine turned it all back to
Secam again on playback.

High -definition Television

THE highest definition TV system to have been used for a
public broadcasting service is the French 819 -line
monochrome system, which is now obsolete and in the
processof being phased out. The picture definition achieved
by any system in which a raster is built up by scanning
depends on the number of lines used - the greater the
number of lines, the better the picture. There are limits to
what can be achieved in practice however. There's no point
for example in having a theoretical definition that's greater
than the average spot size produced by a c.r.t. beam. And
from a transmission point of view, bandwidth is all
important. Assuming that the picture frequency remains the
same, the greater the number of lines used the wider the
bandwidth required to transmit the signal - the vision
bandwidth with the 819 -line system is 10MHz, with the UK
625 -line system 5.5MHz, and with the old 405 -line system
3MHz. Since the broadcasting frequency spectrum is
limited, it follows that the number of lines used is a
compromise between the number of channels required and
the picture definition desired.

It might be thought therefore that the accepted standard
of 625 lines represents a practical maximum. Given the
bandwidth limitation, any increase in the number of lines
used implies a different method of signal distribution - via
fibre -optic cable say or a satellite microwave system. This
doesn't however mean that there's no incentive at all to
develop higher -definition TV systems. 35 and 70mm film
stock give superior results since the definition is limited only
by the film stock grain: if we want to use TV technology -
cameras and recorders - for the production of feature films,
then a higher -definition system is required.

High -definition TV is no new idea of course, but it's only
recently that a complete system of cameras, recorders,
monitors etc. has been demonstrated - by Sony, in
prototype form. In 1979 both the BBC and the Japanese

Parameter
Lines
Aspect ratio

Table 1 : Systems comparison.
BBC System
1,501
8:3

Field frequency 60Hz
Bandwidth 50MHz

(luminance)
All systems use the 2:1 interlace ratio.

NHK/Sony system System I
1,125 625
1.33:1 and 4:3
1.85:1
60Hz 50Hz
20MHz 5.5MHz

Andrew Flockton

broadcasting authority NHK gave details of HDTV
systems on which they were working. It's the NHK system
that's been taken up by Sony and demonstrated. Table 1
shows the basic specifications of the BBC and Sony/NHK
systems, with the UK 625 -line system I for comparison.

One of the things to notice is that in addition to an
increased number of lines the high -definition systems also
use different aspect ratios from the conventional 4:3 - they
are wide-screen formats with aspect ratios ranging from 5:3
to 8:3, allowing for Cinemascope type presentation.
Another interesting thing from the European standpoint is
that the BBC have recommended the adoption of a 30/60
field standard rather than 25/50. This improves the flicker
characteristics and opens the door to the prospect of a
world-wide standard for HDTV. Current thinking is also
that a world-wide colour encoding system should be
adopted, probably using digital techniques.

The HDTV system demonstrated earlier this year by
Sony features 1,125 lines and 60 fields per second with an
overall bandwidth of 30MHz: Sony claim that the system
provides resolution equal to 35mm film, and the examples
I've seen confirm this claim. The complete system consists
of a three -tube camera employing high -resolution Saticon
tubes, a one -inch high -density tape RGB VCR, a wideband
digital timebase corrector, 20 and 32in. high -definition fine -

pitch Trinitron monitors, and a 100in. projection TV unit.
Unfortunately the technical details of the colour coding
system are rather vague at present.

Such a system could well come into use for movie
making and has been enthusiastically received by a number
of film people. The speed of editing and the immediacy of
the end result are considerable advantages: HDTV would
also make it relatively easy to produce special effects that
are difficult and/or expensive to achieve using film.

Sony also envisage an intermediate 850 -line standard for
use as a distribution format for movies etc., while in Europe
a 1,250 -line system has been proposed giving relatively easy
conversion to 625 lines. All pie in the sky? Only time will
tell, but I'd like to end with a quotation from the 1943
Hankey report: "In view of the inherent limitations of a TV
system based on 405 lines, it is essential . . . for vigorous
research . . . to produce a radically improved TV system.
TV definition should eventually be in the order of 1,000
lines." That all depends of course on the use to which the
system is to be put and the display system.M
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Fault Report
Robin D. Smith

WE haven't sold all that many teletext sets to date, but one
of the first ones we had from ITT caused us some slight
trouble. It was fitted with the 80 series chassis, and on
testing it we found that there were slight signs of ringing.
We then tried teletext. BBC -1 and -2 were perfect, but ITV
would not produce correct displays - the "corrupted"
display would correct itself each time after about 25
seconds. Our signals are all right of course, so we suspected
the i.f. alignment. There's not much here (CVC850/T panel)
to be out of adjustment - just the a.f.c. and vision detector
coils, L203 and L204 respectively. Adjusting the a.f.c. coil
had no effect on the problems, but slight adjustment of
L204 cured them both - the teletext problem and the
ringing. Incidentally, the numbers printed on the panel were
round the wrong way.

ITT CVC30 Series
We've had our first defective SAWF - in an ITT set fitted

with the CVC32/1 chassis. The symptoms were no sound
or vision. An interesting fault we had with a CVC30 was a
very poor (hardly visible) picture that was pulsing - fast.
We got very little help from scope and meter checks since
the pulsing seemed to be everywhere. There was one clue
however: the stabilised 12V supplies (VII and VIII)
obtained from the line output transformer were low at only
8V. It turned out that the 12V rectifier's reservoir capacitor
C71 (470p.F) had lost capacitance, as a result of which line
pulses were getting all over the place. Low, distorted sound
on another of these sets was traced to the 470p.F
electrolytic that couples the audio output to the speaker -
all the voltages in the audio circuit were correct. A slightly
different set, a 16in. model with remote control (CVC40
chassis), produced a loud buzz from the speaker when in
the standby position. Replacing the mains transformer
cured that.

ITT CVC9 Chassis
A set fitted with the CVC9 hybrid chassis came in with

the complaint no line sync. The fault would come and go
with movement of the chassis, but no amount of prodding
with the set in the fault condition would show up a dry -
joint. Just for the hell of it we changed the flywheel sync
discriminator diodes, which believe it or not provided a
complete cure. Checks on the old diodes didn't reveal
anything amiss - they must have acted funny in circuit.

The next CVC9 presented more of a problem. The line
oscillator would start up, but as soon as the boost diode
started to conduct the oscillator would shut down. A new
PY500A boost diode made no difference. The top caps
were removed from the PY500A and PL509 valves and a
scope was connected to the PL509's control grid. The shape
and amplitude of the drive waveform were correct, and the
oscillator ran for some time. Connect the top caps again
and the oscillator died. Disconnect top caps and try again.
The line drive waveform was present, but after repeatedly
switching on I found that sometimes the oscillator wouldn't
start. In this condition, applying the AVO to pin 9 (triode

grid) of the PCF802 would get the oscillator started. So
clearly the oscillator was at fault somewhere. The PCF802
and most of the associated components are on the small
"vertical timebase board", but changing just about every
relevant component failed to restore correct operation. In
the end we had to replace the panel - it's not expensive -
to cure the fault. So what was wrong on that board? We
can only assume that the print was breaking down
somewhere, but would be interested to hear of any other
ideas readers might have.

Remote Control Faults
Back to the ITT 80 chassis. The problem this time was

with the remote control system - the set worked correctly
using the on -board controls, but remote operation was
possible only when the transmitter was held within a foot of
the set. The infra -red transmitter unit was cleared of
suspicion by trying a substitute, so it had to be the remote
control receiver unit. Replacing the TEA1009 preamplifier
chip restored normal operation.

The TEA1009 was also responsible for a fault we had on
a GEC Model C2257H. This time the set was stuck in the
standby position, and to cut a long story short we
discovered that by removing the small infra -red preamplifier
panel (PC981) the set would work manually. Replacing the
TEA1009 put everything right.

Excessive Brightness
On another of these sets - Model C2255H, without

remote control - the problem we found when we unboxed
the set for testing was a white picture with flyback lines and
the brightness control having no effect. Chroma was
present in the background. So we checked the voltages on
the tube base panel, which is where the RGB output
transistors are mounted. The power supply arrangement is
shown in Fig. 1. There was the correct 900V at plug K 1,
but only 120V instead of 180V at K2 - the former is the
c.r.t.'s first anode supply and the latter the h.t. supply for
the RGB output transistors, the earthy end of the first
anode potential divider network being taken to the 180V h.t.
line. On disconnecting K2 we got a reading of zero volts
across C719 - due it turned out to a crack in the PCB at
pin 10 of the line output transformer. So there was no input
to the 180V supply rectifier D704, but the RGB output
stages had been working after a fashion from the first anode
supply.

GEC C2110 Series
We've had a couple of the older C2110 series sets in

recently. The first was brought in by one of those electronic
experts who try to tell you your job. I always point out to
such gents that they may know about electronics but are
not CTV engineers, in the same sense that I'm not qualified
to repair electronic test gear, computers and so on.
Anyway, his view was that the decoder was out of
alignment (poor colour), and whilst attending to this would
I tickle up the convergence as the blue was displaced?
Well, I've seen some flat tubes in my time, but this one beat
them all. It was absolutely finished. I rang him up to report
the news and his reaction was "it never crossed my mind
that it could be the tube". A new tube plus setting up
produced an excellent picture - maybe the new generation
of electronics experts don't appreciate the habits of
thermionic devices.
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Fig. 1: Method of obtaining the 180V and 900V supplies in
the GEC C2055/C2255 series. 0702 is the line output
transistor.

Cold shivers went down my spine when the fault on the
second C2110 was reported - it was a C2001H with the
eight -button light -action channel selector unit, and the
customer reported that when the set was first switched on
the channel selected would be 8 instead of the normal 1. No
amount of button pressing would get the channel required,
but if the set was switched on and off repeatedly channel 1
appeared and all channels then changed normally.

I ventured out to the house and switched on. Neon 8
came on and wouldn't change. But wait a minute, there's no
sound, hiss or line whistle. Now I'd got it. The line timebase
was failing to start, so there were no I.t. supplies. By
switching on and off repeatedly, the customer was getting
the line timebase to start. On investigation I discovered a
dry -joint on one of the connections to the line driver
transistor TR401. Resolder, test and everything works
correctly. Phew!

Storm Damage
A severe storm can certainly wreak havoc with an

unlucky TV set. The following saga relates to a Rank set
(A823B chassis with touch tuning) that was brought in after
the severe storm last June. On inspection I found the
following faults which were put right before switching on:
(1) All fuses blown. (2) On -off switch shattered. (3) Mains
filter capacitor 8C5 short-circuit. (4) Print a.c. input on
customer control panel blown apart. (5) Power supply input
print blown apart at plug 8Z1-2. (6) Print at earth screw on
i.f. panel blown apart. (7) Tuner unit aerial input blown
apart - replace tuner. (8) Diodes 9D23/4 on touch tuner
unit short-circuit.

After looking around for other possible faults I refitted
the essential panels and using a variac built up the a.c.
input. At 160V the d.c. output at the h.t fuse 8F3 was
reading 210V while the set e.h.t. control 8RV1 had no
effect. Suspect the mains rectifier thyristor 8THY1, and
after replacing this achieved a variable 200V h.t. supply
with a 240V a.c. mains input. The timebases now worked
with correct scanning, but there was no colour. I ignored this
for the time being and completed the setting up of the power
supply and timebases, using a substitute mechanical tuner.

Attention was next turned to the touch tuner unit (Z916):
there were no neons alight, and it wouldn't change channels.
There was no negative supply at the junction 9R2/9C17
due to the 68V zener diode 9D27 being short-circuit. With
this replaced the neons lit but the channels still wouldn't
change. Check 188V supply at 9R39: 188V at one side,
zero at the other due to transistor 9VTI being short-circuit.
Replace, restoring the 33V supply. Channels now change,
but erratically. Replace the ETT6016 channel selector i.c.
and get correct channel changing.

Reconnect the varicap tuner etc., switch on, tune in and
find that the stations are drifting badly. Check voltage at the
TAA550 stabiliser and find 41V instead of 33V. Replace

TAA550 and get correct tuning and a.f.c. operation.
Now to the no colour fault. The ident transistor 3VT11

was open -circuit due to the print problem near the panel
earthing. Replace this and get colour, though incorrect.
Check voltages around SL917 i.c. All correct except pin 20
which reads zero instead of 9V. Decide to replace i.c. in
view of other faults and get correct colour. Set up decoder
and i.f. for 600mV U reference signal at 3TP7.

Adjust purity and convergence etc., then soak test.
Everything o.k. and a very good picture. This all took some
six hours, resulting in a bill of £105 plus VAT. The
customer was pleased that we'd been able to get his set
working correctly again, and I offered him an invoice so
that he could claim on the insurance. Oh dear, he wasn't
insured for household contents.

Teletext Lines
In a previous article I mentioned the problem of teletext

lines at the top of the picture with these sets (A823 etc.
chassis). I said that adjusting the field output stage mid-
point bias control 5RV4 would cure the trouble. I've had
several cases lately where adjusting the pincushion
amplitude control 6RV4 has also cured the problem - this
doesn't usually impair the picture geometry.

Green and Purple Bars
We replaced the tube (low emission) recently in another

of these sets. After doing this we found that there were large
green and purple bars (one of each) across the screen - their
position varied with varying brightness levels. With the fault
showing at maximum, I disconnected the RGB outputs
from the decoder panel in turn. The fault seemed to disappear
when the green output lead was disconnected, and I then
found that the colour of the bars changed when the green
signal was applied to the c.r.t.'s red gun. Was the fault in the
green channel or in the SL901 matrixing i.c.? I switched
over the red and green outputs from the i.c. by swapping
over the connections between the coupling capacitors 3C45
and 3C46 and the red/green channels. Since the fault could
still be cleared by disconnecting the green output lead to the
c.r.t. the green channel was obviously at fault. Replacing
the BF337 green output transistor 3VT8 cured it.

Rank T20 Chassis
Finally on the Rank front, three sets fitted with the T20

chassis. In the first case the customer reported that the set
would suddenly shut down after an hour. Switching on and
off would bring it back to life. On testing we found that this
was indeed the case, and that when the fault occurred the
set didn't trip and the 200V output from the power supply
to the line timebase was still present. There was no obvious
cause for the trouble, i.e. no component failure: the cause
was eventually traced to a badly soldered (not visibly so)
connection to pin 13 on the line output transformer - the
connection that goes to the line output transistor.

The next set was dead and we quickly found that the line
output transistor was short-circuit. Replacing it still left us
with no results however, due to 5D6 in the EW modulator
circuit being open -circuit. This removed the 36V supply and
in turn the 12V supply (via the 12V stabiliser) to the line
oscillator etc.

The problem with the third set is that 4R42 in the feed to
the first anode controls goes open -circuit every four months
for no apparent reason. Rank don't know why either. Any
suggestions?
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Long-distance
Television

Roger Bunney

AUTUMN has brought intense signal reception via F2
propagation, from early morning into the afternoon, then
changing to trans -equatorial skip propagation - from the
south. October also brought an aurora, a spell of Sporadic
E and a hint, on the 15 -18th, of improved tropospheric
propagation. It seems in fact to have been one of the most
active autumn months for some years.

The first signs of the return of F2 came on September
29th, when Hugh Cocks (E. Sussex) received ch. E2 signals
from Gwelo, Zimbabwe at midday - the PM5544 test
pattern. From then on there was F2 reception almost daily,
particularly on ch. R 1 (49.79MHz) from about 0830/0900
onwards until 1330, with many signals - on the better days
the channel would be completely jammed. The usual
smeary/multiple image reception made identification
difficult. As the morning progresses so the skip distance
gets shorter, and by lunchtime it's often possible to see the
Baku area EZO test pattern (I managed to identify it

positively last year). It has also been possible to receive the
Dubai ch. E2 (48.25MHz) transmitter, generally from mid
morning through to mid afternoon, though it's occasionally
been seen as early as 0900. Several readers have reported a
mystery signal floating with the ch. E2 Dubai signal -
speculation is that this is either another E2 gulf transmitter
or possibly Malaysia. Garry Smith (Derby) for example
logged a Popeye cartoon with Arabic subtitles and a second
programme on the 15th.

An F2 log for October would be rather repetitive -
suffice it to say that signals were present almost daily,
mainly on ch. Rl. Other highlights during October were as
follows:

4/10/81 Dubai ch. E2. N. American amateurs heard at
1540 (BST) using s.s.b. on 50MHz. GBC
(Ghana) logged in Cambridge via TE.

5/10/81 ZTV (Zimbabwe) ch. E2 received very strongly
over much of the UK via F2 at 1229. GBC E2
received via TE.

6/10/81 GBC E2 (TE); TVP (Poland) R1 (SpE).
7/10/81 GBC and ZTV E2 (TE).

10/10/81 Dubai E2 (F2); RAI (Italy) IA (SpE).
12/10/81 Good SpE opening with RAI IA, B; CST

(Czechoslovakia) R1; RTVE (Spain) E2, 3, 4;
RTP (Portugal) E3; TDF/TF1 (France) F2
(819 lines).

13-14/10/81 Unidentified ch. E2 signals - GBC/ZTV?
15/10/81

16/10/81
17/10/81
18/10/81

19/10/81

Very strong Dubai E2 at 1000-1350 BST; GBC
E2 - both F2.
Dubai and GBC E2.
Dubai E2.
GBC E2 (F2) and RTVE-2 E2 (SpE). SR
(Sweden) E2 received via SpE by Paul Barton
in Harrogate. F2 very intense this day, the
MUF reaching ch. E3 (55.25MHz) at 0850-
0905, giving an unidentified pulse and
bar/colour bar pattern.
Intense F2 reception again, with Dubai E2 plus

floater at 0900 and GBC E2 (TE). Hugh Cocks
received ch. AO (Australia!) from 1105-1110.

20/10/81 ZTV and Dubai E2 (F2). A strong aurora from
1900-2030: Cyril Willis logged ch. E2, 3 and 4
signals whilst Arthur Milliken (Wigan) received
vision on chs. A2 and 3 (N. American
standard!) - very blurred and with rolling, but a
news announcer was seen twice. The signals
were confirmed by Ray Davies (Norwich).
Mid morning SpE opening with RTVE E2, 3, 4.
GBC E2 (F2). Aurora signals return - very
weak on ch. A2 (mid afternoon).
System M signals received on chs. A2/3
(Canada/USA). Hugh logged ch. A2 at 1340
with a pulse and bar/colour bar pattern for
twenty minutes. Arthur Milliken also logged
chs. A2/3 (weak) in the late afternoon. GBC E2
(TE).

23/10/81 Very strong ZTV E2 (F2); GBC E2 (TE).
27/10/81 Ch. AO received at noise level (by Hugh Cocks

using an SX200 scanner).
28/10/81 Two ch. AO signals with locked video received

here at Romsey from 0855-0930. At 0904 the
New Zealand ch. 1 video (45.25MHz) was
heard, using a scanner, but there was too much
interference from USSR signals to be able to
lock the video. The ch. AO signals were strong
and were received over a wide directional range
from the east through to the north. NTV
(Nigeria) Sokoto ch. E3 noted in mid UK at
1100.

29/10/81 Ch. AO received by Hugh Cocks from 0830-
1000 - prolonged but very weak. SpE reception
from TVP and TSS (USSR), both on ch. R2.

Another mystery - a low-level signal on ch. E2 during
African openings. Michel Dubernat (S. France) suggests
that it's from Equatorial Guinea.

Our Australian friends also report excellent results.
Anthony Mann (Perth) received the BBC -1 Crystal Palace
transmitter plus other transmitters with sound offsets on
October 1/3/6/11th.

So October has certainly been above average, and the
strength of many of the signals, particularly the Russian
ones on ch. R 1, has been sufficient for reception using even
the most basic equipment. The use of a narrow -band
scanner (such as the SX200N) is invaluable for seeking
weak video signals that would be lost using a wideband
TV receiver strip. The device certainly gave early warning
that ch. AO was on the way, and the NZ ch. 1 vision would
never have been resolved on even a narrow -band TV i.f.
strip. I've programmed the SX200's sixteen memories with
most of the Band I vision carrier frequencies, and it's very
easy to scan across the band quickly to check whether any
vision signals are present before switching on a TV set.

The above log was compiled from reports sent in by
Hugh Cocks (E. Sussex), John Cowan (Ayr), Paul Barton
(Harrogate), Cyril Willis (Ely), Arthur Milliken (Wigan),
Garry Smith (Derby), Andrew Tett (Surbiton), Gareth
Foster (Middlesex) and Jim Cook (Newcastle). Many
thanks.

Finally, going back a bit Mark Baldwin (Rugby) reports
excellent Band III meteor scatter reception during August -
he received noise -free pings from Poland on the 11th (ch.
R9) and the 14th (R10).

21/10/81

22/10/81

Meteor Showers
Paul Barton has obtained from the meteor section of the
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BAA the dates and peaks for the main 1982 meteor
showers. The details are as follows:

Quadrantids
Lyrids
Delta Aquarids

Perseids

Orionids
Taurids

Leonids
Geminids

January 1 -5th, peaking on the 3rd.
April 19 -24th, peaking on the 21/22nd.
July 15th -August 15th, peaking on
July 28th.
July 25th -August 17th, peaking on
August 12th.
October 17 -26th, peaking on the 21st.
October 20th -November 20th, peaking on
November 3 -8th.
November 14 -20th, peaking on the 17th.
December 7 -15th, peaking on the 13th.

News Items
W. Germany: 31 of the ZDF (W. German second channel)
transmitters are now transmitting dual -channel sound,
covering 65% of W. Germany. All 90 ZDF transmitters
will be capable of dual -channel sound transmission by the
end of 1982. ARD (the first programme network) won't be
so equipped until two -three years' time. Plans for the third
network haven't so far been announced but since, like the
ZDF, their transmitters are operated by the W. German
PTT (ARD run their own transmitters) it's likely that some
at least will eventually be equipped for dual -channel sound.
Our thanks to Alexander Wiese for this information.

Eire: George North reports that there are three low -power
"pirate" TV stations in addition to the Dublin one
previously mentioned. These are Waterford Local TV
(owned by Waterford local radio), Tele Limerick, and
Leeside TV (Cork). In addition, TV Down in Northern
Ireland apparently relays RTE -1 into Newry. No other
information on these stations is available.

India: TV broadcasts from the Russian Ekran-7 satellite at
99°E on 714MHz have been extended from 1145-2100
Madras time with apparently increased power - improved
quality pictures are being received in Madras, using stacked
Yagi aerials. The opening test pattern is at 1130-1145,
followed by world news at 1145-1200. Another twelve main
TV centres equipped for colour are planned during the next
five-year Indian plan, and New Delhi is to have a 250m
high TV tower.

Holland: The attempt by several US film producers to serve
an injunction ordering an Amsterdam cable company to
switch off its distribution equipment following nightly
"close down" has failed. The aim was to prevent pirates
injecting programmes with feature films into the cable
networks via the head -end aerial equipment.

Africa: Zimbabwe hopes to start colour transmissions in
the autumn of 1982. A TV service for Namibia is being
planned.

UK: The IBA is already carrying out test transmissions for
the TV4 service. Several readers have reported that Winter
Hill has been transmitting the IBA electronic test pattern
with the identification "IBA Channel 4" on ch. 65.

Subscriptions
The time has come to renew subscriptions to the highly

recommended EBU "List of European Television Stations"
and its six bimonthly supplements. For the latest issue (no.
25) send 750 Belgian Francs by means of a bank draft to
the European Broadcasting Union, Technical Centre, 32

GOLDEN ANODISED AERIALS: SUPERB ECONOMY AMPLIFIERS;
EST. 26 YRS. ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT. EST. 26 YRS.

WE OFFER AN ADVISORY SERVICE FOR DX WORK AND
FOR MULTI POINT WORK.

SIMPLE SCHEMATICS GIVEN ON REQUEST.
26 YEARS PRACTICAL AERIAL RIGGING
ADVISE GIVEN FREE WITH ANY SALE.

SPECIAL OFFER HIRSCHMANN ROTATOR

IMPORTANT Quote TVM
For highly graphic lists and
Brochure Send 52p. Refund of
30p on 1st purchase over £5.

Stockists of the finest aerials
available in Britain:

OPTIMAX (Malta)
FUBA TV & FM aerials (W.Ger.)
MARGON TV aerials (Hol.)
UKW FM aerials (E.Ger.)
ANTIFERENCE TV & FM aerials (U.K.)

ESTABLISHED
26 YEARS

£42.95

The fabulous golden
anodised FUBA XC391

We specialise in
Rotator & DX work.
Bands I & III stocked.

ASTRA (GOLDEN D.I.Y.) AERIALS
SOME OF OUR SUPERB TV & FM AERIALS.

Name Group & W/Band Gain dB Price After discount
Margon 103 (TV) both stocked 19.5/21.5 £61.41 £52.19
Margon 91 (TV) both stocked 18.5/20.5 £44.16 £37.53
Fuba 91 (TV) both stocked 18.5/20.5 £48.61 £43.75
Optimax 14 (FM) Band 11 W/B 14 £57.50 £48.88
Optimax 8 (FM) Band 11 W/B 9.5/10.5 £32.54 £29.29
Fuba 8 (FM) Band 11 W/B 10.5 £40.85 £36.77
Fuba 9 (FM) Band 11 W/B 11.0 £45.85 £41.27
Over 3,000 aerials stocked; all transmitters; poles; lashings; rotators: clamps; wall brackets,
amplifiers: diplexers: triplexers: notch filters: coax white or brown.

Many of our customers come from recommendation.
53 WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON, SURREY.

N r, Spurgeons Bridge Tel: 01-684 4300
Open 9.00-5.30 TUE-SAT.
Closed 12.30-1.30 Closed All Day Mon.

01-684 5262
24 hr. answering service

FM & TV AERIALS AND ROTATORS ON DISPLAY

South West Aerial Systems
10 OLD BOUNDARY ROAD,
SHAFTESBURY, DORSET.
SP7 SND teLo747 437o

=""7.iriax
V

CONTROL
SWITCH

PSU

. TV

1 240
V

The TR IAX 002E combination is a remote mounting leg masthead) low loss
electronic aerial switcher with its attendant indoor 2 way control unit and
PSU. The head unit has 2 output selections (A and B) into the single down -
feeder. Output A has a diplexing function with VHF (40-240MHz) and UHF
(420.870MHz) inputs. Output B has a single wideband 40-870MHz input.
Polarity control switching utilises the coaxial downfeeder but preamplifiers
may be inserted in either (or both!) aerial inputs coupling to output A. Power
requirements 20/24v @ 18/22mA (switcher).
The SWAS UHF/A is our wideband UHF (470-860MHz) amplifier housed in a
high impact ABS black case intended for indoor (or caravan!) use and ideal
for an optional UHF/DX amplifier. Powered from 9-12v @ 5mA via twin lead,
input/output connections via coaxial sockets. Gain 22dB typical, noise figure
3.5dB maximum, signal handling 50mV (4 signals).
Our 1982 catalogue with it's expanded product range covers the whole field of
TV/FM receiving equipment both domestic and DX. New leaflets cover additional
aerials for FM, air, marine, cordless 'phone. Our customer consultancy service is
available to resolve reception problems.

Triax 002/E combination electronic aerial switcher
(incl. 20v 60mA PSU) £19.30

SWAS UH F/A Wideband UHF 470-860MHz 9-12v, 22dB gain amplifier £18.50
Wolsey HG36 High Gain Multiple director Yagi - 18dB peak gain

(state group) £28.95
Polytron Band 3, 4 or 5 (UHF) single notch filter (depth +23dB,

insert. loss 1dB) £6.30
The above prices include carriage, packing and VAT. Our 1982 catalogue costs
50p. Please include SAE with all enquiries.

Allow up to 28 days for delivery.
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The Iranian FUBK test pattern (Abadan
ch. E7) received in Finland by Petri
Popponen.

Leningrad ch. R3 test pattern received
by Ryn Muntjewerff. Note
identification at top.

---
Ch. A7, Sydney, Australia PM5544
test pattern. Photographed by James
Burton -Stewart during a recent visit.

A new Dutch pirate TV transmission,
on ch. E23. Photograph from Ryn
Muntjewerff.

Avenue Albert Lancaster, B-1180 Bruxelles, Belgium.
Geoffrey Falworth of 12 Barn Croft, Penwortham, Preston
PR1 OSX produces
covering commercial, military and so on space satellites.
The technical information is detailed, covering both eastern
and western craft. For samples etc. send 20p in stamps plus
an s.a.e.

Multi -standard CTVs
Malcolm Pugh has drawn our attention to a company

which supplies multi -standard colour sets suitable for use in
any country using the PAL, Secam and/or NTSC systems
(but not the obsolete 405- and 819 -line systems). Switching
from standard to standard is automatic, and the range
includes receiver/monitors. I've not had an opportunity to
try out one of these sets, but Malcolm speaks highly of the
company and its after sales service. The prices are "up-
market". For information, send to SPT Video Ltd., Unit 1,
Heybridge Industrial Estate, Holloway Road, Heybridge,
Maldon, Essex CM9 7XS.

From our Correspondents . .

James Burton -Stewart has been on holiday in Australia
recently where he experienced antipodean DX -TV at Todd
Emslie's home in Sydney. He reports that many local and
semi -local signals could be picked up. A copy of The New
Straights Times he obtained gives the times of Malaysian
programmes as follows: Network -1 1700-0022, Network -2
1730-1102.

Petri Popponen (Lahti, Finland) reports that the Tampere
ch. E2 transmitter finally closed on September 1st. He's
sent us a shot of an Iranian test pattern - interestingly, the
identification differs from a similar photo sent in by Bud
Lloyd -Bennett (Dhahran, S. Arabia) who received the
pattern via tropospheric propagation on ch. E9.

Tallinn ch. R2 (USSR) test pattern
received in Holland last August by Ryn
Muntjewerff.

Nigeria ch. E3 received by Michel
Dubernat in the south of France via F2
propagation.

Gareth Foster reports on a holiday in Tokyo. The TV
there is similar to the USA, but NHK runs two non-
commercial channels. Seven v.h.f. channels and one u.h.f.
channel are used in Tokyo, with dual -channel sound for
stereo or bilingual dubbing - most channels carry an
English translation of their evening news broadcasts. The
second sound channel uses a 31.5kHz (twice line
frequency) f.m. subcarrier which is frequency modulated on
to the main sound carrier (the f.m. + f.m. system). The
audio response is quoted as 50-14,000Hz, with a stereo
signal separation of 30dB. A second low-level 55.125kHz
subcarrier is modulated at 922.5kHz to indicate a bilingual
transmission or 982.5kHz to indicate a stereo transmission.
Most sets fitted with dual -sound decoders have red/green
LEDs to indicate stereo/bilingual transmissions and a
switch for the second sound channel.

John Ballantyn has sent us more detailed information on
mains input filtering to avoid CB interference. Slide two
FX1588 ferrite rings along the mains lead to the back of the
TV set or f.m. radio receiver, then take some ten turns of
mains cable around the ferrite - that's all! It also apparently
cures the sound i.f. interference in the Philips G11 chassis
reported under the heading "Service Briefs: Philips" on
page 649 of the October issue, and VCR breakthrough
problems.

New DX -TV Equipment
I've recently been installing new DX -TV receivers (four)

to replace the ageing Bush TV125 sets that have given good
service for over a decade. The basic receiver is the Thorn
1690/1 chassis, to which a front-end unit with switchable
wideband/narrow band i.f.s has been added. Though made
specifically for use with the 1690/1 chassis, these units can
be used with other sets. All tuning units are being fitted with
ET021 tuners. Full details will be given in the next two
issues.
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The shape of things to come . . .

Alexander Wiese writes from Munich: Dish aerials for
satellite reception were a feature of the recent Berlin
International Audio and Video Fair. Some examples are
shown above. At the top left, a Fuba 3m s.h.f. dish. At
the top right a 3m dish for u.h.f. reception: this TeKaDe
aerial gives wideband coverage with a power gain of 24dB -
it's pricey at 15,000 DM. At the bottom are 0.9m s.h.f.
dishes from WISI (left) and Kathrein (right). The dish is
used to concentrate the signal at the focal point. The actual
receiving element may be mounted here or the focused

signal may be reflected back through a hole in the centre
of the dish to the receiving element. The latter technique
is usually called a Cassegrain aerial - the WISI aerial
shown above is of this type (the others have the receiving
element at the dish's focal point). A duplexer is required
to discriminate between left-hand and right-hand
polarisation. The design of duplexers seems to be a problem
- only a few firms had usable prototypes on show. Special
programmes were sent via the OTS satellite during the Fair
so that satellite equipment could be demonstrated working.
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VCR Servicing
Part 5

LAST month we followed the course of the luminance signal
on playback as far as IC5, which provides h.f. enhancement
and adds the chroma signal. Now for a little more detail on
this (see Fig. 27). The luminance signal enters IC5 at pin 18,
passing to an emitter -follower stage whose output appears
at pin 1. This output is a.c. coupled to pin 16, passing
through an amplifier to the internal luminance/chrominance
(Y -C) mixer. The 4.43MHz chroma enters the chip at pin
15, and the composite video emerges at pin 8 - after
passing through a squelch or mute stage which is included
to blank out the video when the machine is in the pause or
stop mode, opening to pass the signal only when the tape is
threaded up and the machine is in the record or play mode.

The loss of the higher video frequencies during recording
and playback would result in a very "soft" picture were it
not for the circuit consisting of transistor X6 and the
associated components. This is called the aperture circuit,
and works as follows. The high -frequency components of
the signal are separated by the high-pass amplifier in IC5 (in
conjunction with some external components) and then
limited (to remove overshoots), passing from pin 3 to the
base of X6. This transistor is operated as an emitter -
follower, driving a diode filter network. A proportion of the
output is tapped off via the aperture control and reinserted
via pin 13 of IC5. With the gain provided by the high-pass
amplifier, the signal's h.f. components are thus enhanced.
There's a snag to this however: if we boost all the h.f. signal
components, low-level h.f. signals such as noise, blemishes
on faces etc. will stand out, giving the picture an unreal,
plastic effect. This is the reason for including the four
diodes: signals below 1.2V peak -to -peak are prevented
from passing through the aperture circuit, so that low-level
h.f. components do not receive enhancement.

UHF Modulator
The output from pin 8 of IC5 goes to the u.h.f.

modulator, or r.f. converter as JVC call it. This is roughly
the size and shape of a tuner unit. It contains a u.h.f.
oscillator, which is usually in a screened compartment and
is adjustable over a few channels by means of a trimmer.
The centre frequency is at about channel 37, but if this is
one of the local channels adjustment will be necessary to
remove patterning from the picture. The oscillator is
modulated by both the composite video and the sound
carrier (6MHz, frequency modulated) - the sound carrier is
produced by the modulator, and there's a coil to adjust its
frequency (this is sometimes necessary with a new machine
where it has been set at 5.5MHz). There are also presets in
the modulator unit for adjusting the depth of modulation:
before twiddling, it's best to compare the results with those
obtained from a known good modulator (they plug in).

Recording the Chroma Signal
Now to the chroma circuitry, in the record mode first.

We start with the 4.43MHz chroma signal from the if. strip
or the video camera input. The luminance part of the
composite video signal is prevented from entering the

Mike Phelan

chroma channel by bandpass filter BPF201.
To recap on the basic chroma system, see Fig. 28 (refer

to Fig. 11 for the overall block diagram of the machine). On
record, the incoming 4.43MHz chroma signal is mixed with
a 5.06MHz carrier, the difference signal (626.9kHz) being
recorded on the tape. On playback, the same 5.06MHz

(a)

(c)

Id)

Limiting level

Limiting levels

02141

Fig. 26: Luminance signal limiting - see last month. (a) Signal
with low -amplitude, high -frequency component. (b) Output
from the high-pass filter. (c) Output from the low-pass filter.
(d) Output from the limiter. (e) Addition of outputs (c) and (d).
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Fig. 27: H.F. enhancement and chroma-luminance mixing.
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Fig. 28: Basic chroma signal processing, (a) on record, (b) on
playback.
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Fig. 29: Chroma signal processing arrangements on record.

carrier is used to perform conversion back to 4.43MHz.
Things are not as simple as this however, for several
reasons. For a start, the 5.06MHz carrier must be locked to
something on record, whilst on playback variations in tape
speed etc., including those that occurred during recording,
must be compensated for - otherwise there would be gross
phase errors. Finally there's the problem of crosstalk
between adjacent tracks on the tape.

Crosstalk
The gaps in the two heads in the video drum are tilted by

6° in opposite directions (this is known as the slant -azimuth
technique). As a result of this 12° azimuth difference, if one
head reads the information recorded by the other head
there's a severe loss of the higher frequencies, i.e. crosstalk
at the luminance f.m. carrier frequency (3.8-4.8MHz) is
minimized. At the lower frequency of the chroma carrier
(626.9kHz) however the slant -azimuth arrangement gives
little crosstalk attenuation, so that something else has to be
done to prevent chroma crosstalk between tracks. We'll
return to this shortly.

Chroma Signal Processing
Fig. 29 shows how the 5.06MHz record carrier is

generated. First, looking at the left-hand side of the
diagram, there's a phase -locked loop which produces a
625kHz carrier locked to the incoming line sync pulses.

One line of video information

Head

(Ch.!)

Head
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ICh.21

Head He 2ad

C122

Fig. 30: The head 1 chroma signal is phase shifted by 90° line
by line to avoid chroma crosstalk between adjacent tracks.
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er
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Ignore the bit labelled phase shift for the moment. IC208
contains a voltage -controlled oscillator (VCO) running at
2.5MHz (160 times the line frequency, or 160fli for short).
Its output is divided by 4 and then by 40 (in IC207) to give,
you guessed it, the line frequency. Back in IC208 the phase
detector compares the line sync input and the counted down
line -frequency signal, the output error voltage thus
produced being used to control the 2.5MHz VCO. That bit
is simple enough. The divided -by -four (625kHz) signal
(40fH) is then mixed with the 4.435571MHz output from a
crystal controlled oscillator (VXO), BPF203 extracting the
5.060571MHz sum -frequency output. This is our chroma
carrier, which we mix with the incoming 4.43MHz chroma
in IC202.

The 626.9kHz difference -frequency signal, i.e. the
frequency -converted chroma signal, then passes via
LPF201 and the killer stage X203 to the record current
amplifier. X203 is turned off in the absence of chroma - the
killer control voltage is obtained in the usual way, by using
a rectifier circuit (D210/D211) to rectify the burst signal
following burst gating (X211).

The VXO is free -running during recording. This gives a
continuous phase shift of the chroma signal being recorded
on the tape - compensation for this occurs during playback.

Phase Shifting
Finally this month back to the bit labelled phase shift in

IC207. As previously mentioned, we need some method of
preventing chroma crosstalk between tracks on playback,
i.e. the "channel 1" head must not be able to reproduce the
chroma signal recorded by the "channel 2" head and vice
versa. We will consider next month what's done on
playback to ensure that this is so: for now we must simply
state that the chroma recorded by head 1 is shifted in phase
by 90° line by line - see Fig. 30. To do this the phase shifter
requires a line sync input and also a drum flip-flop input, the
latter to ensure that phase shifting occurs on alternate fields
only, i.e. on head 1 tracks but not head 2 tracks.

We feel that you deserve a break after this, and hope that
all those frequencies haven't caused too much confusion.
Next month we'll be dealing with the chroma playback
process.
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TV Receiver Design:
The Decca/Tatung 120 Series
Part3

WHEN we were thinking initially of a low-cost, small -screen
portable we considered the pros and cons of using a series
stabiliser with a mains transformer for the power supply.
We finally decided upon the use of a non -isolated, free -
running switch -mode poirer supply based on the now well
known Siemens design. The circuit we adopted uses a
control i.c. (type TDA4600) which Siemens have developed
for use with this type of power supply.

Power Supply Operation
A simplified circuit of the power supply is shown in Fig.

13. The output section consists of the chopper transistor
Q801 and its load transformer T801. It operates as a
flyback converter, the energy stored in T801 when the
chopper transistor is conductive being transferred to the
load (i.e. the TV set) when the chopper transistor switches
off. Fig. 14 shows the basic waveforms. The diode bridge
D801-4 charges the reservoir capacitor C804 from the
mains - note that the positive plate of this capacitor is
connected to the receiver's chassis, as a result of which the
power supply circuitry is at some -300V with respect to
chassis. Most of us have had at least one belt from this
arrangement during development, so be warned! Don't
think you're out of trouble when the set is switched off
either, because C804 retains its charge. We added a 180k12,
1W resistor across C804 to provide a discharge path when
the set is switched off, but this still takes a few seconds. So
check with an AVO before diving into the chassis - the
heatsinks for the chopper transistor and the control i.c. are
both connected to the negative supply line.

Back to circuit operation. When Q801 switches off, its
collector voltage flies up until the rectifier diodes D811 and

F801
2AT

AC
mains

1C801
TDA4600

Ray Wilkinson

D812 conduct, charging their reservoir capacitors C821
and C822 + C826 from the energy stored in the
transformer. After a while the energy begins to run out, the
field around the primary winding starts to collapse, and the
chopper transistor's collector voltage starts to fall - see Fig.
14(a). The shape of the waveform at this point resembles
part of a sinewave, C817 acting as a tuning capacitor. The
feedback winding (II) on the transformer feeds a smaller,
inverted version of this waveform - see Fig. 14(b) - to pin 2
of the control i.c., via R814. Within the i.c., a zero -crossing
detector senses the point at which the feedback waveform
crosses the OV line (mean level). When this occurs, logic
circuitry in the i.c. switches on the base drive current to the
chopper transistor, via pin 8 and R804. Q801's collector
current then rises linearly - see Fig. 14(c) - since it's driving
an inductive load.

Q801's on time depends on the mains voltage and the
load conditions - in other words on the amount of energy
required to maintain the output voltages. The transistor is
turned off by a current flowing via pin 7 of the i.c. - see Fig.
14(d). The cycle is then repeated, the frequency of
oscillation and the mark -space ratio altering with mains
voltage changes and load variations. L802, R811 and D807
are included to improve Q801's turn-off behaviour.

Fig. 15 shows the method of stabilization in greater
detail. In addition to providing zero -crossing information,
the transformer's feedback winding also provides the i.c.
with a sample voltage (at pin 3) that's proportional to the
output voltage. An internal 4V reference voltage is potted
down to 2V and forms one of the inputs to the differential
amplifier behind pin 3. The reference voltage also appears at
pin 1, where it's applied to a resistive chain
(R806/807/812/813) which has the rectified sample voltage

C807
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100 kpH

R814 10k

C808
100

25V

Fig. 13: Simplified circuit of the free -running switch -mode power supply.
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Fig. 14: Switch -mode power supply waveforms.
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Drive to Q801

at the other end - across C814. The differential amplifier's
output forms part of the control logic within the i.c., and by
adjusting the chopper transistor's on time holds its two
inputs at the same voltage. The output is thus stabilized, at a
level determined by the setting of R813. C807 provides a
slow -start action at switch on to avoid uncontrolled
switching surges in Q801.

We mentioned earlier that when Q801 switches on its
collector current rises linearly. To avoid its base over
saturating - which would slow down the current turn-off -
the i.c. provides a linearly rising base current drive, as
shown in Fig. 14(d). In order to sense how much drive to
provide, the RC network R808/R810/C813 feeds a
sawtooth voltage to pin 4 of the i.c. The voltage across
C813 is proportional to Q801's collector current and to the
mains voltage. If the mains voltage increases for example,
Q801's collector current will rise at a greater rate: the slope

VCE without snubber network

VCE with snubber

Pc ("CE x 1c) without snubber

Pc with snubber

102191

Fig. 16: Use of a snubber network to reduce the power
dissipation in the chopper transistor when it switches off.

of the sawtooth across C813 will also increase, telling the
i.c. to increase the slope of the base drive fed out at pin 8.

The remaining aspects of the power supply are
straightforward. The i.c.'s supply is obtained from winding
III on the transformer, via the rectifier circuit D806/C808.
D805 and R802 provide a start-up feed.

R815 and D810, in conjunction with C817, slow down
the rise in Q801's collector voltage when it switches off.
This is a common technique (snubber or dV/dt network) for
reducing the switch -off dissipation in power switching
transistors - see Fig. 16.

The two power supply output voltages are 120V (152V in
the 130 chassis) for the line output stage and 18V. The 18V
line is further stabilized down to 12V to provide a clean,
low -impedance supply for all the low -voltage circuitry in the
receiver. The audio circuit is operated directly from the 18V
supply - in this way a reasonable audio power output can
be obtained without any picture bouncing.

The power supply is protected under all sorts of fault
conditions. In general, if an overload or short-circuit occurs
on the output lines the output power is limited by the i.c.
lowering the operating frequency from the normal 25kHz or
so and by reducing the mark -space ratio. A fault condition
in the receiver can often be detected by the audible whistle
that then comes from the supply.

The performance of this power supply is excellent, and
our tests indicate that it's very robust. Over a mains input
range of 150-270V. the 120V output changes by less than
0.6V

Acknowledgement
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in the preparation of these articles, and the management of
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stress however that any opinions expressed - and
occasional lapses into frivolity - are my own.

Due to an editorial slip, mention was made in Part 2 last
month to the "first anode controls" in connection with
setting up the black level etc. There's only one first anode
control in the 120 chassis of course since it uses a PIL-type
tube. Although the 30AX tube used in the 130 chassis has
separate first anode pins for the three guns, the tube
tolerances are sufficiently tight, and the range of the video
circuit presets sufficiently wide, to enable a single first anode
control to be used in this chassis as well.
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Servicing Skantic PSU Modules

THE main concern of the present article is servicing the
power supply module used in the Skantic 4751/5151/5661
group of models. These sets were imported from Sweden in
fair quantities around 1976. The solid-state chassis makes
extensive use of plug-in modules, and employs the Toshiba
RIS tube which gives a very good picture - it's an in -line
tube with 110° deflection. The notes that follow are based
on two years' intensive experience of repairing a large
number of modules belonging to these sets. The regulated
power supply uses the self -oscillating chopper system
originally devised by Siemens.

Access
The front control panel can be hinged downwards by

inserting a flat -bladed screwdriver in the horizontal slot at
the top: lever upwards gently to release the internal plastic
catch. To remove the back cover, insert the same type of
screwdriver in the two slots along the lower edge: this time
lever carefully downwards to release the catches.

Having removed the back, you'll be confronted with the
print side of the two main panels. The one on the left is
referred to as PCB1 and carries the plug-in modules for the
signal circuits: the one on the right is PCB2, which contains
the line output stage and plug-in modules for the field
timebase and the line oscillator/sync circuitry. The switch -

mode power supply is enclosed in the metal casing between
these two panels, beneath the tube neck. The two main
panels can be hinged outwards after removing the screws
from the plastic brackets on the top of the power supply
casing.

To gain access to the switch -mode power supply, remove
the self -tapping screw from the top centre of the vertical
cover plate. On no account put your fingers underneath the
power supply module, since under certain fault conditions
the mains bridge rectifier's reservoir capacitor CNO3
(400µF), which is mounted on this module, retains its
charge for a very long time. Slide the module towards you,
removing the three- and five -pin plugs as you do so.
Discharge CNO3 via a 33051 resistor shorting with a
screwdriver serves only to burn away a section of the
printed circuit.

Mains Input
The mains input circuit is situated at the lower end of the

channel switching panel. The on -off switch connects the
mains supply to a bridge rectifier (DQ04/5/6/7, see Fig. 1)
which supplies a negative 290V feed to the switch -mode
power supply. There are 3.15A anti -surge fuses in both the
live and neutral leads, and the chassis is always at half
mains potential. DQ08 supplies start-up pulses for the
chopper transistor TN03.

If the 3.15A mains fuse(s) is/are blown, check the bridge
rectifier diodes. Replace with BY127s or similar. Also
inspect the mains filter choke LQO1, as this sometimes arcs
- if necessary, replace.

Chopper Operation
The chopper transistor TNO3 is connected between

John Brown

chassis and the -290V supply via the primary winding
(tags 2-12) of the chopper transformer and RN09. When
the transistor switches off, tag 2 on the transformer swings
positively and the rectifier diodes DN07-DN10 conduct,
supplying current to the four output supplies which are
designated N1-4. TNO3 and transformer LNO3 form a free -

running oscillator: when tag 7 on the transformer swings
positively, TNO3 switches on.

Regulation is achieved by switching TNO3 off at an
earlier point in the cycle than it would if left to free run. The
switch -off action is provided by thyristor TN02, which
shorts the base and emitter of TNO3 via CNO8 and RNO9
when it fires. The time at which TNO2 fires is controlled by
its gate circuit. DNO4 charges CNO5 to provide the basic
gate bias, which is modified by the conduction of TNO1 and
hence the voltage developed across RN05. When TNO3
conducts, a ramp is developed across RN09: this is applied
to the gate of TN02, the point along the ramp at which it
fires depending on the d.c. bias conditions. The voltage
across the reference winding (tags 1-3) of the transformer is
rectified by DN03, this voltage being used to control the
conduction of TN01.

To get the circuit started, positive -going mains frequency
pulses from DQ08 are fed via RN11 and CNO9 to the base
of TN03. The circuit's switching frequency is determined by
the load requirement and lies between 22-42kHz.

Fault Finding
The most common fault is TNO3 going short-circuit -a

first indication of this is a black looking fuse (FN01, 1A
quick blow). When you encounter this situation, discharge
CNO3 through a resistor, remove TNO3 and TNO2 from the
circuit, and test the output rails for short-circuits. Check
DN03, RN08, CN04, DN01, TNO1 and CNO8 for possible
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Fig. 1: The mains input and swit
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short- or open -circuits - they can be tested initially without
being removed. If any are suspect, remove them for final
test. Use a BU326 as a replacement for TNO3 - whenever it
has to be replaced because it's short-circuit, TNO2 must
also be replaced (suitable types BRY55, BR103, MCR101
or W2113).

After doing this reconnect the power supply module - the
wiring is long enough to allow this to be done without
returning the module to its casing. Recheck the output rails
for possible short-circuits in other parts of the set, turn
PNO1 anti -clockwise, monitor the 160V output and switch
on. The result should be a slightly dark and slightly narrow
picture. If a fault is still present the trip circuit will operate.
If all is well, set the 160V rail by means of PNO1 with zero
beam current.

If fuse FNO1 is intact and TNO3 is not short-circuit,
check the fusible resistor RN14. If it's open -circuit, the trip
has operated. This usually means that the output voltages
have gone high due to a fault in the sensing circuit. Carry
out resistance checks on TN01, TNO2 and the associated
components - the main suspects are DNO3 and CNO4 for
short-circuit, or DN03/RN08/CNO8 for open -circuit. If
RNO3 shows signs of having over heated, replace TNO1
and DN01. Then remake RN14, turn PNO1 anti -clockwise,
monitor the 160V rail and switch on.

Low output voltages from the module occur when
TNO2's gate voltage is too high - the thyristor then
switches on too soon, in turn switching TNO3 off too soon.
Check the voltage across CN05. If this is low or missing,
CNO5 could be leaky or short-circuit. Check the forward
resistance of DNO4 and DN06. A similar fault, sometimes
intermittent, can be caused by DN05.

Absence of the -290V feed to the power supply module
can be the result of RNO4 being open -circuit - this resistor
is also prone to dry -joints, sometimes burning a hole in the
board.

No starting pulses at the base of TNO3 will give the dead
set symptom. Check CNO9 and RN11 on the power supply
module and DQ08/RQ17 in the mains input circuitry. A
quick test is to connect the red lead of an AVO to chassis (on
the resistance range) and then tap the base of TNO3 with
the black lead: providing the rest of the module is working
satisfactorily, the power supply should then start.
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Fig. 2: The 12V and 24V regulators. In earlier versions RXO5
was fed from the cathode of DX05 - RX05 is then 39Q.

In later production CN21 was changed to an 0.047µF
250V type as the earlier component was sometimes the
cause of intermittent operation of the power supply. Also a
second 1N4148 diode, designated DN11, was added in
series with DNO6 to overcome the reluctance of some
power supplies to start.

LT Supplies
The 34V N3 output feeds a 24V regulator on PCB1 (see

Fig. 2). There is also a 12V regulator which on some sets is
fed from the common N3 point and on others is fed from
the 24V regulator (after DX05). These two i.c. regulators
share a common heatsink, the 12V regulator being insulated
by means of a mica washer. The 24V supply is used by the
decoder module, the field timebase module and the
convergence module - the latter two modules are also fed
with a 40V supply from the line output stage.

The 24V regulator's output can go low, more often than
not very intermittently. As well as affecting the performance
of the modules it supplies, it also brings the trip circuit into
operation. Violent break up of the picture is the most
noticeable effect, but the fault is random and unpredictable
- it can occur at switch on from cold, the trip operating, but
after switching the set off and on again it may work for the
rest of the day without the fault recurring. It's as well to
replace DX05 whenever IX01 is replaced.

The 12V regulator supplies the i.f. and tuner circuits. It
rarely gives any problems.
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Fig. 3: The 40V supply is obtained from the pulse winding on
the line output transformer.

The tube's heater voltage is obtained from a winding on
the line output transformer.

The previously mentioned 40V supply (see Fig. 3) is used
by the field output stage and the convergence panel. When
DY04 goes short-circuit RY19 and RY22 burn up and the
symptom is field collapse. These components are on PCB2.

Electronic Trip
The electronic trip circuit (see Fig. 4) provides

comprehensive protection. It's at the lower end of PCB2.
Transistors TY02 and TY03 are normally on. If the 160V
rail goes high however TY02 switches off. TY01 then
switches on, the positive voltage at its collector firing
thyristor DY01. As a result, the 160V rail is shorted via
LY01, DY02 and DY01. Under these conditions the
chopper transistor will be receiving start-up pulses from
DQ08, and as a result the 250V rail will be kept at some
15V. The conduction of DY01 is thus maintained until
RN14 goes open -circuit, removing the 160V supply.

If the beam current is excessive, the voltage across RY20
rises (negatively) and TY03 switches off. Once again, TY02
switches off and TY01 switches on, firing DY01.

If the 24V supply is low, TY01 will conduct, once more
firing DY01 to short-circuit the 160V supply.

Before the trip circuit is adjusted, the 160V rail must be
set correctly. Then connect a voltmeter between the base of
TY01 and the base of TY02. Adjust PY01 for a reading of
1 V. A test for correct operation is to short-circuit the base
of TY03 to chassis: the set should then switch off. Switch

160V

LY01.

EHT current
earth

DY02 return path
1N4004

250 RY01
5

0.1

Fig. 4: The electronic trip circuit.
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off at the mains switch, remove the short-circuit and then
switch the set on again: the set should come on and work
normally.

If you suspect the trip circuit, remove the thyristor and
check it. With the exception of CY04, the other components
can be tested in circuit.

Editorial Note
In the next month box last month we referred to Skantic

sets fitted with the 20AX tube. Some sets fitted with this
type of tube use the same basic switch -mode power supply
module covered in this article, e.g. Models 6661, 6662 and
6663. The main difference is that in these sets the N4 rail is
at 34V, both DNO9 and DN 10 being fed from tag 8 on the
chopper transformer: line N3 also feeds the field timebase
panel, via RY22 (1.20) on the line timebase panel.

A self -oscillating chopper circuit is also used in earlier
and later Skantic/Luxor solid-state colour sets, but there are
numerous circuit differences.

A First Production

MY interest in trying my hand at programme production
started when I obtained several hundredweight of
equipment from the British Amateur TV Club and
renovated it. In my mind were dreams of monitor banks
everywhere, but in reality what I had were two ancient and
very large 21in. beasts that had lived in Rediffusion's Studio
5 until the advent of LWT and colour had rendered them
homeless. A vision mixer never materialised either: the two
ex -studio Marconi cameras I had, fitted with enormous lens
turrets, were switched by simply unplugging one and
plugging in the other. An old, heavy duty cine camera
tripod took root in the floor under the weight of one of these
cameras, whilst the air shimmered in the heat from the
glowing stabilisers in the power supplies.

Being an enthusiastic TV amateur during the early
seventies, I was inclined to keep switching everything on
and trying to produce programmes, whilst trying not to be
too preoccupied with the technicalities and using the limited
finances available to get better pictures. Then rumours of a
true home video cassette system from Philips began to
circulate, and increased responsibilities led to the disposal of

Eileen Bolton and Malcolm Burrell

most of my equipment. Dreams of creating a good
programme, however short, continued however.

The opportunity to try again eventually arose with the
chance to borrow a Hitachi VCR for a couple of days. Time
to start all over again. A couple of decaying surveillance
cameras were dusted off and tried out - for a lively
production, two cameras at differing angles are needed,
preferably securely mounted on tripods. We fortunately
knew how to synchronise two or more picture sources to get
clean cuts and mixes, and set about designing and building a
simple monochrome system. Once this was ready it was
time for the tryout.

Making a Start
The first golden rule of TV soon emerged - to be aware

of one's own limitations and those of the equipment, without
being unimaginative. The production was to be in
monochrome, and the sets had to be simple to make and
uncomplicated. So it was decided to make the theme of the
story outer space. The lack of colour would then not be too
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noticeable, while light figures against dark backgrounds
would give dramatic pictures.

We'd no script to start with, but it seemed sensible to use a
combination of models and live action, the story alternating
between a space control centre and a space ship that has
some task to perform. To introduce an element of
excitement, we'll assume that the space ship is suffering
from some sort of technical malfunction.

As a first attempt, we used chicken wire covered with
newspaper shaped to form the interior wall of our space
ship. An old monitor engulfed in cardboard was to be the
centre piece of the control panel. This turned out to be very
disappointing. Although it was almost eight feet in length
And filled the shed, it looked hopelessly flat on the screen. In
despair we tore this down and deposited it at the nearest
rubbish dump. It was back to the drawing board therefore.

A Photogenic Action Man
An Action Man in a space suit and labelled Space

Ranger was tried out with the equipment and proved to be
quite photogenic. Now for some scenery. Some cardboard
and a set of practice golf balls gave us a "space station".
The rocket motors from a broken construction kit were then
fitted to half a plastic shampoo bottle with a paper cone at
the other end. We'd now a space shuttle craft as well. Both
items were painted white and tested on the TV screen
against a black backcloth. A crude control panel was then
fashioned from various futuristic looking cutouts mounted
on a cardboard wall. The wall was at first a light colour, but
better contrast was obtained when it was painted black.

Equipment
It was becoming obvious that with several different

models in use it would be necessary to have frequent stops
to alter camera positions and change the scenery around in

order to get a continuous action programme. A machine
that had a pause facility without producing too great a
disturbance on the screen when the tape was replayed was
needed therefore. So a Ferguson 3V22 VCR was rented.
Additional lights in the form of 150W bulbs mounted on
hardboard offcuts were carefully positioned, and the
workbench came to look like a toy theatre.

Dry print transfers enabled us to make neat titles on
white cartridge paper, and a rough script was produced,
outlining the visual action and dialogue (to be dubbed in
subsequently). A sequence of thirty different shots gave us a
five minute programme. Despite the apparent limitations of
the budget Thorn VCR, it just had to be possible to produce
some sort of programme.

Story Line
The story line was simple. Astronaut Jeff Ackland is

on a space patrol from Space Station Elida 7. Computers
indicate that an asteroid threatens to destroy the station,
and Jeff is instructed to intercept it. The shuttle develops a
fault and becomes unstable however. Jeff leaves the craft to
repair the damage, but it seems too late to take action
against the asteroid. "You're too late Jeff" cries the
controller. "We're doomed - save yourself by returning to
Earth." Jeff manages to crash his craft into the Asteroid
however, destroying it.

Titles
It took six attempts to produce the titles. The mixer was

set at black level whilst the cameras were aimed at different

title cards in turn. Start VCR, let it run for a few seconds,
then fade up from black on camera 1: hold for a few
seconds, then dissolve to camera 2. Subsequently fade to
black and select pause on the VCR. Somehow it seemed
that the wrong buttons would get pushed, or else a fade was
done too quickly. Eventually the titles were done however.

Shooting the Story
Things were then rearranged, the VCR was started and

we faded up on camera 1, which was focused on a picture of
the Milky Way. Then over to camera 2, which pointed at
the space station, rotating jerkily as it went round on an old
gramophone turntable. Taking a chance, we pushed the
pause button without fading down. Rearrange cameras,
with one looking at a picture of a corridor, the door at the
end being marked "control", and the other situated at the
back with a couple of aged monitors arranged to flicker in a
suitable technical fashion. The VCR was restarted and the
scene set.

A cause of great amusement was the "asteroid", which
had to appear in a couple of cutaway shots. It consisted of a
small chunk of polystyrene, mounted on a wire and moved
against a black background with stars. A shot of the space
station in motion was obtained by mounting it on a wire,
placing the camera above it, and moving the background
beneath. Another shot required it to be moved across the
screen against a stationary background. Not as easy as it
seems. as one watches a monitor over one's shoulder.

Special Effects
Some technical drama was achieved with cutaways to an

oscilloscope displaying a sinewave pattern that increased in
size as the asteroid moved closer. This made an effective

shot immediately after Jeff's destruction of his space
craft and the asteroid, with the single spot moving slowly
across the screen. Without resorting to lots of smoke and
bangs everywhere, the destruction was faked by suddenly
increasing the target bias on the camera concerned, so that
the screen turned white: quickly taking away the space craft
and asteroid left the original background of stars when the
camera was restored to normal.

Adding the Sound
With the Thorn 3V22 it's possible to dub in the sound

directly, using a high -impedance microphone. A cheap but
effective one was purchased for about £9. The use of music
was ruled out because of the obvious copyright problems.
Instead, hiss and faint, distorted voices were recorded from
a radio on the short waveband. This provided a suitable
sound effect: there's no sound in space, but we'd got the
atmosphere we wanted. For the space ship's engines we
used a vacuum cleaner, recorded at varying distances to suit
either interior or exterior shots of the craft. The roar of the
explosion that destroyed the asteroid and space craft was
obtained by blowing into the microphone.

Conclusion
Our little production proved to us how much we take for

granted. Even for our five-minute space drama, a lot of
time, patience and stamina were required. It would be all
too easy to get despondent and give up when things don't go
right.

So, if you've some ideas and access to even just a simple
camera and VCR, do give it a try. It can be fun.
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The Flying Scotsman

ABOUT a month ago we sold a Fidelity colour portable
(Model CTV14R) to one of our regular customers who
frequents our local pub. This means that we see him pretty
regularly. He was delighted with his new colour portable,
being able to lay in bed with the remote control unit and
thus able to switch the set off without getting up as his eyes
grew heavy. The other day he popped in to say that it had
developed a mind of its own however. Just as he got
interested in an ITV programme, the set would change to
BBC -1 and wouldn't go to any other setting no matter how
many times he pressed the channel change button.

"Bring it in Jock" we advised him. "We have ways of
making them change their minds."

Jock McStrap is a fast mover, and while I was pondering
on the possibilities he had gone and come back again. He
plonked the set on the counter and launched into his theory.

"Say I've got it on channel 3, like this. It'll be all right for
some time, then the channel 1 indicator will start to glow
and get brighter and then clonk, it changes to 1 and the
channel 3 light goes out." Without a pause he continued "I
think it's a little something touching where it shouldn't when
it gets warm you see ... Whatever it is, it won't take you a
minute to find so I'll call back later."

"0.k. Jock, we'll do our best to make it behave itself."
So off went Mr. McStrap, leaving us to consider the

situation and decide on a course of action. He hadn't
brought the remote control unit with him, so we watched for
the fault to develop and it did. As a matter of fact the
channel 1 LED (see Fig. 1) glowed faintly from switch on,
even though another channel had been selected and the
appropriate LED lit up fully. Within a short time the
channel 1 indicator got brighter and the set switched to
channel 1, just as Jock said it did. Like a flash I reached a
decision - which turned out to be the wrong one of course.
"It must be a faulty chip - the ML232B channel selector" I
thought.

Bearing in mind what sort of a device it is, I took all the
usual precautions, earthing everything to make sure that no
static charges could ruin the new chip. We then set about
removing the front control panel where the chip lives. After

Channel
stepping
drive

Les Lawry -Johns

a bit of swearing and cussing at everything and everybody,
the new chip was installed and we were ready for testing.
The channel 1 LED still glowed faintly when another
channel was selected, so we knew we'd dropped yet another
clanger.

I then did what I should have done in the first place and
studied the circuit. Transistor TR3 is linked to the channel 1
indicator, and it seemed likely that if slightly leaky it could
be responsible for the symptoms. A new BC157 was fitted
and proved to be the answer - to the defective channel
change that is. (Note that the provisional circuit shows the
type incorrectly as BC548, which is an npn device: the full
manual gives the correct pnp type, BC157 or BC557.)
Having refitted the panel and wrapped the set up we felt
satisfied that the job was done. Jock came back and
satisfied himself that the channels changed as they should
do.

"Was it a wee something touching, Lawry?"
"Leaking, Jock. It was a wee leak after all."
So off went Jock, only to return next day.
"It's doing it again Lawry, but it's now worse. It won't

even stay on channel 1."
My heart sank. What now?
Investigation proved that over a period all signals were

lost and that the tuning voltage to the tuner fell to zero
intermittently. The supply to the TAA550 30V stabiliser on
the front panel remained steady, and seemed to be present
at the ML232B i.c., though it was difficult to tell because the
fault was coming and going rapidly. Like the fool I am I
again accused the chip, and went through the rigmarole of
changing it - only to find that the fault was still present. I
then found that movement of the panel prompted or cleared
the fault, suggesting that we had either a poor connection or
perhaps a crack somewhere. I eventually found the crack -
through three tracks - though it was almost too fine to see.
It had apparently occurred when I'd refitted the panel on the
first occasion and had difficulty aligning it with the fixing
holes. Having repaired the panel we put the set on a
prolonged soak test and experienced no further trouble.

We've sold dozens of these nice little sets, and this was
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Fig. 1 :Channel selection circuit, Fidelity Model CTV1 4R.
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the first bit of trouble we've had, so we mustn't complain.
Jock seemed happy enough anyway, and his friend Chip
Fryer has come in to buy one as a present for his wife. All
quiet on that front.

The Waltham W125

I'd sold this 24in. Waltham monochrome set some five
years ago to an elderly lady who'd brought it back and
made me an offer I couldn't refuse: if she had it back before
evening, I could live. This precluded sending off for spares,
and it was an unfortunate fact that the e.h.t. overwinding on
the line output transformer was running warm even with the
stick rectifier disconnected. The spark at the overwinding
output was less intense than the one at the top cap of the
PL504 line output valve, so whether I liked it or not the
transformer was faulty and my time was running out.

I searched through my stock of transformers, but I knew
I didn't have one. The only alternative was to remove the
faulty winding and fit a tripler, or to strip down the
transformer and fit another overwinding. Being a lazy cove
I chose to cut away the faulty winding and fit a tripler -
using one of the Thorn five -stick replacements with a short
connection to the PL504 anode connection point on the
transformer (with a PP3 battery stud to fit to the tripler). As
expected, the resultant picture was lacking in width: the
correct tuning capacitor turned out to be a 35pF 8kV
working disc type, from the anode connection to chassis.
This low value was in fact a surprise, as I'd expected to use
a value more like 100pF - but the width was then excessive.

So we made the tripler secure and checked the rest of the
set before returning it to the old dear. It was late afternoon
and already dark when I arrived at her house. The full moon
shone brightly in the clear sky, and an aircraft had left a

vapour trail that seemed to skirt around it. "Oh look" said
the old girl, "if he hadn't seen it in time he'd have flown
straight into it." Honest.

Late Night Final

I arrived back at the shop expecting it to be closed. The
lights were on however and there was a car outside. A lady
had brought in a large, 26in. ITT set (FT110 chassis) with
the help of her son and daughter. We'd last repaired it about
a year ago, when her husband had brought it in. This time
he had elected to stay at home watching the portable rather
than risk having to listen to me moaning about the difficulty
of diagnosing the cause of the trip circuit tripping. And
tripping it was. Not the full-bodied hrrrump-bonk some sets
produce, but more a sort of soft tick tick.

I disconnected the tripler as a start. That didn't make any
difference, so I set off on a wild goose chase trying to find a
shorted diode. "Perhaps it's the transformer" said Honey
Bunch helpfully, thinking of the long line of transformer
failures we've had of late. This jolted me into thinking a little
more rationally: I hadn't checked the line output transistor.
which turned out to be dead short collector -to -emitter. We
removed the BU208 with some difficulty, and with much
cussing and blinding about accessibility fitted a new one
together with two new 0.005µF (to make up 0.01µF) pulse
type flyback tuning capacitors just in case.

Knowing my luck when performing before an audience, I
switched on with fingers, legs and eyes crossed. It worked,
and worked well enough apart from a little misconvergence
on the left-hand side. This seems to be a common feature of
these sets however, and by this time it was getting late and
the family were only to pleased to cart the set off back to
dad.

N7118 PAL COLOUR BAR GENERATOR
An extremely light, compact and durable instrument, designed for mobile Colour T.V. Maintenance in the customers home. The basic
model includes a built-in rechargeable battery plus a Power Unit/Charger. (A fully charged battery gives 10 hours continuous use).
All patterns and sync. pulses are derived from a single crystal controlled oscillator, producing extremely accurate, stable displays. The
patterns available are: Standard Colour Bars, Red Raster, Linearised Grey Scale Step Wedge, Crosshatch and Peak White Raster.
A Coaxial Socket on the rear panel provides a modulated UHF or VHF (please specify) signal of approx. 1 mV for direct connection to
Receiver Aerial Socket. An (optional) integral Sound board is available, producing a Sound Carrier (6MHz or 5.5MHz), frequency
modulated by a 1 KHz Sinewave. The N71 18 will also house a third
board that provides a 1 Volt p to p, 75 ohm Video Signal to a rear
panel B.N.C. Socket.

Complete kit, including a professional finished case, screen printed
P.C.B., Ready Built P.S.U., and all components - £59.50 inclusive.
Sound and Video Boards, add £10.29 per board.
Ready Built - £88.25 inclusive, Sound and Video Boards add
£1.1 ..45per board.
S.A.E. for details and specification.

PAL e° 773
COLOUR BAR
GENERATOR

intracept
electronics
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N7121 VIDEO PATTERN GENERATOR
This Generator, based on the N7118 is designed for the mobile servicing of Colour Monitors and V.D.U.'s. It produces three separate
Colour output signals at 1 Volt peak to peak into 75 ohms. Also provided is a separate sync. output which may be adjusted for positive
or negative -going sync. tips. The Generator may be operated at 625/50MHz or (by operating a push switch on the rear panel)
525/60Hz.
The patterns available are colour bars, crosshatch, 8 step grey scale wedge, peak white plus many other combinations i.e., red

raster, blue raster, yellow crosshatch etc., as defined by the three (red, green -
blue) beam switches on the front panel. The generator is powered by an in-
ternal Ni-Cad battery and is supplied complete with the Charger/Power Unit.
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Price (Built & Tested) £75.00 VAT & p. & p.
Total £88.25.

All goods despatched within 14 days.

(11D INTRACEPT ELECTRONICS LIMITED
203 Picton Road, Liverpool 115 4LG.

Tel: 051-733 3042.
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Colour Portable Project
Part 8

In this final instalment in the series, we shall describe the
setting -up of the complete receiver and also give some
guidelines to fault finding.

We assume of course that each board has been visually

Luke Theodossiou

checked against the component overlay diagram, and that
all interconnections have been made and checked. On
switch -on the healthy sound of the e.h.t. building up should
be heard. If not, switch off, check everything thoroughly

RECEIVER NOT WORKING

Is F1 0/C?

NO

Check bridge 0/P

YES

Remove F2

NONE OK Fl does not blow Fl blows

Check continuity Check F2 Tr2 S/C Check bridge
between mains input diodes,
and bridge; diodes C15, C16

Blown

Tr2 S/C

0!

Check for starting
pulses at base of
Tr2

NONE

Check SCR1, D7

Circuit references apply to the
power supply module.

YES

Sequentially
remove PSU 0/P
connections. Does it
clear the fault?

NO YES

Tr2 0/C,
T1, R6,
D8, D9, D10

Fault on
another board
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SOUND, NO RASTER (PSU OK)

C.r.t. heaters glowing?

NO

Check supply rails

OK

Check for
line pulses
on pin 3 of IC1

I

YES

Check: Al volts,
sandcastle pulse,
video 0/P stages, + 200V rail

One or more
absent

Check for short-circuits
in the appropriate area

I I

NONE OK

I I

Check R13, Check for
IC1, Tr2 pulses at

gate of SCR1

Circuit references apply to the
timebase module.

NONE

Check R14,
Tr1, Tr2, D4

and then consult the fault finding charts. If all is well, make
the following adjustments:

E.h.t.: Connect a scope to the anode of SCR1 on the
timebase board and adjust VR1 on the power supply board
for 1200V pk-pk pulses at black level (i.e. with the contrast
and brightness controls at minimum).

Line hold: Ground pin 6 of ICI on the timebase board with
a wire link. Adjust VR2 on this board for a floating but
resolved picture. Remove the link.

Picture size: Adjust L2 and VR5 on the timebase board in
conjunction with the linearity controls L1 and VR4 for a
correctly proportioned test card display.

Picture shift: Adjust VR1 (line) and VR6 (field) on the
timebase board to centre the picture.

Focus: Adjust the focus control on the line output
transformer for optimum overall resolution whilst

OK

Check SCR 1, R 16,
C14

displaying a test card at nominal brightness and contrast
settings.

Grey -scale:
1. Turn the brightness, colour and contrast controls to

minimum, and adjust the background control VR3 on
the timebase board for beam cut-off.

2. Set the black -level controls VR5, VR6 and VR7 (signals
board) to their mid point and the drive controls VR2,
VR3 and VR4 clockwise (i.e. with their wipers towards
the 2k2 resistors R16, R17 and R18).

3. Connect an AVO 8 or similar to each of the video
outputs (Connector C). Adjust VR5, VR6 and VR7 for
160V at each output.

4. Adjust the background control until one of the guns just
begins to light the screen. Leave the background control
in this position and adjust the black -level controls of the
other two guns until they too just light the screen by the
same amount.

5. Turn up the brightness and contrast controls for a
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normal display and trim only one or two of the gain
controls to equalize the highlights.

Chroma filter and chroma trap: Connect a scope across C4
on the signals board and adjust L2 for maximum amplitude
of the colour burst. Transfer the scope probe to R3 and
adjust Ll for minimum colour burst amplitude.

Reference oscillator: Turn the colour control to maximum
and short-circuit pins 23 and 24 of IC3 on signals board.
Adjust C12 until the right colours are just running through.
Remove shorting link.

Delay line Phase and Balance: Display standard colour

1: Collector of Tr2, power supply
board. 600V peak -to -peak.

4: Pin 12 of IC3, signals board. 8V
peak -to -peak.

7: Emitter of Trl, timebase board.
13V peak -to -peak.

10: Pin 3 of IC2, timebase board. 24V
peak -to -peak.

bars. Connect a scope to pin 21 of IC3. Adjust VR1 on
signals board for minimum amplitude of the red and cyan
bars. Transfer scope probe to pin 16 of IC3. Adjust the coil
nearest to pin 6 of the SDL445 chroma delay line for equal
amplitude on sequential lines. This tends to look like a
jittery vertical movement and the objective is to reduce it to
a minimum. It is worthwhile repeating the procedure to
ensure the absence of Hanover bars.

The setting up procedure is really quite straight forward,
and looks worse on paper than it actually is. Do not attempt
to adjust the i.f. module or the tuner - these are prealigned
by the manufacturers.

CHECK WAVEFORMS

2: Pin 6 of the i.f. module, signals
board. 1V peak -to -peak.

5: Connector C3, signals board. 100V
peak -to -peak.

8: Anode of SCR1, timebase board.
1.2kV peak -to -peak.

11: Connector D2, timebase board.
48V peak -to -peak.

3: Pin 3 of IC3, signals board. 0.2V
peak -to -peak.

6: Connector A2, timebase board.
3V peak -to -peak.

9: Connector A3, timebase board.
11V peak -to -peak.

12: Connector D1, timebase board.
3V peak -to -peak.
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Letters
TUBE FAULTS

The following list of common tube problems and cures will I
hope prove useful to your readers.
Flashovers: Check the resistor which earths the c.r.t.
Rimband - it often goes high in value. Check the Aquadag
earthing straps for corrosion - this will result in a poor
earth path. Check the e.h.t., which could be high. The e.h.t.
must be checked at black level. It's common to find that the
h.t. is correct and the e.h.t. too high, and very common to
find that e.h.t. meters give low readings. Also check the
heater voltage. We sometimes find that an old heater boost
transformer has been left in circuit. Heater voltages
obtained from the line output transformer are suspect as
they cannot be measured with normal meters. Fitting a
separate heater transformer often provides a cure.
Short c.r.t. life: Heater voltage problems - see above.
Incorrect tube drive. The first anode and drive controls
should always be set up correctly after replacing a worn
tube. The picture may look good even though the drives are
incorrectly set, but the tube life will be short. Check for
faulty components as necessary. Also check the beam
limiter circuit - the maximum beam current should not
exceed 450µA per gun.
Purity problems: Where problems are experienced, check
the set's degaussing circuit and carry out manual
degaussing. The use of a "suspect" external degaussing coil
can damage a tube.
Tips: To lessen the risk of damage when starting up an
"unknown" set, disconnect the cathode leads from the c.r.t.
Connect the three cathodes together and take them to
chassis via a 4.7M1 resistor. This will produce a blank
raster, allowing adjustments to be made. This can also be
tried if a tube keeps flashing over after the checks listed
above have been carried out - running for a few hours in
this condition will cure most tubes, though the correct thing
to do is to return the tube to the maker/rebuilder, reporting
the fault.

Rebuilt tubes should be purchased from companies with
the confidence to give a two year guarantee and the option
to extend this to four years.
P. Watmough,
Chief Engineer, Trent Tubes,
31a Radcliffe Road, West Bridgford, Notts.

SIMPLE CAPACITOR TESTER
I was very interested in Victor Rizzo's letter (March 1981)
describing his simple capacitor tester. One point needs
correction - the diode type specified. The 1N4002 has a
p.i.v. rating of only 100V, and the circuit voltages exceed
this. All will be well with a 1N4004. To reduce the test
voltage in the version I built I decided to add a resistor
across the reservoir capacitor. A value of 4701d2 (+W) gives
a voltage of 100V across the probes, making the tester safer

100k
44.

w
SI

l
2

240V AC

I

193

i7k//W

1Nit403

1,88250V

Fig. 1: Suggested simple capacitor tester circuit.

Capaditor
under test

to handle and allowing capacitors with voltage ratings down
to 100V to be tested. There's less voltage across the neon of
course, so it may be necessary to reduce the value of its
series resistor. My tester works perfectly well with a 270k0
resistor as originally specified however. Note that
capacitors being tested must not be connected to earth - for
example a capacitor in an earthed radio receiver.
W. Spencer,
Brisbane, Australia.

Editorial note: An alternative approach would be to feed
the rectifier from an a.c. potential divider. This will reduce
'the voltage rating required for the reservoir capacitor and
the diode's p.i.v. rating. We suggest that readers interested
in the idea try the circuit shown in Fig. 1. As Victor Rizzo
originally stated, no suggestion of a flicker when a capacitor
is tested indicates that it's open -circuit, a continuing glow
indicates a short-circuit, and continuing flickers a leak: a
good capacitor will light the neon momentarily, the glow
obtained depending on the capacitor's value.

PHILIPS K12 CHASSIS
There was a production slip in my article on the Philips
K12 chassis last month. A short-circuit line output
transistor (or D551) will activate the overload trip. When
the chopper transistor goes short-circuit the symptom is a
dead set (no overload because there's no drive from the
chopper transformer to the line output transistor, and some
300V at test point M2).
Derek Snelling,
Brownhills, Staffs.

LOPT PROBLEM
A Philips G6 (single -standard version) was brought to us
for convergence adjustment and crackling sound. These
problems were dealt with and the set left on soak test. An
hour later the mains fuse blew. There were no shorts, so a
new fuse was fitted. Two hours later the raster went, leaving
sound only. This time the fusible resistor R1073/FS1115 in
the h.t. feed to the line output stage had sprung open. There
were no shorts here, so I resoldered the resistor and
switched on to see the result. The PL509 line output valve
was glowing red hot and within a minute R1073 had opened
again. Now this presents a bit of a problem - how to carry
out checks when you've only a minute to do so?
Disconnecting the line output valve's screen grid feed
resistor R5030 calmed things down and I was able to check
that line drive was present. So the line output stage was
being overloaded. A considerable time was spent checking
various components, including the d.c. feed choke, and I
eventually found that when the line output transformer was
disconnected from the line output valve a reasonable spark
could be obtained from the top cap. It seemed reasonable to
assume that the line output transformer was at fault, and on
fitting a replacement everything came up with flying
colours.

I was thankful to get the set working again, but felt it
necessary to bear some of the expense since the fault was
not what my friend had originally complained about.
Kanak Babla,
Lichfield, Staffs.

Editorial note: An awkward situation, agreed, but the line
output transformer could have failed at any time and was
not your responsibility. In fact the line output transformer is
suspect on these sets, which are now well over ten years old.
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Practical TV Servicing:
Triplers and their Habits

IN a recent article in this series we stated that loss of focus is
often due to the e.h.t. tripler. Whilst this is so, we hope we
didn't give the impression that this is its only crime. Indeed
this is one of its most minor indiscretions. Despite the
elaborate safety circuits incorporated in most modern TV
chassis, the e.h.t. tripler is still responsible for the most
expensive TV repair bills (apart from the need to replace the
c.r.t. of course), because of its habit of inflicting mortal
damage upon the line output transformer at the moment of
its demise.

The term tripler tends to be used fairly loosely to describe
e.h.t. units employing a string of rectifier diodes and
capacitors to step up the pulse voltage provided by a
winding on the line output transformer to the e.h.t. voltage,
required for the final anode of the c.r.t. The original
objection to the idea of voltage multiplication in this way
was that it didn't give very good voltage regulation. This
objection has been overcome by using harmonic tuning to
provide a flat-topped input pulse and other refinements, the
net result being that until the advent of the diode -split line
output transformer the transformer-plus-tripler arrangement
was the norm for e.h.t. generation.

Whilst most of these e.h.t. units are indeed triplers, there
are also doublers and quadruplers, the former being used
mainly in certain monochrome sets and smaller -screen
colour sets and the latter in a few early colour receivers. The
tripler is also usually the source of the focus potential in a
colour receiver, and often via the line output transformer
provides a supply of some 1kV for the c.r.t.'s first anodes.
Some triplers incorporate a clipper diode to remove the
negative overswing from the input and some don't, so all in
all these e.h.t. units come in a variety of forms. Our present
purpose is to clear the air a bit on the subject and perhaps
sort out one or two misconceptions.

Early Days
The first major TV setmaker to employ solid-state e.h.t.

units was Thorn - in later versions of the 900 chassis,
dating from 1965. The units were of the multi -stick type,
each stick consisting of a selenium pencil rectifier: they were
used in conjunction with the famed Thorn jelly -pot line
output transformers. Most other setmakers continued to use
a single valve e.h.t. rectifier in conjunction with a substantial
overwinding on the line output transformer. Other
manufacturers subsequently swung over to the use of an
overwinding feeding a single stick rectifier - an example that
springs to mind is the Indesit Model T24.

The habits of the solid-state units used in monochrome
chassis such as the Thorn 1400 and 1500 series became
well known to us before their advent in colour receivers -
we became quite used to the terrible smell that issued from
them when one of the sticks developed a high -resistance
section, dropping a high voltage across it and thus
becoming overheated and generally distressed. This obvious
symptom was accompanied by the less obnoxious one of
fine lines slipping across the screen when the brightness was

S. Simon

turned up, and the picture swelling in size with a dark area
in the centre. We used to refer to the faulty units as "e.h.t.
trays", recognising that the larger -screen Thorn models
called for a five -stick unit (tripler) while the smaller -screen
models were fitted with a three -stick unit (doubler). We also
came to recognise that a fully enclosed unit was less likely
to break down than one of open construction, i.e. one in
which the rectifiers and capacitors are visible to the eye.

Colour
The advent of colour brought with it a new generation of

C2 C4 Tripler unit

Input from EHT
overwinding
on line output
transformer

Earth lead Focus
control
network

EHT

Fig. 1: Typical five -diode tripler arrangement. The voltage
developed across the first capacitor Cl can be used to feed
the focus control network. Resistance R is included to reduce
flashover current surges - it may be incorporated in the anode
cap lead rather than the tripler itself. Earlier triplers designed
for use with valve line output stages usually omitted the surge
limiting resistor and the final capacitor C5. Cl may be taken
to a positive or negative supply to adjust the e.h.t. voltage. In
some circuits a resistor (usually 47052, 1W) is included in
series with Cl to provide surge current limiting. In some
earlier types of tripler Cl is an external component. Most
triplers use silicon diodes, but some earlier designs use
selenium sticks.

EHT overwinding!:
on line output ii
transformer li

IkV to first
anode controlls)

TC2

Focus
control
network

EHT

Beam limiter circuit

Fig. 2: Typical six -diode tripler - the additional diode (D1) at
the input clips the negative -going overswing that follows the
input pulse, improving the regulation and producing across
Cl a voltage of about 1kV for the c.r.t. first anode controls.
The voltage at the earthy end of the e.h.t. circuit can be used
to operate a beam limiter circuit.
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larger e.h.t. units better able to cope with the increased
current demand, and initially these units appeared to be
more reliable than their more flimsy cousins used in
monochrome sets. It's one thing to produce 25kV however,
another to be able to contain such a high voltage. The result
was that insulation breakdown became more common. This
in itself presented no problems once the family had been
calmed down and assured that it wasn't a common event. A
new unit could be speedily fitted with little or no
complication. Internal breakdown, whilst less spectacular,
can result in greater damage since the viewer doesn't have
the same incentive to switch the set off once the picture
goes. The heavy current that then flows can spell doom to

the line output transformer - or the e.h.t. transformer in the
case of chassis such as the Thorn 3000/3500 series.

Hot Trays
If you suspect a tripler, the obvious step to take is to

disconnect it. Whilst with some units the input lead plugs on
to the transformer, with others the connection is soldered.
Once a defective unit has been rendered harmless in this
way the transformer should come to life - provided it's in
working order, being driven and the supply is still intact (no
blown fuses). Quite often a faulty tripler will be warm, or
possibly hot, in one part if left in circuit for a short time.

All boards are epoxy glassfibre
and are supplied ready drilled and
roller -tinned.
Any correspondence concerning
this service must be addressed to
READERS' PCB SERVICES
LTD, and not to the Editorial
offices.

READERS PCB SERVICE
Issue Project Ref. no. Price
November 1976 Ultrasonic Remote Control D007/D008 £3.85 per set
March 1977 Teletext Decoder Power Supply D022 £3.75
May 1977 Teletext Decoder Input Logic D011 £12.50
June 1977 Wideband Signal Injector D031 f1.00
June 1977 Teletext Decoder Memory D012 £10.50
July/Aug 1977 Teletext Decoder Display 0013 £11.00
September 1977 Teletext Decoder Switch Board D021 £1.75
April/May 1978 CRT Rejuvenator D046 £3.00
October 1978 Colour Receiver PSU Board D052 £4.00
January 1979 Colour Receiver Signals Board D053 £10.75
February 1979 Commander -8 Remote Control System D054/5 £6.00 per set
March 1979 Colour Receiver Timebase Board D049 £17.13
July 1979 Colour Pattern Generator 0062 £14.50

0063 £9.15
September 1979 Teletext Decoder Options Board D064 £8.50
August 1979 Teletext Decoder New Mother Board 0065 £6.00
August 1979 Simple Sync Pulse Generator D067 £4.00

September 1979 New Teletext Signal Panel 11331 £8.00
October 1979 Teletext Keyboard D057 £3.50
October 1979 Teletext Interface Board 0058 £5.00
November 1979 Colour Receiver Remote Control 0066 £5.00
January 1980 Remote Control Preamplifier D061 £3.75
February 1980 Teletext/Remote Control Interface D070 £9.50
February 1980 LED Channel Display D071 £4.00
March 1980 Improved Sound Channel 0072 £3.25

May 1980 Monochrome Portable Signals Board 0074 £6.25

June 1980 Monochrome Portable Timebase Board D075 £7.75
July 1980 Monochrome Portable CRT Base Board D076 £1.00

Sept/Oct 1980 New CTV Signals Panel D077 £9.50
January 1981 Small -screen Monitor Board D078 £8.50
December 1980 Video Camera Pulse Generator Board D079 £4.50
December 1980 Video Camera Video/ Field Timebase Board D080 £5.50
January 1981 Video Camera Power Supply Board D082 £2.00
January 1981 Video Camera Line Timebase/H.T. Board D083 £4.00
Feb; March 1981 Video Mixer 0086 £4.50
May 1981 Switch -mode Power Supply D089 £6.75

June 1981 Simplified Signals Board D088 £10.00
August 1981 Timebase board D091 £9.00
August 1981 CRT base board D087 £2.00
September 1981 Remote Control Preamplifier D085 £1.00
September 1981 Remote Control Interface D090 £7.00
September 1981 Channel Display Module D095 £1.00
October 1981 Remote Control Transmitter D084 £4.00
October 1981 TV Pattern Generator D094 £6.50
December 1981 Clock -timer Display Board D092 £6.50
December 1981 Clock -timer Main Board D093 £10.00

Readers' PCB Services Ltd. (TV), Fleet House,
Whitwell, Worksop, Notts.
Please supply p.c.b.(s) as indicated below:
Issue Project

Welbeck St., -1

Ref. Price

Prices include VAT and post and packing. Remittance with order please.

NAME

ADDRESS

Post Code

L _J
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This is a sure indication that it is defective. This is not to
suggest that all faulty triplers run hot however. Some do,
some don't - it depends on the type of fault within the unit.
Suffice it to say that if a previously dead transformer comes
to life when the tripler is disconnected, i.e. a neon lights up
when held near the transformer when previously it didn't,
then there are grounds for suspecting that all is not well
within the tripler and a new one should be obtained and
fitted - having ensured that it is of the correct type.

Merely specifying say "a tripler for a GEC please" is a
sure prescription for a baffling hour or so until it's realised
that some models require a tripler with an extra connection
and this is the one needed. As well as the more common
"specials", it's a good idea to stock a few "universal"
triplers for use in various models - these generally come
with a sheet detailing the sets with which they can be used
plus fitting instructions for different chassis.

The EHT Connector
All triplers/e.h.t. units have the high -voltage lead and

tube anode cap permanently connected. No attempt should
be made to repair the lead as the insulation must be of a
high order. The only exception to this is when the e.h.t. cap
has deteriorated at the tube anode and a new one needs to
be fitted. If the original cap incorporates a series resistor,
the same value resistor must be fitted in the new cap if this
does not already incorporate one. Whilst it's permissible to
redress the lead at this end, no large amount should be

taken off as the length of the lead often determines the line
output stage tuning and is fairly critical - especially in the
case of screened leads.

Damaged Transformers

A faulty tripler can damage the transformer that drives it,
and this is more likely in some sets than others. The
overwinding on the transformer in the Rank T20 chassis for
example seems to be rather fragile. If it fails, either a new
transformer is required or a new overwinding can be fitted if
one is prepared to go to the trouble of replacing it. Another
transformer that's particularly susceptible to suffering at the
hands of a nasty tripler is that used in the ITT CVC20-
CVC30 series chassis. Even if the tripler doesn't appear to
be at fault, there's a school of thought that the transformer
should never be replaced in these chassis without a new
tripler also being fitted.

This last comment doesn't apply in the case of the Philips
G8 chassis, in which the transformer regularly fails with no
help from the tripler at all - though there's always the
possibility that the tripler could be defective. We've already
mentioned the Thorn 3000/3500 series chassis, where the
e.h.t. transformer (the one with the nipple on it) often fails as
a result of a faulty tripler. If the tripler has been condemned
as faulty and after disconnection the voltage across the
1.50 wirewound resistor R907 on the beam limiter panel is
still excessive, i.e. well over 1.3V, the transformer is the
major suspect.

VCR Clinic Reports from Steve Beeching, T.Eng. (C.E.I.)
and Mike Sarre

IF anyone had come up to me and said that the cause of a
VCR failing to operate when under the control of the timer
was an oily drive belt my reaction would have been one of
deep suspicion. As per usual however I do get 'em! The
story goes something like this.

In comes a fellow dealer with a Toshiba V8600 VCR. It
works on all functions except when left to do a timed
recording. More often than not, at the point when it's
supposed to start the timed recording it goes clunk a couple
of times and stops.

To start with some time was spent, naturally enough, on
checking the "timer on" signals. Between "power on" and
"timer record start", there's a 700msec delay whilst the
tuning circuits are reset to channel one and then counted up
to whichever channel has been selected. Everything in this
area was fine, and gave no indication of intermittent failure
- not that circuits ever do.

The technique to adopt with intermittent problems is to
find a way of persuading the circuit or system to
misfunction at your command. In this case I found that if I
held the play button in and switched the machine from
standby to on, then releasing the play button, I could
persuade the machine to go clunk and stop: the point here is
that in the timer mode the start signal is present when power
on comes on, but the system was not latching to
record/play during this period for some strange reason.

Further investigation brought us to the tape slack sensor.
In the manual play or record mode the sensor stayed put
since the tape tension was maintained. In the timer start
mode or with me messing it about however the tape went
slack for a brief moment - enough to allow the slack sensor

to operate and shut the machine down. To prove this, the
tape slack sensor was shifted to a position where it couldn't
interfere. This confirmed the diagnosis, but of course
nothing is simple and the tape shouldn't go slack at the
point of timer start. Remember however that power had
only just been applied: the take up spool was not quick
enough to take up the slack, due as I said to oil on the drive
belt. S.B.

PQS Fault

Here's another V8600 saga (let's face it, this is not
Toshiba's month). The problem was that the machine
intermittently failed to stop during rewind when PQS
(picture quick search) was being used, though it worked
perfectly every time in fast forward.

Let's take a look at the operation of the circuit (see Fig.
1), which is simple enough. During normal operation a

Normal
control
signal
PQS
record
start
signal

Fig. 1: Toshiba's PQS programme detector circuit.
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signal with a 50:50 mark -space ratio is recorded on the
control track, i.e. a symmetrical squarewave. Whenever the
machine is first switched to record however the waveform's
duty cycle changes to 20:80. This change lasts for only ten
seconds, the control track signal then reverting to 50:50.
When PQS is used, on fast forward or rewind, a circuit
detects the change in the control track signal, i.e. the start of
each recording is detected. In fast forward or rewind,
capacitor C 1 charges to the positive rail voltage via R I.
Thus Q2 and Q3 are both cut off and the output is high.
With the normal 50:50 control track signal input Cl retains
its charge, but when the signal changes to 20:80 Q1 turns
on long enough for C 1 to discharge sufficiently for the
voltage at the base of Q2 to fall below the voltage at its
emitter (set by R4/R5). Thus Q2 and Q3 turn on and the
output goes low. With the exception of the capacitor, this
circuit is all contained within an i.c.

As the machine belonged to one of our customers, Andy
was despatched with a test tape that contained a lot of
record starts. His report was the first of many steps that led
to a rather complicated revelation which cost me money to
sort out for Toshiba: when our tape was used instead of the
customer's, the recorder would not stop during PQS in
either direction! The machine was brought into the
workshop therefore.

A whole afternoon was spent with two V8600s on the
bench - the customer's machine and the one on which we'd
made the test recording. To cut a long story shortish, we
eventually discovered that the PQS record start signal on
our test tape was upside down when replayed on the
customer's machine, though it was normal when replayed on
the other machine. A test tape made with the customer's
machine produced normal results when that machine was
used in the fast forward mode, but in the rewind mode the
machine sometimes failed to stop. When this tape was used
in our test machine it wouldn't work at all. You can imagine
the despair that was building up ...

Anyway, I know you'll want to hear what the problem or
rather problems, were. First the customer's machine, which
didn't always stop in rewind. Well, tolerances played a
major part in this. Cl is 1µF, and the high tape speed meant
that the capacitor was not discharging sufficiently below the
voltage set by R4/R5. So I made a little modification,
changing Cl (it's actually C613) to 0.47µF. I imagine that
there could well be lots of "oh, so that's its".

Now to the test machine - why was the PQS waveform
upside down? Well, the connections to the control track
head were reversed. But wait - before you go rushing off to
change any over, the wires to the audio head seen from its
rear are white -red, reading from left to right: the leads to the
control track section of the head below should also read
white -red, but on our test machine they read red -white. If
you simply swap them over however you'll not get the same
tracking range when replaying prerecorded tapes as when
replaying the machine's own tapes - or the customer will
have difficulty playing prerecorded tapes. When the
machines were made you see, the reversal of the leads to the
control track head was compensated in aligning the head,
i.e. the tracking error due to the reversal of the leads was
compensated for by the adjustment of the head's position
during manufacture. Only the PQS operation is really
affected by this: I wonder how many machines have been
made in this way? S.B.

Sony C7

The fault we had with a Sony C7 VCR was no slow
motion. As with all repairs, I ran through the various
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Fig. 2: Divide -by -four monostable multivibrator circuit used
on the SJ-1 panel in the Sony C7.

functions first to see whether there were any other problems
- this can provide clues that speed up the repair. Whilst
doing this I noticed that in the still mode the noise bar
remained where it was instead of moving to the bottom of
the picture. All this led me to the SJ-1 (servo control during
variable playback mode) panel, where I checked first for the
presence of the PG pulse - it's used as a reference in the
pulsed motor drive system. The pulse was present at the
input, so I moved on to the following rather curious circuit
(see Fig. 2), a monostable multivibrator consisting of a
NAND gate and a pnp transistor (Q701) - it acts as a pulse
divider. The voltages around the i.c. and the transistor were
o.k., but the pulses weren't getting through at any setting of
the slow-motion control. After some head scratching I
noticed that the voltage at both sides of diode D702 was the
same at 11V: the diode was o.k., but C701 was short-
circuit. Replacing this restored normal operation. M.S.

Panasonic NV7000

An interesting - and rather lengthy - problem arose with
a Panasonic NV7000 VCR - one with the single systems
board (it took me quite a time to get the circuit, and in case
anyone else is having trouble it's in a supplementary manual
for the NV7000E/B/EO/EN, order number VRD8009-
432). The problem was that the machine would unthread
after anything from three to seven hours' use, and from then
on would not stay threaded up when either play or record
was selected. In the pause mode however the machine
would remain threaded up. I decided to concentrate on the
reel sensor circuit therefore, and after giving it the
hairdryer/freezer treatment I came to the conclusion that
the reel sensor Hall i.c. was faulty. On looking at the device
I found that it was type DN838, whereas the manual
specified type DN835. A DN835 was tried but didn't work,
so further contact was made with Panasonic. After three
months and a lot of phone calls - including some from
Panasonic to me - they agreed that there was such a
device as the DN838 and finally supplied one. Fitting it
cured the fault. M.S.

Ferguson 3V22

We've had a batch of Ferguson 3V22 machines recently
with an unthreading problem. With the first one the
mechanism jammed with the tape fully threaded: a push on
the threading wheel cured this, and after a lot of testing the
machine was sent out. Then another machine with the same
problem came in. After more thorough testing I found that
the machine jammed because of the considerable force
required to overcome the cam on the timing gear. I then
checked the size of the drive belt, and found that it was
slightly larger than those we had in stock. Cleaning the
pulleys and flywheel cured the trouble, and since then six
more 3V22s have come along with the same problem. M.S.
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Life with a Thorn 2000

WAY back in 1975 a pal of mine bought four ex -rental
colour TV sets fitted with the Thorn 2000 chassis and
carried them off to the far north - Caithness to be precise.
His idea was good and engagingly simple: retain the best
and sell the rest. He did the former and I acquired one of the
latter. Unfortunately on the journey north the sawtooth
waveforms of the highway combined with his lively manner
of driving (one speed: top) led to each set being maladjusted
to a certain extent. He attempted to overcome this small
problem by perming one from four on each of the seven
panels plus the tuner: those of a mathematical turn of mind,
particularly aficionados of the football pools, will appreciate
that there are 48 possible combinations. When he'd done
his best (worst?), he had a reasonable picture and sound on
the chassis in the best -looking cabinet. He bought a service
manual and proceeded to tweak up his choice with the aid
of an AVO 8. The discarded panels were bunged into the
remaining cabinets to await future attention, which in the
usual way of things he never got around to. This is where I
came in.

Test Equipment
With the worthy intention of learning something about

colour television at first hand, I acquired the second best
looking cabinet and, in the absence of any better method,
selected the youngest (by serial number) of the remaining
panels. One problem that faced me was somewhat
inadequate test gear - an antique AVO Minor, an early type
of AVO oscillator and a Model 45B Taylor valve tester.
What good is a valve tester for this job do I hear you ask?
Well, I've used it quite successfully for a number of years
for testing capacitors - by shunting them across the cathode
and heater of a known good valve and reading the
insulation resistance direct from the meter in Megohms.
With the 50V potential, the readings obtained are quite
successful. To this lot I added a modern 20k12/V
Supertester so that my voltage readings would be
comparable to those quoted in the manual using an AVO 8
which, sadly, I couldn't afford. I also bought a Bi-Pre-Pak
crosshatch generator kit and built it up. I was then ready to
begin.

Initial Inspection
The first task was to inspect each panel and the tuner for

obvious faults. Believe it or not, I found 39 dry, broken or
bad connections on the various panels. Having dealt with
these I noticed that some of the knife edges in the system
switching had been eroded by use - mainly the supply
points.

Single -standard Conversion
I took out all three system switches therefore together

with their solenoids, also the a.g.c. microswitch on the
tuner, taking care to connect pins 12 and 13 of connector
EC9 on the i.f. panel. A TV engineer friend thought this a
brave undertaking. Perhaps he meant crazy. Bridging all the
625 system switch contacts was a laborious job, but one I
considered worth the effort - after all I'd converted what

Bob Walker

had been described in the servicing articles on the chassis in
the March -June 1973 issues of Television as "probably the
most complex domestic device ever sold" into a simpler,
more efficient single -standard set.

Having gone this far I decided to remove various surplus
405 -line components for use as spares. This led to an
unforeseen snag on the convergence panel - removal of R31
broke the printed circuit earth line and the outer casing tags
had to be linked to restore continuity. The items I removed
on this panel were the presets R16/19/29/31/32 plus
resistors R17/18/25/30. It's worth noting that the blue
parabola coils L3/5 are of the same type and
interchangeable, as are the dynamic blue lateral correction
coils L6/7. L5 and L7 were left in place therefore.

No attempt was made to convert the tuner to single-

standard operation for fear of upsetting its alignment,
though I'd successfully converted the dual -standard tuner
used in the Pye 368 monochrome chassis on a previous
occasion.

Degaussing was arranged to operate on the BBC -2
button only.

Convergence

Having completed the groundwork as it were I switched
on and selected BBC -2, which usually provides the best
picture in this area, then followed the setting -up and
convergence procedures set out in the manual. It was
obvious that several of the convergence potentiometers were
in poor condition, due to charring and distortion of the
insulating cases, and these were replaced. A really heavy-
duty wirewound control was used to replace the horizontal
R/G amplitude potentiometer R26 which had been very
badly affected. It was then possible to set up the
convergence satisfactorily, producing quite a good picture.

Faults Encountered

All that was some six years ago. Having removed many
possible and actual sources of trouble at the initial stages,
I've since been rewarded by long periods of reliable
operation. Perhaps because of this, some of the faults I've
subsequently encountered have been a bit obscure.

The first breakdown produced a sudden drop in vision
and sound levels, hinting at the collapse of the aerial system
since the gales in the Caithness region often, like the driving
of my aforementioned pal, approach 100 m.p.h. This
hypothesis didn't apply however since I was using an indoor
aerial. The trouble was traced to the common r.f. amplifier
transistor VT1 in the tuner - it's type BF180. For reasons
of urgency, I abandoned the principle of not interfering with
the tuner's innards, and having taken excessive pains to
ensure precise physical duplication of the transistor's
connections (using a pair of dividers and careful sketches) I
fitted a replacement that appeared to be physically identical.
To my great surprise, this gave better results than before.
Experience with the tuner unit has been otherwise
uneventful.

The next fault was intermittent. Both sides of the picture
would at odd intervals serrate inwards momentarily - to an
almost hour -glass shape. A timebase or sync fault? No, the
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trouble was on the power supply panel, where the 73V
bridge rectifier's reservoir capacitor C6 (2,00011F) had a
loose tag. While on the subject of the power supply panel,
difficulty in setting up the beam limiter was resolved by
replacing the control (R8) which had developed a faulty
track. The fusible resistors R16//17/18 incidentally are in
the system switch return circuits and can be removed.

I don't wish to tempt providence, but must report that the
regulator panel has given me no trouble - C4 (100µF) was
found to be a bit leaky and was replaced, that's all. The i.f.,
decoder, e.h.t. and line timebase panels have also been
relatively trouble free. On the line timebase board one of the
tags on C33 (800pF, across the lower line output transistor)
broke due to fatigue, and one of the connections to the line
oscillator coil L2/3 came adrift.

I've had one interesting and elusive fault: the symptom
was of fragmented blue streaks superimposed across an
otherwise acceptable picture. Clearly (even to me) this
called for close scrutiny of the video panel, particularly the
blue colour -difference channel. Following some
unsuccessful attempts to solve the problem by incisive
theorising, I had to fall back on my customary last resort -
checking individual components. As time wore on and
despair came nearer and nearer, I began exchanging
components one at a time between the red and blue
channels in the hope that the blue streaks would turn red.
After swapping over the transistors, diodes and larger
capacitors without effect, I suddenly realised that the only
capacitor left in the blue channel was the B -Y preamplifier
transistor's emitter capacitor C30 (750pF) - the transistor
is VT17. The problem was resolved when I popped in a new
750pF capacitor. It would have saved much time had I
realised that the slight blackening on the faulty capacitor
was due to its failure rather than heat from the transistor
itself. We live and don't learn. I was assuaged by the fact
that the cost of the replacement was only 0.5p!

The discovery of the faulty beam limiter preset control
mentioned earlier arose from a search for the cause of
inability to extinguish the three beams on set -white using the
three first anode potentiometers on the convergence panel.
The culprit turned out to be R34 (1.2M11), which is in series
with the red first anode control, on the earthy side. It had
gone high in value. While attending to this I noticed that one
of the end clips on R I on this panel had split. Although
there was no apparent effect at the time, the vertical shift
would have eventually been affected since the resistor is in
series with the field shift control.

Last but not least I should perhaps mention the occasion
when the set caught fire. Someone had used an ordinary nut
and bolt instead of plastic on the fixing bracket for the
transformer on the e.h.t. board. Sparking between the e.h.t.
plug PLG12 and the fixing bolt ignited the plastic part of the
bracket. It won't happen again!

Conclusion
This last mentioned incident shouldn't deter anyone from

acquiring one of these sets ex -rental and following my
example. The only regret I have is that I didn't acquire two
of them in order to have a standby set which could also be
used to localise faults more rapidly. My Thorn (or BRC as
they then called themselves) 2000 still has the original tube
which must be getting on for 15 years old yet still gives an
acceptable picture. This tends to support my engineer pal's
view that 90° tubes last a lot longer than wider angled types.
Who cares if they take up more space? I don't. Such is my
faith in the old set that I'm now contemplating the addition
of remote control - more about that another time.

 DOWN MEMORY LANE
Some of our contributors take a look at the
technology and problems of yesteryear. Chas Miller
goes back to the summer of '39, to see what the
engineers of the period had by way of test equip-
ment and the sorts of sets that would come their
way. Vivian Capel describes a somewhat later
chassis, the one used in the Cossor 930 series, and
Keith Cummins delves into that strange timebase
circuit, the Miller transitron.

VCR MATTERS
Harold Peters on basic VCR controls, the various
facilities offered by machines of different degrees
of sophistication - and the tape itself. More on VCR
Servicing, and contributions from Steve Beeching
and Derek Snelling to VCR Clinic.

 DX RECEIVER SYSTEM
Now that
nearing the end of their useful life, something new
is required. The problem is how to get bandwidth
switching using a modern, single -standard set.
Roger Bunney's solution is to use a switchable
narrow/wideband i.f. preamplifier unit followed by
up -conversion.

 SERVICING THE PYE 731
CHASSIS POWER SUPPLY

The thyristor power supply circuit used in the Pye
731 series chassis went through several versions.
John Law describes the various modifications and
the way to tackle the unit when faults arise.

PLUS ALL THE REGULAR FEATURES

ORDER YOUR COPY ON THE FORM BELOW:

TO
(Name of Newsagent)

Please reserve/deliver the February issue of
TELEVISION (80p), on sale January 20th,
and continue every month until further notice.
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ADDRESS
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Service
Bureau

Requests for advice in dealing with servicing problems must
be accompanied by a £1.00 postal order (made out to IPC
Magazines Ltd.), the query coupon from page 157 and a stamped
addressed envelope. We can deal with only one query at a time.
We regret that we cannot supply service sheets nor answer
queries over the telephone.

ITT CVC3O CHASSIS
The original fault was no sound or raster, the power supply
tripping. Removing the scan coil plug removed the
overload, and we found that the line output transistor, the
e.h.t. tripler and the line output transformer were all short-
circuit. These were replaced, restoring the picture and
sound, but after three-four minutes the output transformer
started to arc and the set tripped. This time the line output
transistor was all right but the tripler and transformer had
again failed. As a check a transformer only was fitted. This
restored the sound but arcing again started after a couple of
minutes.

Excessive voltages are being developed across the line
output transformer. Under normal circumstances this can
happen only if the h.t. voltage is excessive or the flyback
tuning is incorrect. R808 sets the h.t. voltage - check for
160V across C52. Then check the flyback tuning capacitor
C 1102 (0.0082µF) by substitution, using an ITT approved
type. Make sure that it's properly connected across the line
output transistor T1101.

RANK Z179 CHASSIS
Line tearing was the first thing we noticed, then the display
became a mass of sinusoidal waves - with some colour
present. The circuit breaker then operated. This was reset,
but the next time we tried the 5A mains fuse blew. The
mains rectifier thyristor was found to be short-circuit, but
on replacing this the same sequence of events occurred.
Disconnecting the tripler makes no difference.

It seems to us that the line frequency is so far out that the
line timebase is drawing excessive current. We suggest
therefore that you concentrate on the area of the TBA920
sync/line oscillator chip. Applying an externally derived
11 V supply across 4C16 will enable you to check the line
drive waveform appearing at pin 1 of the chip (4SIC 1). A
new chip could well cure the fault, and it would be
worthwhile checking the associated capacitors - 4C16
(220µF), 4C7 (4.7µF) and 4C2 (0.011.1F), also the 12V
zener diode 4D3.

RANK A823B CHASSIS
Every six -eight weeks the ETT6106 i.c. in the touch tuning
unit has to be replaced. The symptoms are the same each
time: the station goes off tune and no other channel can be
selected. Are there any precautions that should be taken?

As it's a MOS i.c., it should be kept in the conductive
foam or foil supplied right up to the moment it's used.
Before handling it, ensure that you and any instruments are

fully discharged. i.e. earth everything. In the set itself, check
that the c.r.t.'s Rimband is properly connected to its
isolating/discharge network 4C3/4R12, and that the
degaussing shield is connected via the c.r.t. base panel to
chassis - this is very important. Finally check that the h.t.
voltage at fuse 8F3 does not exceed 210V.

KUBA FLORENCE
The trouble with this set is pincushion distortion, mainly at
the top and bottom - the top is particularly bad. I've tried
adjusting the controls on the panel at the side of the line
output transformer, but can't get any improvement.

The fault is almost certainly caused by shorted turns in
one of the three transductors mounted in the centre of the
panel you mention. If the distortion is similar at the top and
bottom, the cause is the transductor on the left - the one
with the circular magnet. If the fault is mainly at the top, the
centre transductor is faulty. When the latter transductor has
to be replaced. the loop of resistance wire for thermal
compensation should be noted.

GEC 3133
The initial fault was no sound or raster. 8233 (331.2) in the
feed to the line driver stage was found to be burnt out, and
after replacing this sound and vision have been restored.
When the set is first switched on however all I get is a bright
line across the centre of the screen. Wavy lines appear after
about a minute, as though the line and field are unlocked,
and after another couple of minutes a locked picture
appears. This remains for the rest of the evening - the
sound is good from switch -on.

It seems that the SN76544N/07 sync. line and field
oscillator chip (IC251) is slow in getting going. On mains
operation. its start-up voltage comes via D403 from the
junction of C404/5 and R403/4. It would be as well to
check the two electrolytics C404 (680µF) and C405
(150i.LF). If all's well here, check the 12V zener diode D207
which regulates the supply to the chip, then suspect the chip
itself.

KORTING HYBRID COLOUR CHASSIS
There's a persistent hum bar accompanied by a wavy edged
raster. The line timebase valves have been changed and all
the electrolytics in the power supply have been replaced.
There don't appear to be any problems with dry -joints or
faulty earthing connections.

There could well be two faults. Hum on the line is usually
due to C417 (25µF) which decouples the h.t. supply to the
line oscillator stage being open -circuit - it's mounted on the
line timebase panel. A leaky AD142 24V regulator
transistor (T651) is often the cause of a hum bar, though
the associated 12V zener diode (D651) or the two other
transistors in the circuit (T653 and T652) can also be
responsible.

TYNE 5224
The initial fault was no results, though the tube's heaters
were alight. I found R310 open -circuit and replaced it with
a 10Q, IW resistor. This restored the sound and picture,
but there's sound -on -vision with the volume control turned
up fully and striations are present over about the first third
of the raster.

R310 should be la and rated at 7-10W - it's the surge
limiter in the feed from the mains isolating transformer to
the 1.t. bridge rectifier. Assuming that there are no tuner or
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alignment problems, the sound -on -vision effect could be due
to loss of capacitance in the 1.t. bridge rectifier's reservoir
capacitor C301 (2,2001.1F). The striations at the left-hand
side are probably due to failure of the line linearity coil's
damping resistor R401 (1.51a 5W) - it's strapped across
the coil (L401) on the convergence board.

DECCA GYPSY MS1210
Initially there was a half inch black border on the left-hand
side. Eventually the width decreased to about two inches
and R89 (ion) started to smoke. Whilst making some tests
the height was also lost, leaving a bright spot at the centre
of the screen.

At least you've got e.h.t.! R89 is the 120V supply
rectifier's surge limiting resistor, and the fact that it's
smoking suggests that the rectifier itself is leaky (D15
ITT2002) or that its reservoir or decoupling capacitor is
suffering from the same fault (C101 81.1.F and C42 0.1µF
respectively). Once this fault has been cleared check that
the scan yoke plug is properly connected and that the line
scan coupling capacitor C96 (2.2µF 250V polyester) is o.k.

THORN 3500 CHASSIS
The initial trouble with this set was low brightness. There
didn't seem to be anything seriously wrong, so we went
through the complete setting up procedure given in the
manual. As a result, the brightness was brought up to an
acceptable level, though the colours seem to be flaring or
streaking, especially reds and whites. Is it the tube?

Although the streaking is occurring in the RGB output
stages, it's usually caused by them having to drive hard
because the tube is low emission. Try the effect of
increasing the c.r.t.'s grid bias and advancing the first anode
presets while reducing the setting of the preset brightness
control. If this fails to improve matters, try reactivating the
tube.

KB VC51I2 CHASSIS
There's a pale but clear picture on this set, with good sound.
If the brightness control setting is increased, the picture size
increases.

First the pale picture. If the EF183 and EF184 i.f. valves
and the PCL84 video output valve are in good condition,
it's likely that R82 (4.7M1) between the slider of the
contrast control and the system switch has gone high in
value. The picture ballooning is probably due to the PL36
line output valve or the DY86/7 e.h.t. rectifier valve being
low emission - if necessary check R147 (2.50) in the e.h.t.
rectifier's heater circuit (it's in the valveholder).

THORN 1590 CHASSIS
There's no picture for the first one -ten minutes after
switching on, just a raster with flyback lines. The sound is
o.k., and a faint picture can just be seen in a dark room.
Switching on and off will often produce the picture, which
will continue for hours.

The symptoms suggest that the raster is being
synchronised during the fault, leaving little other than the
video output stage and its supply as the source of the
trouble. Check for some 95V across the HT4 supply
reservoir capacitor C111 when the fault is present. No
voltage or a low reading suggests that C111 and/or rectifier
diode W14 is faulty. Otherwise the video output transistor
VT9 is the main suspect, with the video driver transistor
VT6 a less likely possibility.

ITT CVC30 CHASSIS
There's a horizontal bar of non-linear field scan about half
an inch deep and one and a half inches from the top. It's
persistent but not always present, coming and going at
random. There is also vertical non -linearity: to the left of
the screen the scan speeds and then slows whilst to the right
it slows then speeds.

We've known this sort of field scan instability to be due
to D10 in the field output stage being defective or to the
0.0047µF h.f. stability capacitor across the collector -base
junction of the lower field output transistor going open -
circuit. If necessary, check the current sensing feedback
resistor R39 (1.50), the field scan coupling capacitor C22
(2,200µF), and the field timebase module. The line non -
linearity could be due to a defective scan -correction
capacitor - check C68 (0.91µF).

DECCA SERIES 10 CHASSIS
A good -quality rebuilt tube was fitted to this set, and after
obtaining good purity I attempted to set up the grey scale.
This was impossible, due to green colouration on the right
of the raster and blue colouration on the left. The
convergence is very good, and all the drive and first anode
voltages etc. are correct.

We suggest you replace the three first anode decoupling
capacitors/spark gaps (C273/4/5) on the c.r.t. base. If the
fault persists, check the RGB clamp diodes D205/D210/
D217 on the decoder panel.

RANK T20 CHASSIS
After two -three hours the screen will suddenly become
brilliant white, with no picture information. The condition
usually lasts for a few seconds only, after which the picture
returns to normal.

It seems that the three c.r.t. cathode voltages are
collapsing when the fault occurs. Check the 200V line at
3C52 and the 12V line at 3Z6/1 during the fault. If these
voltages remain constant, the TC A 8 0 0
demodulator/matrixing chip may be at fault or the c.r.t.
could have an intermittent interelectrode leak.

ELIZABETHAN MODEL T12
The efficiency diode (D404) in this set failed. It's marked
25N/FG2, but I'm having difficulty obtaining a
replacement. Any suggestions for alternatives? The line
output transistor also seems to be unusual - type 2SC508.

The efficiency diode used in these sets does tend to go
open -circuit. We've found that the types of diode used for
EW raster correction in colour sets make suitable
replacements, e.g. types MR854 or BYX71-350. Our book
lists the BD193, BDX22, BUY63, 2N4240 and 2N6233 as
equivalents to the 2SC508.
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ITT CVC911 CHASSIS

The problem is with the remote control action - the
channels can be changed and the set switched off, but the
sound mute command has no effect. The RG1 transmitter
unit has been tested and found to be o.k., so the trouble
would appear to be in the remote control receiver unit.

When the mute button is pressed, transistor T1704 in the
CMC20 receiver assembly should switch on, i.e. its
collector voltage should drop. If this occurs, i.c.s IC1701,
IC1702 and transistor T1705 are suspect. If T1704 remains
off however, check the capacitors in the tuned mute -

detector circuit - C1707 (0.01µF) which tunes the coil, and

229 Each month we provide an interesting case of
television servicing to exercise your ingenuity.
These are not trick questions but are based on
actual practical faults.

As the use of VCRs becomes more widespread we are
finding ourselves increasingly encountering problems of
non -compatibility between various VCRs and various TV
sets. If the VCR works o.k. with another TV set and the TV
receiver gives perfectly good off -air pictures, you try to get
the Technical Advice department of either manufacturer
interested! A typical situation arose recently when we
delivered a new JVC VCR to a school for use with a 20in.
Philips colour set - one fitted with a late version of the G8
chassis.

The problem arose when the VCR was hooked up to the
TV set. When a newly recorded section of programme was

played back, the picture was found to be marred by vague
horizontal floating bars. The effect was similar to that
produced by co -channel interference, but the bars were
horizontal and random, tending to flutter up and down the
screen. Although the bars were neither sharply defined nor
stationary, we estimated that each was about 1-1.5cm
across. The effect showed up best on monochrome and on
dark scenes. Reception conditions were not good at the
location, but there had been no signs of interference on the
screen of the TV set whilst the recording was being made.
The VHS demonstration tape was next tried, as it's known
to be a good recording, but the fluttery bars were still
present - though not so noticeable.

A loan set was installed and the whole outfit was brought
back to the workshop. It turned out to be one of those cases
where every sensible, logical avenue of investigation got us
nowhere, ending up in further general puzzlement. The JVC
VCR worked well with a Decca and a Thorn TV set - the

the coupling capacitor C1708 (0.001µF). Then tune the coil
(L1701).

PYE 368 CHASSIS
There's excessive width due to the VDR in the width/e.h.t.
stabilising circuit being open -circuit. Unfortunately the type
number is not shown on my service sheet.

The VDR is a Mullard type E298ED/A265. There
shouldn't be much difficulty in obtaining one of these, but if
you want you could try using an ordinary 2201(11 resistor.
The set would work with this but the size of the picture
would vary a little as the evening wore on.

bars were barely noticeable on these sets, though they were
still there. A Bang and Olufsen set gave perfect results.
Other VHS machines were tried with the Philips TV set:
some gave similar results, others were not quite so bad.
None we tried gave interference free playback on the Philips
TV set. Was the VCR responsible for the trouble, or was it
the TV set?

Abortive substitutions of the VCR's modulator and
booster modules and the u.hf. tuner in the TV set wasted
much time and produced no improvement at all. It's at times
like this that we envy the postman his simple, carefree life-
breezing in with out -of -stock notifications and parcels full of
the wrong spares, then gliding off through the villages and
sunshine in his little red van . . .

We decided to ignore the VCR and concentrate on the
TV set, which was fitted with the BA00 combined
illchroma panel. To spare you some of the agony we
suffered, we can reveal that the source of the trouble lay
here. To cure it, a modification rather than a repair was
called for. Can you guess what was happening? See next
month for an explanation, the cure and another item in the
series.

ANSWER TO TEST CASE 228
- page 100 last month -

We left our engineer last month in the smoky living room
above Crowfield Post Office, with a Grundig Model
1632GB whose Telepilot remote control system was
apparently suffering from loss of gain. The individual
concerned is still kicking himself for failing to realise what
all you readers must have twigged a month ago! Brought up
on ultrasonic remote control systems, our man either didn't
realise that the Telepilot 120 is an infra -red system or failed
to appreciate the significance of this.

The trouble was caused by the same affliction that had
been responsible for the dim picture and the e.h.t. fizz. A
layer of tarry gunge covered the light filters on the remote
control transmitter and receiver. These dark filters are fitted
over the transmitting l.e.d.s and the receiving photodiode to
filter out extraneous light: when they were cleaned and
degreased, the remote control system was super -sensitive
again. What state must that man's lungs be in - and what
state would his pocket be in if we'd charged him a realistic
sum for all the trouble we'd gone to?
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Fresh stocks

of Tifi arriving
-ANDSCREENSIZES

Contact
Graham Ayres
LONDON
Cedar House,
Nobel Road,
Eley Estate,
Edmonton,
London N18
Tel (01) 807 4090

RITEL
Contact
John Palmer
SOUTHERN
Watling Street.
Hocklifte.
North Dunstable
(On A5).
Leighton Buzzard
Tel (0525) 210768

Contact:
Geoff Bi!lett
WEST
Unit 4a. Bulwark
Industrial Estate.
Chepstow,
Nr. Bristol
Tel: Chepstow
(02912) 6652

PLEASE NOTE
THE OPENING OF OUR NEW DEPOT
AT WARRINGTON 2 MINUTES FROM

JUNCTION 11 ON THE M62 -
OPPOSITE BRITISH EMPIRE STORES -

GREAT OPENING OFFERS

Contact
Sam Wilson
NORTHERN
Thombury
Roundabout.
Leeds Road.
Bradford 3
Tel: (0274) 665670

Contact:
Vera Wray
NORTHERN
Ebenezer
Chapel.
Fountain Street.
Morley
Tel: (0532) 532022

Contact:
Fraser Hunter
SCOTLAND
Peacock Cross
Industrial Estate.
Bumbank Road.
Hamilton
Tel: (06981 282141

Contact:
Des Walsh
WARRINGTON
21 Ravenhurst Court.
Risley Road.
Birchwood.
Warrington
Tel (09251817575

Contact:
Dave Harper
MIDLAND

, 48'52 Pershore Street.
Birmingham 5
Tel: (021) 622 1023

TV LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
FAST RETURN OF POST SERVICE

RANK BUSH MURPHY
2146 A640 A774 A816 A792 A793
A823 A823b A823av colour

INOESIT 20EGB 24EGB mono

KB -ITT VC200 VC205 VC207

CVC5 CVC7 CVC8 CVC9 colour

CVC20 CVC30 CVC32 series colourDECCA 1700 2001 2020 2401
MS2000 MS2400 2404 2420 2424 mono
CS1730 1733 '30' series BRADFORD colour
CS1830 1835 80 100 series colour

PHILIPS
170 series dual std mono
210 300 series mono

COLOUR

08 series
G9 series

FERGUSON HMV MARCONIA
ULTRA THORN
1590 1591 1592 1593 mono
1600 1615 series mono

PYE

169 173 569 573 769 series
RV293B 368 series

G.E.C.

2000 to 2064 dual std mono
2047 to 2105 3112 to 3135
DUAL STD hybrid colour

SINGLE STD hybrid colour

WALTHAM 125

WI N DI NGS
RANK BUSH MURPHY
Colour hybrid quadrupler type

T20a T22 Z719 Z722 Pry & Sec f6.00
Z718 series primary £6.00
2718 series EHT overwind £7.00

ULTRA THORN
1690 1691 EHT overwind £7.00

PHILIPS
G6 EHT (exchange basis only) £7.00
G6 primary £5.00

PYE

691 to 697 EHT overwind £3.00
691 to 697 primary* f4.00

PRICES INCLUDE
P. & P. & 1 5% VAT
COLOUR LOPTS
£10.50 RETAIL
£9.00 TRADE
MONO LOPTS
£9.50 RETAIL
£8.00 TRADE

All lopts and windings are new and

Open Mon. -Fri. 9 to 5.30 pm
Allow up to 7 days for delivery,

PAPWORTH
TRANSFORMERS
80 Merton High Street
London SW19 1 BE

guaranteed for 6 months.

Rewind Service Available

Barcla and
Accessy welcardcome-

vis,,

01-540 3955

ARE YOU
USING YOUR SPARE TIME PROFITABLY?
If not, you're losing money. Money that you could be making by selling used
colour televisions from home in the evenings. In fact, provided you start
correctly and know exactly how to operate, you can easily earn a substantial
CASH INCOME with a starting capital of less than £20. Our new unique
publication "How to Deal Successfully in Used Colour Televisions" enables
you to follow in the footsteps of many experts who have a great deal of combined
experience in this lucrative home business, and who have 'pooled' their
knowledge to help you. After all, to follow the advice of someone who has
travelled the ground before you, is to be given the best possible start. And the
hundreds of valuable trade secrets, hints, tips and suggestions in the guide show
exactly how anyone of average intelligence can succeed immediately.

Every aspect, from securing the first television right through to rapid expansion of
sales, is covered with the detailed knowledge of experts to ensure certain
success. Indexed information on almost all makes of television is presented in
clear tabular form, describing performance, reliability, price and service. In

particular, the tips on expanding the business are very practical, and are almost
automatic when put into practice. Pages of unique advice on advertising ensure
that maximum sales are secured, and sources of supply are described in detail - for
both televisions and new'used spares. Monochrome sets are also covered, as are
"invisible" cabinet repairs. Plus FREE on -going advice and FREE regular up-
dating service.

You can start tomorrow - but you'll need our guide. The latest big illustrated
edition is out now, and costs just £4.95 - a small price to pay for financial
independence!

ORDER TODAY FROM:
GLOBUS INDUSTRIES LTD., UNIT 18, PARLEY ABBEY MILLS, DERBY.

To: Globus Industries Ltd., Unit 18, Darlay Abbey Mills, Derby.
Please send by return post "How to Deal Successfully in Used Colour Televisions".
I enclose cheoue/p.o. for £4.95.

NAM E
ADDRESS
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THE

COLOUR PORTABLE

RECEIVER PROJECT
We will be offering all the components as
specified by the magazine for this latest
project.

All items down to the last nut and bolt are
available separately or in kit form, with the
exception of the p.c.b.

C.R.T. BASE BOARD
Full Pack ref. no. 48811 £3.95

TIMEBASE BOARD
Resistor pack ref. no. 37811 £3.85
Capacitor pack ref. no. 37812 £8.00
Semiconductor pack ref. no. 37813 £12.50
Miscellaneous pack ref. no. 37814 £27.50

All four of the above packs purchased

together ref. no. 37815 £44.00.

For individual component price list of above,
send s.a.e., quoting ref. no. 37815L.

SWITCH -MODE
POWER SUPPLY

Full pack ref. no. 15815 £28.75

For individual component price list of above,
send s.a.e., quoting ref. no. 15815L.

REMOTE CONTROL
INTERFACE AND C.D.M.

Full kits available shortly.

TV PATTERN
GENERATOR

Full pack ref. no. 1081 TVP £36.50
For individual component pack please send
S.A.E. quoting reference 1081 TVP.

All kit prices are inclusive of VAT, p.&p., for
UK orders.

Allow up to 28 days for delivery.

PLC electronics
TRIANGLE BUILDINGS, 234R GREEN LANES,

PALMERS GREEN, LONDON, N13 5UD
TEL. 01-882 3531

, 13 WORCESTER ST.,
= WOLVERHAMPTON,

Ter2(0902) 773122
Telex: 336810

prxa / ...,_.,a
- Telepart

--1, Pattern Generator
is _  Exceptionally light and durable

\ I --  Pocket size for outside service
il-  PP3 battery power source

 Five different test patterns for colour
and mono TV  Cross hatch grid  Dot matrix

 White raster
 Horizontals  Verticles

A lightweight, extremely portable and versatile pattern generator for
black/white and colour T.V. alignment and service at the customers home. At
the turn of a switch, the generator can provide five essential test patterns for
correct installation, fast checks and repairs. Pattern stability is first class and
compares favourably with other more costly bulky generators only suitable for
bench work. The generator is pocket size measuring. 10 x7.5 x4 cm and

weighs only 190 grams.

PRICE £14.95 (Subject to V.A.T.)
POST & PACKING f1.04

Telepart
Colour Bar Generator

 Exceptionally light & durable
 Compact 1.3x 17.5x5.5 cms

* Battery powered for mobility  Cross hatch
grid

 White raster
 Grey scale  Colour bars

 Sound

A Versatile Generator for Servicing or aligning mono or colour TV receivers.
Lightweight and very compact for outside service. Features sound facility

often not found on more costly generators.

PRICE £49.95 (Subject to V.A.T.)
POST & PACKING £1.04

Power Supply
A Power Supply can be supplied for the Telepart COLOUR BAR GENERATOR.
This compact unit mounts by 2 screws into the Battery compartment and

converts the unit to a bench instrument.

PRICE £5.50 (Subject to V.A.T.)
Allow up to 28 days for delivery.

THE NO. 1 SOURCE
IN THE SOUTH

Colour
Mono

From £15
From £2

BULK DISCOUNTS, DELIVERY ARRANGED.

1000's OF SETS TO CHOOSE FROM

TELETRADERS
ST. LEONARDS WAREHOUSE

ST. LEONARDS ROAD, NEWTON ABBOT, DEVON
Telephone: (0626) 601 54

APOLLO
HIGH TEMPERATURE PUMPED COLOUR TUBES
Fast Mail Order service to any part G.B. Delivery 2-3 days.
Just phone for a quotation. Delivery Manchester area free same
day. Two year guarantee. Fitting while you wait or in your home
£20 extra. Also PIL types & Toshiba.

18" A47 - 342 x 343 x £37.00
19" A49 - 120x/192 x £37.00
20" A51 -220x/110 x £38.00
22" A56 - 120x/123 x/140 x £38.00
25" A63 - 120r £39.00
26" A66 - 120 A67 - 120x/140 /150 £39.00
G8 transistorised colour TVs Ready Serviced and Polished
for resale £89 inc. delivery.
Philips 1500/01 Video Long Play Kits £99.

061 799 0854 24 hour answering service.
43 Clarke Cres, Little Hulton,
Nr. Manchester M28 6XM.
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WMTV LTD. -THE TV PROFESSIONALS
With Discount TV's
* Britains most reliable source of

Quality T.V.'s.
* Hundreds of working polished T.V.'s.
* Full customer testing facilities.
* Thousands of untested S/S Colour T.V.'s

from £10.
* Quantity deliveries arranged anywhere

in Britain or the World.

MAIL ORDER TV's - Fully Tested
* BRC 22"/26" E70
* BRC 8000 17" £65
* BUSH 184 22" £40
* BUSH A823 22"/26" £60

Above MAIL ORDER prices include V.A.T.
but please add £12 p & p/T.V.Set.

c New T.V.Stands.
* Fully adjustable.
* £6.25 plus £1.75 p & p.
* Quantity discounts.
* Price inc. V.A.T.
Allow 14 days for delivery.

WMTV LTD.92 HIGH STREET,

With Express Spares Service
* Ex -equipment Panels

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
Con Power Line Decoder Video IF Frame Tripler LOPTX

RBM 823 7.00 6.00 14.00 14.00 - 6.00 900 3.00 3.00
BRC 3000 6.00 '4.00 1400 6.00 6.00 6.00 600 4.00 6.00
BRC 3500 9.00 14.00 1400 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 4.00 600
GEC 2100 6.00 8.00 6.00 6.00 10.00 5.00 5.00
PYE 205 6.00 1200 8.00 7.00 6.00 5.00 5.00 3.00

Postage & packing £1.25 Panels 50p Triplers
State one or two chip decoder

Ex -Equipment
Valves

Untested

ECC82
PCF80
PCF802
PCL82
PCL84
PCL85)805
PCL86
PFL200
PL36
PL504
PL508
PL509
PL519
PL802
PY500
PY800!81
PY801/88
30FL1r2

10
10

9
10
10

9
10
10
10
10
18
30
40

20
10
10
20

p & p paid but minimum
order of 0.00 please.

* Deduct 10% discount on
orders over £20.00.

KINGS HEATH,

26"

Ex -Equipment
Colour Tubes

All fully tested

17" lA44-271X1

18" (A47 -342X)

18" (A47 -343X)

19" (A49 -191X1

20" lA51-120X)

22" lA56-120X1

25" lA63-200X1

£18.00

£18.00

£18.00

£18.00

£25.00

£17.00

£10.00

£20.00

£17.00

Please add E5.00 p & p
Per C.R.T.

26" (A67 -120X)

BIRMINGHAM B14 7JZ

Equipment
Spares

*Always available

* Colour and Mono Scan
Coils £1.50 - E1.00 p
& p.

* Tuners for all makes of
Colour and Mono £4.00
- £1.00 p & p.

* Mono Tubes fully tested.
Callers only £3.00.

* Reconditioned 50p
meters £92.00/Box of
10 incl. p & p.

* PLESSEY SL918 colour
ICs with  circuit for
substitution of SI.917
£2.00 - 25p p & p.

TEL: 021-444 6464/2575

LOOK,
OPPORTUNITIES

ALL

OVER

OPPORTUNITIES
9A,

9.30-6.00

TRADE
SETS

Murphy,

Square

COMPLETE
SIX

ALWAYS
Pye

Ferguson

£35.00
Screen,

£5.00
Sets

All

Chapel
LUTON

p.m. Weekdays,

GUARANTEED

HUNDRED

20T,

Bush,
All

ALL
for

£2.00
include

Street,

a

SALES

IN STOCK
Philips

3-3k5
Decca,

from

£50.00
Mono's

MODELS
spares

VAT

Luton,
38716
10.30-1.00

Phone:
BEDS.

from

G8;

GEC

SETS

from

Beds.

p.m.

LUTON
38716

Sundays.

CARTERHILL

"the best

Regunned

in
LTD

rebuilt
tubes"

Colour

cathode

Tubes

ray

Up to 20" £32.00 + VAT
22" £34.00 + VAT
26" £36.00 -4- VAT

Brand New Mono
20" £11.75 -VAT
24" £13.75 -VAT

Quantity discount, delivery if required,
callers welcome. NOT MAIL ORDER.

UNIT 11, ALSTON WORKS
ALSTON ROAD,
BARNET, HERTS
TEL: 01-441 1667

)A66 -120X1
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COLOUR BAR GENERATOR
UHF AERIAL INPUT PATTERN

GENERATOR

* GREY SCALE

* WHITE

* HORIZONTALS

VERTICALS *

DOT MATRIX *

CROSS HATCH *

* ADD ON PAL COLOUR BARS *

Send SAE for full specifications.
Batteries not included.

PG6RF Kit £28.75 Built £37.95 ACCESS
C6 Kit £20.75 Built £29.90 ORDERS
CPG6RF Kit £48.30 Built £72.45 ACCEPTED

Price includes P&P and 15% VAT.
VHF versions available.

Full 12 month guarantee on built units.
Allow up to 28 days for delivery.

MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM

TECHNALOGICS LTD. (Dept TV),
394 SCOTLAND ROAD,

TAYLOR STREET INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
LIVERPOOL, 5.
051 207 3799

MAIL ORDER
ADVERTISING

British Code of Advertising Practice
Advertisements in this publication are required to conform to
the British Code of Advertising Practice. In respect of mail
order advertisements where money is paid in advance, the
code requires advertisers to fulfill orders within 28 days,
unless a longer delivery period is stated. Where goods are
returned undamaged within seven days, the purchaser's
money must be refunded. Please retain proof of
postage/despatch, as this may be needed.

Mail Order Protection Scheme
If you order goods from Mail Order advertisements in this
magazine and pay by post in advance of delivery, Television
will consider you for compensation if the Advertiser should
become insolvent or bankrupt, provided:
(1) You have not received the goods or had your money

returned; and
(2) You write to the Publisher of Television summarising the

situation not earlier than 28 days from the day you sent
your order and not later than two months from that day.

Please do not wait until the last moment to inform us.
When you write, we will tell you how to make your claim and
what evidence of payment is required.

We guarantee to meet claims from readers made in
accordance with the above procedure as soon as possible
after the Advertiser has been declared bankrupt or insolvent.

This guarantee covers only advance payment sent in direct
response to an advertisement in this magazine not, for
example, payment made in response to catalogues etc.,
received as a result of answering such advertisements.
Classified advertisements are excluded."

REBUILT SONY TRINITRON TUBES

Two year GUARANTEE with a four year option
Implosion Protection Replaced.

Portable
18-22"

SONY MATSUSHITA

£46 - VAT
£57 - VAT

From £49 - VAT
MOST TYPES
AVAILABLE

Please add £4.50 per tube to cover cost of pick-up
and delivery.

For further details contact.

TRICOL
CUPAR TRADING ESTATE,

CUPAR, FIFE KY15 4SX.
TEL CUPAR (0334) 55348

N.B.-Ensure correct packaging especially around the
faceplate, no scan coils etc. accepted.

Allow 21 days for delivery.

REBUILT MATSUSHITA TUBES

HIGH GAIN
AERIAL

BOOSTERS
B45 H/G UHF Television -
Tunable over the complete UHF
band. Gain above 20dB, noise
2.8dBs.
B14 - Band 3 VHF Television -
Tunable over the complete Band
3 (Channels (El 5 to 131. Also
covers Aircraft & 2 meter
Amateur Bands. Gain above
28dBs. Noise 2.8dB.
PRICE each £8.70.

AERIAL AMPLIFIERS
Aerial amplifiers can produce
remarkable improvement on the
picture and sound in fringe or dif-
ficult areas.
1345 - For Mono or Colour this is
tunable over complete UHF
television band.
B11 - For stereo or standard
VHF/FM radio.
B12 - for VHF television band 1 & 3.
All amplifiers are complete and ready
to use Battery type PP3 or 8V to 18V
DC next to the set type fitting.
PRICES £6.70 each.

Signal Injectors with (pre-set) variable AF, which emits RF harmonics
into the UHF band. Protected up to 300 volts DC. Complete with leads
£5.70 each. Goods despatched on receipt of order.

All Prices Include VAT at 15%. P & P per Order 30p. SA.E. for Leaflets. Access Cards.

ELECTRONIC MAILORDER LTD,
62 Bridge St, Ramsbottom, via Bury, Lancs. BLO 9AGW.

Tel Rams (070 682) 3036.

REBUILT CATHODE RAY TUBES

C.R.T. SERVICES LTD.
274 Chepstow Road, Newport, Gwent.

Tel. Newport (0633) 272005.

Also available from the following stockists:

L. R. Jones,
Manorbier,
Nr. Tenby.

Tel. 083-482 630

G.R.T.
Talwrn-y-Bont,

Pontrhydfendigaid,
Nr. Aberystwyth.
Tel. 09745 629.
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SENDZ COMPONENTS
D. Whitworth,

63 Bishopsteignton, Shoeburyness,
Essex SS3 8AF.

Telephone: 0702 32992
NEW PHILIPS Infra -red
Transmitter. 9 c.h. & Vol &
brightness change £7.00

G11 Power Supplies £12

40K Transductor 50p

THORN Front Panels. 6 slider
pots & knobs & touch button.
Ultrasonic transductor & I.C.
& Components & Mains Switch

£3.75

TIC 126 12A 800V
BPW47
BD437

30p
15p
25p

PHILIPS NE511N £1.20

ZTX 109K 3p
BC207 3p
BC208 3p
BC 147 4p
BC148 4p
BC338 4p

BC548 4p
TIP29 10p
SN76550/3R

10p
BFT34 10p
IR106A 20p

LD57 CA Infrared L.E.D. 15p

SAA5010 £2

BD226 20p

BUX84 50p
DECCA 80-100 Thyristors

35p LM337M 30p

TBA540 40p
TBA540Q 40p
SN76660 30p
SN76707 50p
TCA2540 40p
RCA CA270 40p

PYE Line O.P. Trans Mono
£3.00

BY229/400 30p

Co. Ax. Plugs 9p

DECCA Chroma Panel 80-100
£10 NEW

BYX72/300 20p

20 I.C. Socket £1DECCA I.F. 80-100 £3.50

RANK TOSHIBA
Tube Base 25p LP 1162

0/P STAGE
£1.50

Y933

IN914

BA248

Sp

5p

5p

BRIDGE REC
Wire leads K131304

15p

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP LTD
BRAND NEW TUBES AT CUT PRICES

A28 -14W £21.95
A31-19W/20W 19.95
A31-120W/300W 17.95
A31-410W/510W 17.95
A34-100W/510W 18.50
A38-160W/170W 17.50
A44-120W/R 27.00
A50-120W/R 17.95
A59-23W/R 21.50
A61-120W/R 19.95
A51-500X/510X 64.50

Some Rebuilt Japanese
& European Types

Available from
£14.00 - VAT £2.10

9AGP4 £21.82
190AB4/C4 23.00
230ADB4 28.50
230DB4/CT468 31.00
CT507 equiv 21.95
CT5 12 27.50
310DGB4/DMB4 23.00
310EUB4 19.95
310EYB4 18.75
310FXB4 17.50
31OGNB4A 31.00
310HCB4 31.00
340AB4 22.50
340AYB4 30.00
340RB4/CB4 26.00
340AHB4 26.00
RIGONDA 6" 14.00

COLOUR TUBES
(NEW & MULLARD/THORN COLOREX)*

12VARP22 £62.50 A56 -120X £54.00
330AB22 73.50 A56-500X/510X 63.00
A44 -271X 60.00 A63 -120X 69.50
A47 -342X 63.00 A66 -120X 65.00
A47 -343X 63.00 A66-140X/410X 70.50
A49 -191X 53.00 A66-500X/510X 65.03
A51 -161X 67.00 A67 -120X 65.00
A51 -220X 55.00 A67-140X/200X 69.50

A67 -150X 75.00
*Old Bulb Required for Colourex*

ADD 15% VAT TO ALL THE ABOVE PRICES.
Allow 14 days for delivery.

ALL TUBES TESTED BEFORE SALE & FULLY GUARANTEED
52 BATTERSEA BRIDGE RD., LONDON, SW11.

Tel. 228 6859/223 5088 CARRIAGE: Mono £3, Colour £10

EMO - EUROSONIC - GRUNDIG - TELETON + ALL BRITISH MAKES
ETC., ETC.  ALL SPARES READILY AVAILABLE 

IMMEDIATE CREDIT AVAILABLE -TRADE ONLY
Almost any TV Component supplied by return "off the shelf" e.g. LOPTX -

EHT trays - droppers - OS C coils - switches - cans - smoothers -1.C.'s, etc., etc.

YOU CAN BE 95% SURE WE CAN SUPPLY ANY
TV COMPONENT BY RETURN

IF YOU NEED SPARES FAST- RING NOW!
ACCESS AND BARCLAYCARD ACCEPTED. S.A.E. FOR FREE WALL CHART

THE TELECENTRE, WORCESTER ST.,,Mr 6- (Mr (VIITON) WOLVERHAMPTON (0902) 773122

CARDIFF CENTREVISION
EX R ENTAL T/V's

N.G.T. COLOUR TUBES
First Independent Rebuilder with

B.S.I. CERTIFICATION
(Certificate No. 004)

2 year guarantee: 4 year option
All Colour Tubes are debanded. high temperature pumped
and rebanded using new adhesives and new tension band.

19" £30, 20" £32, 22" £33, and 26" £38.
No exchange tube required on delta types.

N.G.T. ELECTRONICS LTD.,
120, SELHURST ROAD, LONDON S.E.25

Phone: 01-771 3535.
20 years experience in television tube rebuilding. add VAT at15%

*In stock now. Philips G8 Thorn 3500

Philips K9 26" 110° VCR Position from 45.00
Capacity to supply 300 working sets weekly.
Large range of spares. Call and see our 4000
sq. ft. warehouse, you won't be disappointed.

Over 1,000 sets in stock
Unit 2 corner of Penarth Road and Hatfield Road.

Tel. Cardiff 0222 44754
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SETS & COMPONENTS

PHILIPS N1700 VIDEO
CONVERSION KITS

5 HOUR DUAL SPEED RECORDINGS.
EASY FIT - SUPERB PICTURE QUALITY.

NEW ... ADD ON MODULE WITH FREEZE,
PAUSE, FRAME ADV. SLO-MO & SEARCH.
For details of all our Philips conversions contact

EVANS VIDEO SERVICES
0N061-4398696... NOW

TRIANGLE TELEVISIONS Coleraine. N.I. Quality
working sets. Clean cabinets. Decca. Bush. Korting.
Bulk non workers available. Phone Coleraine 3600.

TRENT TUBES
31 Radcliffe Road,
West Bridgeford,

Nottingham
0602 813329

ALL standard Delta COLOUR tubes
only

£25.00
EXCHANGE & VAT

Cash & Carry
P.I.L. and INLINES

OUR SEPECIALITY
Enquire for competitive quote.

2 YEARS standard guarantee, 4 YEARS
option extra.

ALL TU B ES
Fitted with High Definition guns.
High Temperature pumped 385°C.
Electronically and Picture tested.
Delivery Service Available.
Quantity Discounts
Suppliers to Major National Companies.
Automated Computer Controlled produc-
tion ensures Quality.

* V.D.U. and Monos certainly.
NOW YOU HAVE SEEN THE REST

GET THE BEST FROM TRENT TUBES

SMALL ADS
The prepaid rate for classified advertisements is 29p per word
(minimum 12 words), box number 60p extra. Semi -display
setting £5.64 per single column centimetre (minimum 2.5 cms).
All cheques, postal orders etc., to be made payable to Television,
and crossed "Lloyds Bank Ltd". Treasury notes should always be
sent registered post. Advertisements, together with remittance,
should be sent to the Classified Advertismement Manager,
Television, Room 2337, IPC Magazines Limited, King's Reach
Tower, Stamford St., London, SE1 9LS. (Telephone 01-261
58461.

NOTICE TO
READERS
Whilst prices of goods shown
in classified advertisements are
correct at the time of closing
for press, readers are advised to
check with the advertiser to
check both prices and
availability of goods before
ordering from non -current
issues of the magazine.

TELEVISION
R

D
E

WE HAVE WAYS OF MAKING YOU BUY. WE ARE GOING
TO THUMP YOU WITH BARGAINS, MAKE YOU SQUEAL
WITH PAIN AT THE BIG DISCOUNTS, TWIST YOUR ARM
WITH LOW PRICES.
NOW YOU'VE HAD ENOUGH, GET YOUR CASH AND A
WAGON & COLLECT (OR YOU'LL BE SORRY!).

GENERAL
FACTORS

GOOD MOTORWAY ACCESS
EXPORT ENQUIRIES

UNION ST, DONCASTER DN1 3AE
TELEPHONE 10302) 49583-68416

OPEN MON to SAT

Southern Valve Co.,
2nd Floor, 8 Potters Road, New Barnet, Herts.

Tel: 01-440 8641 for current prices & availability, all popular
valves stocked. SAE Lists. Cash with order. Same Day
Postal Despatch. (Mornings Preferred). Not Thurs.

Valves, Tubes. Aerials etc by LEADING -MAKERS. Send SAE
Lists or Phone for current prices. Counter. NO COD. Speedy
Despatch assured. No order under El.

Philip Bearman, 8 Potters Road, New Bernet, Herts.
Tel: 01-449 1934/5 11934 Recording Machine).

Closed Thurs. Please phone for opening hours.

CAMPBELL ELECTRONICS LTD.
COLOUR T.V. PANEL EXCHANGE/

REPAIR SERVICE
THORN. RANK. PHILIPS. GEC.

DECCA, TELPRO. GRUNDIG etc.
90 Day Guarantee on all repairs - same

day postal service.

Telephone Telford (0952) 502422
.for catalogue and price list.

CAMPBELL ELECTRONICS LTD.,
Unit 5, Heath Hill Estate,

Dawley, Telford, Shropshire.

T.V.s FOR EXPORT
We have a selection of Bush and Ferguson
colour T.V.s in good working order.

VHF/UHF suitable for countries using PAL
system. We also supply The Home Market.

Write:
Tele Spares Ltd.,

7 Walkinstown Road,
Dublin 12, Ireland.

Tel: Dublin 520485.

TV DX Special Offer!
Schrader, tunable masthead amplifiers.

UHF. RB45-M4 ch 21-65. Gain 22-26dB. Noise ratio
3,5 dB. Bandwidth 10-15mHz. max. overload 10mV.
incl. power/tuning supply VR 12/01 £34.50.
UHF. RB45A-M4 (incl. amateurband) ch. 17-65. incl.
power/tuning supply VR12/01 £39.50.
VHF. RB3. ch 5-11. Gain 26-30dB. Noise ratio
2,5dB. Bandwidth 10-15mHz. max. overload 10mV.
incl. power/tuning supply VR12/01 £44.50.
Extra for power/tuning supply incl. 6 presets £13.50.
Prices incl. P&P. Send SAE for catalogue.

REYSTRONICS,
28 Pemberton Road,
East Molesey, Surrey.
Phone 01-979 7380.

TURN YOUR SURPLUS capacitors, transistors,
etc.. into cash. Contact Coles -Harding & Co., 103
South Brink. Wisbech. Cambs. 0945 4188. Immediate
ettlement.

Txi SPARES, PANELS
. v  AND MANUALS

PHILIPS  GRUNDIG

TELEVI EW 01-994 5537
1 94, Acton Lane, London W.4.

When replying to Television Classified Advertise-
ments please ensure:

(A) That you have clearly stated your requirements.
(B) That you have enclosed the right remittance.
(C) That your name and address is written in block

capitals, and
(D) That your letter is correctly addressed to the

advertiser.

This will assist advertisers in processing and
despatching orders with the minimum of delay.
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Telephone: Northwood (Middx./ 27019 01-8452036

RETACH LTD.
Rear 78 High Sr Northwood, Middx.

NOW OFFER!!!
RANK 823 and THORN COLOUR from £20

ALSO
REBUILT COLOUR TUBES.

2 year Guarantee. From £28
ALL PRICES VAT.

QUALITY
REBUILT
TUBES

HIGH TEMPERATURE PUMPING

COLOUR (2 year Guarantee)

90° up to 19 £33
90° 20" - 22" £35
90° 25" - 26" £36

110° and PIL £40
MONO (including thin necks) from

£14.
All prices VAT

Delivery UK Mainland £6.
4 year Optional Guarantee

Send or phone for full list and terms.
WELTECH PICTURE TUBES

Unit 3-10 Wembley Commercial Centre,
East Lane, Wembley, Middx.

01-908-1816

UPCONVERTERS
Wideband VHF to UHF Converter 12 volt
supply required. Simple connection. Ideal
Eire, overseas use £10.80 inc. p.p.
TVDX Equipment. Amplifiers, filters.
Special DX Upconverter.

SAE Data, Lists:
H. Cocks,

Cripps Corner, Robertsbridge,
Sussex. Tel. 058083 317.

T. V. PATTERN GENERATOR
UHF output plugs straight into aerial
socket no other connection required.
Crosshatch 4 patterns £17.25
Crosshatch Greyscale £18.50
UHF Modulator with video

and sound inputs £22.50
Prices include P&P and VAT.

SAE for details:

C. L. JERVIS
15 Mercer Grove

Wolverhampton, WV11 3AN.
Tel. (0902) 23916. OOOOOOOOOOO

SUFFOLK TUBES
LIMITED

214 Purley Way, Croydon, Surrey.
Tel: 01-686 7951/2/3/4

SUPPLIERS OF MONO AND COLOUR TUBES TO MAJOR RENTAL
COMPANIES.

ALL COLOUR TUBES HOT PUMPED AT 385c AND REBANDED TO
BRITISH STANDARD. 415 1972 CLAUSE 18-2.
19" and 22" TUBES APPROVED. OTHER TYPES PENDING.

BRITAINS LARGEST INDEPENDENT REBUILDER FOR 21 YEARS.

FOR
QUALITY
USED T.V.s

200 EX RENTAL
COLOUR AND MONO TVs

ARRIVING WEEKLY
GOOD CLEAN CABINETS

THIS MONTHS SPECIAL OFFERS

Thorn 3000 25" £17.25
Thorn 3500 26" £23.00

Many other makes £17.25
Good Mono sets from £3.45

.4LL SETS COMPLETE WITH
GOOD CABINETS.

DELIVERY IF REQUIRED
Call or phone now to:

SOUTHERN TRADE SERVICES
21 COLINDALE AVE.,

LONDON NW9
TEL 01-200-7337.

TRIPLERS - PRICES REDUCED
Thorn 3000 .1500 I rianh inc. p.p.
Thorn 9000 r Ma .65 Add 55p VAT.
UNIVERSAL) ear guarantee

The UNIVERSAL TRIPLERcan be used in most
G.E.C.. I.T.T.. P,c. Rank. Decca & Continental
,etc.

WING ELECTRONICS
15 Wae lands. off Tudor Rd,
Hates End, Middlesex

TRADE ONLY
N. W. ELECTRONICS

Have for disposal large quantities of good class

COLOUR TVs,
Bush, Pye, GEC, Thorn, Hitachi. Philips. etc. (Ex Co-op). Not junk, very clean
cabinets.

Genuine change over TVs and repossessions.

From only £20. Delivery arranged.

We export large quantities of TVs weekly, can we help you?
Call now and see our selection, over 1000 TVs to choose from.

N. W. Electronics, Bolingbroke Buildings,
Bolingbroke Street, Bradford 5.

3 Mins from Motorways.
Tel. 0274 390121.

LOPT TESTER
An entirely new instrument development for
checking Line O.P. transformers for shorted
turns. It needs only one shorted turn on a
LOPT to render it useless and this sensitive
unit will detect it.
This will save every service workshop many
hours every week in the increasingly endless
elimination process of checking the Line OP
stage and as often happens the unnecessary
fitting of a new LOPT and putting the old one
back.
Test in the set or out of it in moments.
We guarantee that you will become very
dependant on this Test Set. We also
anticipate that it will become a must in all
workshops both here and overseas.
Mains operated. Led indicators measures 4"
 3" 1-15" with instructions and useful hints.
£16.50 inclusive C.W.O.

Additional postage please overseas.

J. BAKER & CO.
1, Old Shoreham Rd., Southwick, Sussex

BN4 4RD.
Tel. Brighton 593315.

I.D.A. (Services) Ltd.
Mail Order Valves (new)

at wholesale prices.
For list write or phone:

34 York Avenue,
East Cowes,

Isle of Wight.
Tel. (0983) 292853.

r OOOOO Ili

TELFURB T.V. LTD.,

I PHILIPS G8, 570. ITT. PYE
I 262, CT200. BUSH. THORN

8800. 8500, 3500. GEC 2110.
DECC A VARI. TOSHIBA &

I MONO. PLUS REFUR-
i BISHED SETS TO ORDER.

RING:

WHEATLEY, OXFORD
086-77-3849
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COLOUR T.V.s
PHILIPS G8 COMPLETE

22" £45 26" £55

DISCOUNT FOR
BULK BUYERS

TEL: 965 1230 & 961 3997

SMITH

ELECTRONICS

43-43A, PARK PARADE,
HARLESDEN,

LONDON N.W.10.

CAMPBELL ELECTRONICS LTD.
Distributors of specialist spares to

radio and television service depts.
We stock semiconductors, I/Cs, special
T.V. and audio spares, service aids, rebuilt

CRTs etc.
Fast off the shelf delivery of stock items.

Send S.A.E. or telephone for full catalogue
and price list.

CAMPBELL ELECTRONICS LTD.,
Unit 5, Heath Hill Estate,

Dawley, Telford, Shropshire.
Telephone Telford (0952) 502422.

RANK, BUSH, MURPHY
Colour TV Panels repair

By top engineers from ex RRI workshop at
Ware. T20, Z718. T22. T24. T26 chassis
covered.

Contact for most competitive prices.

31 Leaves Spring,
Stevenage, Herts.

Tel. Stevenagz 61567.

EDUCATIONAL

TELEVISION COMPUTER
RADIOCOMMUNICATIONS

& RADAR SERVICING

TWO YEAR full-time Modular
Diploma course to include a high
percentage of practical work.
 ELECTRONIC PRINCIPLES

 MONO TV & CCTV

 COLOUR TV & VCR

 MICROELECTRONICS &
DIGITAL TECHNIQUES

 MICROPROCESSORS &
COMPUTERS

 RADIOCOMMUNICATIONS &
RADAR

Each of the above Modules are 13 weeks
in duration. Individual Modules can be
arranged for applicants with suitable
electronics background.
Tuition fees (UK & Overseas) £1575
per year (i.e. £525 per Module).

Next session starts January 4th.

Prospectus from:

LONDON ELECTRONICS
COLLEGE

Dept: PP, 20 Penywern Road,
London SW5 9SU. Tel: 01-373 8721.

COURSES

VIDEORECORDER TRAINING COURSE. Yet
another super technical training course for TV
engineers who want to learn about videorecorders.
Saturday and Sunday January 30th and 31st 1982.
For details contact Mrs. Beeching. Newark Video
Centre. 108 London Road. Balderton, Newark. Notts.
Tel. (0636) 71475.

BE A COLOUR
TV ENGINEER

Two years full time Higher Diploma
Course in Electronics, Colour TV and
V.C.R.
Next course commences Jan 82 and
Sept 82.

APPLY:
Registrar, Reeswood College,

299a Edgware Road,
London W2 1 BB.

Tel. 01-402 9985.

FOR SALE

BUSH 24"/20" SiS mono's, good working order,
clean, polished. £10 each. minimum ten. Delivery any-
where (0706) 623404.

HEATHKIT LABORATORY Oscilloscope, factory
built. new condition. Best offer over £50.00. 061-225
6329.

NEW BACK ISSUES of 'Television' available 95p
each post free. Cheque or uncrossed P/O returned if
not in stock. - BELL'S TELEVISION SERVICES,
190 Kings Road. Harrogate. N. Yorkshire. Tel.
(0423) 55885.

ONE EXE GLASS turning lathe 1968. To be sold as
seen. buyer collects. Offers to Box 165.

TV ENGINEERS - Improve your efficiency by in-
stalling an Answercall Twin -tape P.O. Approved
Telephone Answering Machine with remote Call -in.
£229 inc. V.A.T. and delivery. Tel. (063876) 410.

'TELEVISION' June 1974 to April 1979. Good con-
dition. Telephone Luton 36254 (evenings).

200 COLOUR TV'S for spares. Mostly GEC. Decca
& Bush. £5 each. Will split into loads of 50. Buyer
collects. 0484 643273.

TIMEBASE AND C.R.T. base parts for Television
Small Screen Project £45. Stowmarket 75330.

ORDER FORM PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALS
Please insert the advertisement below in the next available issue of Television for

insertions. I enclose Cheque/P.O. for £
(Cheques and Postal Orders should be crossed Lloyds Bank Ltd and made payable to Television)

NAME

ADDRESS

Send to. Classified Advertisement Manager,
TELEVISION,
Classified Advertisement Dept., Rm. 2337,
King's Reach Tower, Stamford Street,
London SE1 9LS. Telephone 01-261 5846.
Rate
29p per word. minimum 12 words, Box No 60p extra.

Company registered in England. Registered No. 53626. Registered Office: King's Reach Tower. Stamford Street, London SE1 9LS.
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SERVICE SHEETS

SERVICE SHEETS. SERVICE MANUALS
PRACTICAL AND TECHNICAL BOOKS

COVERING COLOUR & MONO TELEVISIONS, RADIOS,
CASSETTES, MUSIC CENTRES, ETC.

SERVICE SHEETS £1.25 PLUS S.A.E. SERVICE MANUALS ON REQUEST.

BOOKS
PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE U.K. ONLY

TVT '80 TRANSISTOR EQUIVALENT & DATA BOOK. (A to Z). 295 Pages --..- £3.50
TVT '80 TRANSISTOR EQUIVALENT & DATA BOOK. (2N. 2S. ETC.). 440 Pages £4.75
NEWNES COLOUR TELEVISION SERVICING MANUAL by G.J. King. Vold £9.75
NEWNES COLOUR TELEVISION SERVICING MANUAL by G.J. King. Vol. 2 £9.75
NEWNES COLOUR TELEVISION SERVICING MANUAL by G.J. King. Vol. 3 £9.75
COLOUR TELEVISION SERVICING by G.J. King. 2nd Edition £9.80
COLOUR TELEVISION THEORY by G. H. Hutson £7.95
LONG DISTANCE TV RECEPTION FOR THE ENTHUSIAST by R. Bunney f2.35
AUDIO EQUIPMENT TESTS be G. J. King £7.50
RADIO CIRCUITS EXPLAINED by G. J. King f7.95
SERVICING WITH THE OSCILLOSCOPE by G. J. King. 2nd Edition £7.20
TELEVISION SERVICING HANDBOOK by G.J. King. 3rd Edition £7.95
BEGINNERS' GUIDE TO TELEVISION by G. J. King. 5th Edition £4.00
BEGINNERS' GUIDE TO COLOUR TELEVISION by G. J. King. 2nd Edition £4.00
CATHODE-RAY OSCILLOSCOPE AND ITS USES by G. N. Patchett £4.40
TELETEXT AND VIEWDATA by S.,4Money £6 25
TOWERS' INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR SELECTOR. 2nd Update 110.35

COLOUR TV MANUALS
COVERING FOLLOWING MAKES

PLEASE SEND S.A.E. FOR QUOTATION

ALBA, BRC, BUSH, DECCA, GEC,
DEFIANT, MARCONI, EKCO, PYE,
FERGUSON, DYNATRON,
NATIONAL, HITACHI, INVICTA,
ITT/KB, RGD, GRUNDIG, SOBELL,
STELLA, SONY, MURPHY.
PHILIPS, HMV, ULTRA & OTHERS.

VCR SERVICE MANUALS

We can supply Service Manuals for the most popular makes
of Video Cassette Recorders. Please ring for a quote.

WE STOCK NEW AND SECONDHAND EDITIONS OF "RADIO AND TELEVISION SERVICING" BOOKS.
FROM 1974-75 EDITION UP TO DATE. PRICES ON REQUEST.

BACK ISSUES OF FOLLOWING MAGAZINES AVAILABLE. CURRENT PRICE PLUS 30p POSTAGE PER COPY.
P. WIRELESS, P. ELECTRONICS, E. ELECTRONICS, TELEVISION, ELECTRONICS TODAY, ELEKTOR

BELL'S TELEVISION SERVICES
190, KINGS ROAD, HARROGATE, N. YORKSHIRE. TEL. HARROGATE (STD 0423) 55885

OPEN TO CALLERS DAILY 9.00 a.m. TO 5.00 p.m. (HALF DAY WEDNESDAY) PLEASE INCLUDE AN S.A.E.WITH ENQUIRIES

Thousands of different full size service sheets Thousands of different manuals of all kinds in stock.
( Many of above are unique to us and obtainable nowhere else.) Any published single service sheet still only I - s.a.e.British CTV circuit/layouts from dual to latest from Decca, GEC, ITT, Philips, Pye, Rank, Thorn,etc.

Continually updated - in 3 giant binders for only £39.50.
Revised foreign C.T.V. Repair System in 2 huge binders plus 3 Repair Manuals for £39.50.

Contains chassis from Grundig. Hitachi. Korting. Kuba. Luxor. Mitsubishi, National P..Nordmande. Sharp, Skantic, Tochiba, Zanussi.
Any Repair Manual only £6.50 for the first -£6 each thereafter.

Save £6.50 on complete set of 11 uniqueTV repair manuals -only £60. Mono + colour from dual standards to recent sets, McCourt & Tunbridge.
S. 4 . any quotation, also pru, of our unique repair systems. Service sheers and all stock manuals by return ofpost.

Phone: 0698883334, anytime. Callers 4-6 pm. weekdays, Saturdays 11 am. -1 pm. only.
TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVICEG.T. 76 CHURCH ST., LARKHALL, LANARKSHIRE ML9 1HE.

SERVICE SHEETS, Radio, TV, etc., 10,000 models.
Catalogue 25p plus SAE with orders -enquiries.
Telray. 5 Henderson Street. Preston PR I 7XP.

SANDHURST PUBLICATIONS
Television Service Sheet Specialists

Workshop Manuals, large selection of Japanese
and European TV Sheets. Callers 5.30-7.00 pm.
Send S.A.E. for Catalogue and Enquiries:

49C Yorktown Road,
Sandhurst, Camberley, Surrey GU17 7AG.

SERVICE SHEETS, Radio, Television, Stereo etc.,
from 50p. Catalogue 25p. S.A.E. with orders, en-
quiries. Hamiltons, 47 Bohemia Road, St. Leonards,
Sussex.

BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS

ANY PUBLISHED SERVICE SHEET fl + S.A.E.
Thousands different repair/service manuals/sheets in
stock. Repair data your named TV £6.50 (with
circuits £8.50). S.A.E. Newsletter, price lists,
quotations. AUST, 76 Church Street, Larkhall,
Lanarkshire. (0698 883334).

MISCELLANEOUS

C.E.D., C.R.T., Tester reactorvator suitable for most
types of colour and mono including P.I.L. and 20AX
types, checks emmission, detects and measures inter
electrode leakage, incorporates a very effective boost
facility. Not a kit but a professional instrument £85.10
inc. VAT 10 day money back assurance. C. E.
Developments. 54, Baronsmead Road, High
Wycombe. Bucks HP12 3PG. Tel. High Wycombe
30307.

CENTURION BURGLAR ALARM EQUIPMENT.
Send SAE for free list or a cheque/PO for £11.50 for
our special offer of a full sized signwritten bell cover.
to: Centurion Dept. T.E.L.. 265 Wakefield Road,
Huddersfield. W. Yorkshire. Access & Barclaycard
telephone orders on 0484-35527.

RIGONDA AGENTS. For all spares and repairs.
Fast despatch trade service available. 01-476 1928.
Star Radio. 272 Barking Road, London E.13.

PRE -PACKED. Screws, nuts, washers, solder tags
studding. Send for price list. Al Sales (TV). P.O. Box
402, London SW6 6LU.

BURGLAR ALARM EQUIPMENT. Latest
Discount catalogue out now. Phone C.W.A.S. Alarm.
0274 682674.

WANTED

CRT WANTED, 510HGB22 for In CK505,
CVC20 Chassis. Perfect or regunable acceptable. Tel.
Ower 318 (near Southampton).

NEW VALVES and CRT's required, PCL805,
PL504, PL509, PY500A etc. Cash waiting. Bearman,
8 Potters Road, New Barnet, Herts. Tel: 01-449
1934/5.

ENGINEER SEEKS T.V. BUSINESS or lock -up
shop within 5 miles Edgware. Middx. Secondary posi-
tion preferred. 01-958 9292.

ADVERTISERS PLEASE NOTE

Our Box Number
Service is NOT

available for Mail -

Order Advertising
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DISPLAY
ELECTRONICS

LEADERS
IN TUBE

TECHNOLOGY
SINCE THE 60's.

REGUNNED
COLOUR TUBES
2 YEAR GUARANTEE

Up to 19" £29.50
20" £31.50
22" £33.50
25" £35.50
26" £37.50
The above prices are for standard
38mm Delta Gun Types. Prices on
application for P.I.L. Tubes etc. Some
types available without pre -supply of
glass at extra cost.

REGUNNED

MONO TUBES
2 YEAR GUARANTEE

20" £11.00
24" £13.00

BUDGET CORNER

Buy any 5 mixed types Cash 'n
Collect - Take 20% discount.

OR
Buy any 5 Mono mixed sizes Cash 'n
Collect at £8.50 (20") and £10 (24").

PLEASE ADD 15% VAT.

CALLERS WELCOME
Late night Thursdays until 8pm
Saturdays until midday.
N.B. Customers intending to collect
orders are requested to telephone in
advance:- even popular types may
be out of stock for short periods.

V.D.U./RADAR TUBES
Home and export enquiries for Radar
Display Tubes manufactured from
new (with phosphors to specification)
are invited.

WATERLOO ROAD,
UXBRIDGE,
MIDDLESEX

Telephone: Uxbridge 55800

STANDARD
T.V. TUBE
HIGH QUALITY COLOUR

REPLACEMENT TUBES AT
COMPETITIVE PRICES.

* Complete New Gun fitted to
every Tube.

* Two year Guarantee
* Every Tube Electrically Tested.
* Every Tube Picture Tested.
* Supplier to Major Rental Com-

panies.

18", 19" £25
20", 22" £27
25",26" £29

All prices quoted assume the return of your old glass
rebuildable condition. Old CRT cash cheque with order.
Please add VAT at 15°,

S.STANDARD TV TUBE CO.
11-29, Fashion Street,

London El

Tel. 01-247 3097

It's easy,
to complain

about
advertisements.

Every week, millions of
advertisements appear in the
press, on posters or in the
cinema.

Most of them comply with
the rules contained in the
British Code of Advertising
Practice and are legal, decent,
honest and truthful.

But if you find one that,
in your opinion, is wrong in
some way, please write to us
at the address below.

We'd like you to help
us keep advertising up to
standard.

The Advertising
Standards Authority.

A.S.A.Ltd Brook Mouse. Torrington Place. London WCIE 7HN.

"TUBE
REPLACEMENTS"

PROUDLY

OFFER

"WELLVIEW" EXCHANGE COLOUR
A44 -271X £29
A47 -342X £29
A47 -343X £31
A49 -120X £29
A51 -110X £29
A51-110LF £31
A55 -14X £33
A56 -120X £33
A63 -120X £38.50
A66 -120X £38.50
A66 -140X £38.50
A67 -120X £38.50
A67 -150X £38.50

"WELLVIEW" EXCHANGE MONO
A44-120 WR
A47-26 WR
A50-120 WR
A59-120 WR
A61-120 WR
A31-300 NEW
A34-100-510 NEW

All above plus VAT @ 15%.
Carriage £4.50 inc. VAT.

£11
£12
£11

£12.50
£13.50

£15
£16

ALL TUBES 18 MONTHS
GUARANTEE

ALSO YOUR VALVE SUPPLIER
NEW AND BOXED

(inclusive of VAT)

DY802-=74p
EF184=64p
PCL82=78p
PFL200=f1.15
PL509=f282
PY800=70p

ECC81=64p
ECC82=64p
PCL84=92p
PCL86=97p
PL508=E 1.30
P L 509-19=£2.92

EF183=78p
PCF802=98p
PCL805=97p
PL504=E1.38
PY88=70p
PY500A=f 1.52

Postage and Packing 10p per valve. All
orders over 10 Free of charge.

Colour Sets
1000 ex -rental TVs

Good sets good prices
Sets from flO only
Bush, Pye, GEC,

Grundig, ASA, BRC,
Philips, Skantic

The prices will amaze
you.

Allow up to 14 days for delivery.

TUBE REPLACEMENTS
Unit No. 1, Monmouth St.,

Bridgwater, Somerset.
Tel. 0278 425690-722816
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TUNERS

THORN 1043 £5.00

MAINS DROPPERS

PYE 69-161 40p

2N2 -1500V 10p 6 volt 23 watt Soldering Iron £2.00

8N2 -1500V 10p

ELC 1042 £5.00 PYE 731 3+56+27R 50p 4N7 -1500V 10p THERMISTORS

ELC 2000 £7.00 THORN 50R-40R-IK5 50p ITT CV5 7 Push Button Unit £7.00 VA 1104 35p

ELC 2060 £7.00 Coax Plugs 12p PYE 6 P/B Unit £6.00 ITT PT266 3W 12 15p

NSF AEG UHF/VHF £4.50 De -solder Pumps £4.00 PYE 731 6/P/B Unit £2.00 PTH 451A or B 10p

NSF 1043 on Panel £5.00 Aerial Socket and Lead 35p 4 Push Button Unit 50p PT37P fits Pye. Bush etc. 20p

MULLARD U3I4 £5.00 Pye. Thorn, ITT. Thyristor, Philips
GIIG122 60p

THORN 1400/1500 4 P/B Unit
Mech £7.00

MR 501 3 amp 100V 7p

MULLARD U321 £6.00
GEC 8 Channel Touch Tune Unit

MR 508 3 amp 800V 12p
RANK TOSHIBA Tube Bases 30p

MULLARD U322 £6.00 £4.50 Philips Snips £1.50

GEC Rotary Tuner £2.50 SPEAKERS

6x4 G11 25 ohm £1.00

XK3123 4000 THORN 50p B9A Print V/Holder 5p

MOSS FIT UHF/VHF DXT Tuner
Unit £9.00

FT3055 20p PYE 697 Long V/Holder 15p

5;x2-- 3 ohm £1.00 BD116 25p 12" TV Tube Hitachi A31/300
£12.00Small DX Tuner V/capp 175-

220MHz auto changeover £5.00 5 x 3 80 ohm 70p A 1 Dioder 3500 10p

5x3 50 ohm 50p R2540 £1.00
Line OP Lopt CVC20 £4.00

V/capp Tuner 50-300MHz auto
changeover £4.00

BUY69 (RCA 1693) 80p
V/U Meter 45p

5 *. 3 35 ohm 70p
Convergence Panel GEC £1.00DECCA Bradford Tuner 5 button

£2.75
5 x3 15 ohm 80p THORN Transductor £1.00

6x4 15 ohm £1.00 Transductor AT4041/41 50p
Eth Lead Split Diode LOPT £1.00

SONY KV 1400 Tuner Unit £4.00 25p
7 x 3 70 ohm £1.00 Front End Music Centre VHF/

ITT Push Button
VHF Modulator CCIR £3.00

MW/LW Size 13 x 34- £5.00 THORN Push Button 20p
5 x 3 Bohm 70p

THORN 9000 Tuner on Panel
£7.00 Output stage for music centre £5.00 MR 856 I5p

7 \ 3 16 ohm £1.00
Circuit supplied Sony 1400kV Mains On/Off Rotary 13p

9000 Frame Panel £7.00 8 x 5 16 ohm £1.50
Chroma Panel £6.00 DP Push Button 12pSANYO Rotary Tuner £4.00

MULTI -CAPS

2500/2500/63V 50pUHFTuner Unit Sony £3.50 PHILIPS Tuner/Unit UHF £2.00
Touch Button Sony £3.50 TV Aerial Portable 50p

MODULES

LPI173 10 watt Seconds £1.00

ORP 12 40p
Volts -Ohms Milliamperes Multi-470/470/250V 50p

AD 161/162 60p pair meter I Kil/V on DC/AC £4.00150/200/200/300V 70p
LPI 173 10 watt New E2.00

100/200/325V 40p BY2I2 10p TV Sound Tuner Kit ideal for Hi Fi

LP 1170 Seconds 50p NPN PNP 6fi0/661 20p
TV sound £9.50

400/200/200/350V £1.50
LP 1179 Seconds 50p 5.5MHz Filters 15p

AD 149 80p
800/250V 40p

LP I 162 New PYE OUTPUT
STAGE £1.50

6MHz Filters 25p
KBLOO5 4 amp 40V 25p

700/350V 501

TV 11 25p
LT340T 12V Reg 20p

600/300V Pye. Bush. GEC £1.00
TV 13 25p

RANK TOSHIBA Prey front con -
trot Units Type 0354 £9.50TRIPLES

PYE TBQ £1.50

200/200/100/300V 60p
TV 18 40p TCE520 25p200/200/100/32 325V £1.00

A..

100K 40 Turn Pots G9 -GI 1 Thorn
20p

----1

FUA 78M24UC 20p400/400V 40pDECCA 80 £4.00
220/450V

4°PTBZ fits GEC 1028, 2028, 1040.
1060. CS108 £4.00

3500 6 Push Button £1.00
MC 7724CP 20p

Unit Cable Form NE 2B6H Small
MTO 309 THORNE 20p4700/25V 25p

G9 £4.00 Neon Lamps, GEC 3p SAA 5040 £2.00
CONDENSERS

750/50V 10p

CVC 20/25/30 £3.50 20 small LEDs £1.00 TIP 640 LIN
THORN 9000 £4.50 3.5 Jack Plugs 5p 2SC 2I22A £1.00

470/25V SpTHORN 9500 £3.50 TV XTALs 4-433 610KHz 50p BRC 1693 f IAA
220/40V 5pGEC 2110 £3.50 TV XTALs 8867-238KHz 40p Touch Buttons RANK TOSHIBA
4/350V SpLP I 194 £3.50 Infra Red Emitting Diodes TIL 30P

10p

20p 2SB566 10p8/350V 5pGEC 2100 £3.00
8/300V 8pLP I 174/NC £3.50

SENDZ
VOLTS-OHMS-
MILLIAMPERES
MULTIMETER

680/40V 5pGRUNDIG TVK52 £3.50
47/250V 10pITT BG 100/41 £3.00
33/450V 15pTRW fits Autovox, Saba, Grundig,

Tanberg £4.00 COMPONENTS
63

Callers

BISHOPSTEIGNTON,
SHOEBURYNESS,

ESSEX
Reg.

SS3
Office

by appointment
Add 15%

8AF.
only.

VAT.
only.

_.

- -

.:-..i

2200/25V 10p

TCZ £2.50 1/800 10p

TAU £1.25 -I/1000V 10p

1/200V 15p

FOCUS UNITS

THORN 8500 £1.00

47/1000 30p

-01/1000V 10p

THORN 3500 £1.00 22/375V 15p

Add 50p postage.
Add postage for all overseas parcels
Good despatched on receipt of order.

£4.00
1K 52/V on DC/AC

DECCA Large £1.00 047/1250V 10p

DECCA Small £1.00 -0047/1500V 10P

ITT 60p 1N8 -1500V 10p

iii



INTEGRATED CIRCUITS SN76033 £2.00 BC559 7p

CA270CE 50p SN76115 50p BC 131 30p

CA270CW 50p SN76131 50p BC132 30p

CA3089Q 50p SN76226 £1.00 BC135 15p

MC1327 £1.00 SN76227 60p BC136 15p

MC 1349 50p SN76530P 50p BC207 30p

MC1352 £1.00 SN76532 50p BC221 20p

SAA1020 £4.00 SN76533 £1.00 BD228 25p

SAAI021 £4.00 SN76544N £1.00 BD238 20p

SAA1024 £4.00 SN76546 £1.00 BD239 12p

SAAI025 £4.00 TBA480Q £1.00 BD33 I 20p

SAS560 £1.00 SN76650 50p BD332 20p

SAS570 £1.00 SN76660 50p BD253B 35p

SL901 £3.50 SN76666 50p BD4 16 25p

SL918 £2.50 SN76707N 75p BD595 35p

TAA320A 50p TBA820 £1.00 BD596 35p

TAA470 £1.50 ML236E £1.50 BD681 25p

TAA550 25p BTT822 £1.00 BD807 20p

SAA570 £1.00 BTT8 124 £1.00 BD534 20p

TAA700 £1.00 BTT8224 £1.00 BF127 20p

TBA 120A 40p TDA2600 £2.00 BF137 20p

TBA120AS 40p SAS660 £1.00 BF 157 20p

TBA120SA 40p SAS670 £1.00 BF180 20p

TBA120B 40p TDA2522 £1.00 BF181 20p

TBA120SB 40p BF182 20p

TBAI2OU 40p BF185 20p

TBA120C 40p SEMICONDUCTORS BF195 7p

TBA 1441 £1.00 AC128 25p BF198 7p

TBA5I0 £1.00 AC I53K 25p BF199 7p

TBA520 £1.00 AC I76K 25p BF200 20p

TBA540 £1.00 AF139 25p BF240 7p

TBA550Q £1.00 AF239 25p BF245 7p

TBA560CQ £1.00 AU113 £1.20 BF263P 15p

TBA560C £1.00 BA159 7p BF264 15p

TBA570 £1.00 BA182 7p BF273 7p

TBA720A £1.00 BA248 7p BF274 7p

TBA750 £1.00 BB103 7p 8F337 24p

TBA800 40p BB105 7p BF338 24p

TBA810S £1.00 BC107 7p BF458 12p

TBA820 £1.00 BC 108 7p BFR79 15p

TBA890 £1.00 BC109 7p BFT43 25p

TBA920 £1.00 BC139 7p BFY50 15p

TBA920Q £1.00 BC147 7p BFY90 20p

TDA254 I £1.00 BC148 7p BR 100 25p

TBA950 £1.00 BC149 7p BSX20 7p

TBA990Q £1.00 BC 154 7p BT100 30p

TCA270 £1.00 BC157 7p BT106 Special 60p
TCA270Q £1.00 BC 158 7p BT106 £1.00
TCA4500A £1.00 BC171 7p BT109 £1.00

TCA640 £1.00 BC 173 7p BT138/10A 70p

TCA650 £1.00 BC174 7p BT151/80OR 70p

TC A660 £1.00 BC I82L 7p BTY80 20p

TC A £1.00 BC 183 7p BUI05/104 80p

TCA740 £1.00 BC207 7p BUMS £1.00

TC A800 £1.00 BC212 7p BUI24 50p

TCA830S £1.00 BC213 7p BU126 80p

TCEP100 £1.20 BC237 7p BU137 50p
TDAI003 £1.00 BC238 7p BU204 50p
TDA I 170 £1.00 BC245 7p BU205 £1.00
TDA 1190 £1.00 BC250 7p BU208 60p
TDA1327 £1.00 BC251 7p BU208A £1.00
TDA1412 30p BC252 7p BU407 50p

TDA2530 £1.00 BC257 30p BU500 80p

TDA2540 80p BC300 30p R2008B £1.00

TDA2002 £1.00 BC303 30p R2010B £1.00

TDA2640 80p BC307 7p E1222 20p

TDA2680 £1.00 BC308 7p BDX32 £1.00

TDA2690 £1.00 BC327 7p 0A90 7p

TDA3560 £1.50 BC337 7p MJE51T 25p

SNI68ZAN £1.00 BC350 20p MJE280 1 30p

SN16964AN 50p BC365 10p BY127 10p

SN29764 £1.00 BC4 13 7p BYI33 10p

SN29848 50p BC454 7p BY134 10p

SN75108AN £1.00 BC460 25p BY176 Type 25p

SN7600 1 £1.00 BC462 7p BY179 35p

SN76003* £1.00 BC463 7p BY184 25p

SN760 13* £1.50 BC546 7p BY 187 10p

SN76023* £1.50 BC548 7p BY190 40p

BY206 10p 100 2.7 4.7 Res £1.00
Fast Recovery 8p 300 Carbon Film Res £1.50

20 Slider Knobs 70p

8 Mixed Gun Switches 50p
DIODE 2AM 600/800v

BY210/400 5p

BY210/800 10p

201/C Holders £1.20
Red Green L.E.D. £1.00

BY223 25p

BY226 15p DIODES
BY227 10p I Amp 1600v 7p
BY296 10p 3 Amp 100v 7p
BY298 10p 3 Amp 1200v 10p
BY299 10p W004 Bridge 15p
BYF3123 40p W00.5 Bridge 20p
BYF3I26 40p 9000 Thorn 0/P Transistors
BYX38/600 50p with Heatsink T903 8v £1.00
BYX38/300 25p SW 150 Surface Wave
BYX71/350 20p Colour TV Filter £1.00
BYX72/300 20p TIL126N Thyristor
2N2222 7p 800v/ I 2A 50p

2N3055 40p I 800/4KV 5p

2N4444 £1.00 4.7NF/5KV 10p

2SN30A 7p 180/8KV 10p

TIP29C/A 20p 210PF/8KV 10p

TIP31A/B 25p 270PF/8KV 10p

TIP32 20p 330PF/8KV 10p

TIP33B 25p 1000PF/10KV /Op

TIP100 30p 1200PF/12KV 10p

TIP130 30p

TIP2955S 40p

IN60 3p ITT SPARE PANELS

Y716 20p CVC9 Power Supply
Board £1.50

Y827 30p
Decorder Panel £7.50

BYW56 2A/1000v 8p Audio Amp Driver Mod
ITT Control Panel
5 Sliders £2.50

MIXED PACKS
ITT 3 Sliders Control Panel

20 Convergence Pots 80p £3.50
100 Mixed Sticks £1.00 BF858 50p
10 Thermisters 50p TDAI010 £1.00
20 Slider Pots £1.00 TDA2650 £1.00
30 Presets 50p TDA2653 £1.00
40 Pots £1.50 TDA2560 £1.00
300 Condensors £1.50 TDA73I5 £1.00
300 Resistors £1.50 Delay Lines £1.00
150 Electrolytics £2.00 DL50 £1.00
15 Bulbs 40p DL70 £1.00
l00 Diodes £1.00 3.15 AS Fuses 5p
100 Fuses £2.00 G I I Teletex Panel No.
100 W/W Res £1.50 3113-267-1597 £30.00

SENDZ
COMPONENTS

63 BISHOPSTEIGNTON,
SHOEBURYNESS,

ESSEX, SS3 8AF

Reg. Office Only.

Callers by appointment only.

Add 15% VAT and 50p postage.

All items subject to availability.

Add postage for all overseas parcels.

Goods despatched on receipt of order.
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